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and( Palestinians( have( not( been( investigated( nor( brought( together( thus( far.( ( This(
composition( fuses( three( reverberations( that( accompany( Palestinians( living( away( from(
their( homeland:( statelessness,( diasporisation,( and( (de)mobilisation.( The( dissertation( is(
approaching( the( study(of( the(Palestinian(diaspora(as(a(musical( composition(which(has(
not(been(heard(yet,( for( that( the( study(of(Palestinians(as(a(diaspora( is( yet( to(generate(
audible(sounds,(the(study(of(stateless(diasporas(in(general(still( falls(under(the(category(




By( studying( the( cases( of( Palestinian( diasporisation( in( the( heterogeneous( settings( of(
Belgium,(Jordan,(and(Lebanon,(and(fusing(a(set(of(methodological(approaches(including(
taxonomy( of( analysis,( (participant)( observation,( exploring( verbal( and( nonverbal(




Investigating( the( heterogeneities( of( the( Palestinian( diaspora’s( political(mobilisation( in(
the( three( studied( cases( echoed( the( criticality( of( the( role( of( statelessness( in(
homogenising( what( would( otherwise( remain( heterogeneous( due( to( the( immense(
differences( in( the( settings( enabling( or( disabling( movement.( The( effects( of( this(
statelessness,( this( absence( of( a( backbone,( touch( various( diasporaDspecific( elements(
including(PalestinianDness,(historiographies,(geographies,(temporalities,(autonomization,(
organisation,( and( mobilisation.( All( of( which( are( aspects( this( composition( investigates(
thematically(by(mapping(theory(to(empirical(findings.((
(
Fusing( statelessness,( diasporisation,( and( political( mobilisation( can( open( alternative(
doors( to(understanding(peoples(belonging( to(homelands(not(enjoying(a(state(status( in(
the(era(of(states,(examples(of(which(are(Kurds,(Circassians,(and(Roma,(to(name(a(few.(It(
helps( comprehend( the( actions( of( peoples( attempting( to( embrace( their((
homeland( by( mobilising( for( its( causes( despite( being( isolated( from( it.((
Furthermore,( studying( the( abnormal( is( a( way( to( understanding( both( abnormal((
























































































































and" Palestinians" have" not" been" investigated" nor" brought" together" thus" far." " This"
composition" fuses" three" reverberations" that" accompany" Palestinians" living" away" from"
their" homeland:" statelessness," diasporisation," and" (de)mobilisation." The" dissertation" is"
approaching" the" study"of" the"Palestinian"diaspora"as" a"musical" composition"which"has"
not"been"heard"yet," for" that" the" study"of"Palestinians"as"a"diaspora" is" yet" to"generate"
audible"sounds,"the"study"of"stateless"diasporas"in"general"still" falls"under"the"category"




By" studying" the" cases" of" Palestinian" diasporisation" in" the" heterogeneous" settings" of"
Belgium,"Jordan,"and"Lebanon,"and"fusing"a"set"of"methodological"approaches"including"
taxonomy" of" analysis," (participant)" observation," exploring" verbal" and" nonverbal"




Investigating" the" heterogeneities" of" the" Palestinian" diaspora’s" political"mobilisation" in"
the" three" studied" cases" echoed" the" criticality" of" the" role" of" statelessness" in"
homogenising" what" would" otherwise" remain" heterogeneous" due" to" the" immense"
differences" in" the" settings" enabling" or" disabling" movement." The" effects" of" this"
statelessness," this" absence" of" a" backbone," touch" various" diasporaUspecific" elements"
including"PalestinianUness,"historiographies,"geographies,"temporalities,"autonomization,"
organisation," and" mobilisation." All" of" which" are" aspects" this" composition" investigates"
thematically"by"mapping"theory"to"empirical"findings.""
"
Fusing" statelessness," diasporisation," and" political" mobilisation" can" open" alternative"
doors" to"understanding"peoples"belonging" to"homelands"not"enjoying"a" state"status" in"
the"era"of"states,"examples"of"which"are"Kurds,"Circassians,"and"Roma,"to"name"a"few."It"
helps" comprehend" the" actions" of" peoples" attempting" to" embrace" their""
homeland" by" mobilising" for" its" causes" despite" being" isolated" from" it.""
Furthermore," studying" the" abnormal" is" a" way" to" understanding" both" abnormal""
and" normal" alike;" therefore," studying" the" stateless" diasporas" can" help" in" reaching" to"
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Conjoining" the"concept"of"diaspora"to"the"concept"of"state" is"a" fairly" recent"
academic" practice," for" that" the" originator" and" paradigmatic" case" of" the" term"
diaspora," the" Jewish" diaspora," has" existed" with," as" well" as" without," a" state" for"




chapters" will" explain," it" is" noticeable" that" diasporas" are" perceived" as" either"
descending" from" a" state" of" origin," or" belonging" to" one," overlooking" cases" where"
states"are"not" constituents"of" the"diasporic"equation,"one"example"of"which" is" the"
case"of"the"stateless"Palestinians"in"the"diaspora.""
The"aforementioned"paucity" is" accompanied"by" a" similar"paucity"of" studies"on" the"





Academically," Palestine" and" the" Palestinians" are," and" have" always" been," a"
topic" of" interest" to" scholars" from" all" around" the" globe," but" despite" the" evident"
interest," Palestinians" have" rarely" been" studied" as" a" diaspora" dispersed" from" its"














diaspora," the" concept" of" statelessness" and" its" academic" usages" (or" eliminations)"
sounded"out"of" tune," resonating"but" in" an" atonal" and" limited"manner," resulting" in"
partial" sounds" and" restricted" echoes" except" in" legal" terms" where" statelessness" is"
researched" and" has" the" ability" to" resound." Statelessness" in" terms" of" diasporas"
seemed" to" require" retuning," as" the" title" of" this" dissertation" reflects" and" as" the"
following" sections" will" explicate." It" was" from" this" particular" atonality" that" the"






The" dissertation" started" with" a" Prelude" to" a" stateless" repertoire;" followed" by" an"
Arabesque" style"review"of" the" literature;"a"Concerto" resonating"the"methodological"
approaches"taken"throughout"the"research;"an"Intermezzo"thoroughly"introducing"its"
cases;"a"Sonata! that"despite" its"echolessness," is" still"played"by" the"cases"studied;"a"
Requiem"to"the"historiographies,"geographies,"and"temporal"tonalities"of"the"studied"
cases;" an" Etude" introducing" the" recently" developed" concept" of" Autonomization;" a"
Fugue" introducing" a" theme" and" extending" it" to" the" cases" studied;" and" finally" a"
Postlude"concluding"the"dissertation,"also"referred"to"as"repertoire"and"composition.""
"
Moreover," and" in" an" attempt" to" further" clarify" the" approach" taken"











" " " " " " " Statelessness.!
! ! ! ! ! ! ! Diasporas.!














The" sounds" of" the" current" literature" on" statelessness," diasporas," and"mobilisation"
mostly"resemble"a"staccato"articulationUwise,"where"each"sound"is"sharply"detached"




does" the"current" literature"connect" the" three"sounds,"an"exception" is"Bahar"Baser,"
who"in"2010"stated"her"surprise"“that"scholars"who"work"in"social"movement"theory"
have"not"discovered"what"the"generous"research"area"of"diaspora"studies"might"offer"
to" them"or" vice" versa”.8"On" some"occasions" though," scholars"have" tied" two"out"of"
three" sounds." In" 2006," for" instance," Gabriel" Sheffer" differentiated" between" stateU
linked" and" stateless" diasporas," and" pointed" out" the" importance" of" further"
exploration"on"whether"there"exists"a"“basic"difference"between"the"strategy"choices"
made" by" stateless" diasporas" and" those" made" by" stateUlinked" diasporas”9," thus"











we" could" find" extra"work" is" the"way" in"which" diasporas" become"mobilised"…" and"
whether"they"were"successful,"and"why"they"were"successful”."10""
Clearly,"and"as"will"be"elucidated"in"the"coming"chapters,"there"exists"a"gap"in"making"
the" currently" audible" staccatos" into" legatos" (i.e." connecting" the" currently" (and"
largely)" disconnected" sounds" of" statelessness," diasporas," and" mobilisation)."
Stemming" from" this" gap," the" forthcoming" chapters" of" this" dissertation" attempt" to"


















The" inherited" statelessness" of" Palestinians," their" similarly" inherited" diasporisation,"
and" their" attempts" at" mobilisation" are" all" dimensions" that" the" current" literature"












How" and" to" what" extent" does" statelessness" affect" the" shapes," intensities," and"
dynamics" of" the" Palestinian" diaspora’s" organisation" and" mobilisation" is" the" main"
question" that" this" dissertation" is" based" on" and" answers," studying" the" cases" of"
Palestinians"in"Belgium,"Jordan,"and"Lebanon."
Statelessness"affects" the"organisation"and"mobilisation"of" the"Palestinian"diasporas"
regardless" of" their" countries" of" settlement," legal" statuses," and" socioUeconomic"
conditions" is" the"main" hypothesis" that" the" dissertation" proves." " It" is" important" to"









“The! term! diaspora! is! a! provocation,! people! have! to! think! in! what!




























to" leave" their" homeland" and" are" unable" to" return" to" it" (despite" the" similarities" in"
echoes)."To"some"others,"and"although"the"word"diaspora"has"a"strong"implication"of"
homeland"and" return," the"word" refugee"makes" the" right" sounds"when" referring" to"
any" Palestinian" in" the" “shatat”" (diaspora)." This" sound" transmits" the" Palestinian"
adherence" to" the" right" of" return,18" unlike" the" sounds" the" word" diaspora" are"
perceived"to"transmit.""
"
One" of" the" opponents" of" the" use" of" the" term" diaspora" was" Edward" Said,"
whom"for"a"long"period"rejected"the"use"of"the"term"in"reference"to"the"Palestinians."


























itself"has"a" linguistic"history" that"makes" it" stronger" than"other"words" including" the"
Arabic"version"of"the"word"diaspora,"“shatat”.""
"
It" is" crucial" to" note" that" the" word" diaspora" in" Arabic" linguistically" means" shatat;"











the"Palestinians" stems"mainly" from"one"source:" the"association"of" the"word" to" the"
Jews." Such"an"argument" is"neither" convincing"nor" satisfying"because" if" the" Jews" in"
the"diaspora"found"their"homeland"in"1948,"the"Palestinians"in"the"homeland"(along"









word" diaspora" to" dialogue" with" Arabic" speakers" and" readers" for" that" the" term"






questions" such" as:" would" studying" Palestinians" under" a" different" lens," that" of"
diasporas," yield" different" results" from" those" currently" and" previously" present" in"
literature?""
"
Finally," diaspora! in" this" thesis" is" used" to" entice," intrigue," and" provoke" as" Cohen"
notes."The"way"the"whole"research"was"carried"out"aims"at"enticing," intriguing"and"








has" been" defined" and" redefined," stretched" and" unstretched," and" has" been"
vulnerable"to"absorbing"everything"yet"retaining"nothing."24"

















U Personal" or" vicarious" relations" to" the" homeland" in" an" ethnoUcommunal"
consciousness."25"
"




(although" varying" in" intensity)" that" full" acceptance" in" the" host" country" is" not"
achievable;" idealising" the" homeland" and" yearning" for" an" atavistic" return" to" it;"
commitment" (even" if" emotionally)" to" the" maintenance" of" the" homeland;" and"
conscious" personal" relations" to" the" homeland." Defining" the" Palestinian" diaspora"
based"on"categorising"it"as"a"victim"diaspora,"as"Cohen"26"categorises"it"for"instance,"
has" been" deemed" as" a" potential" focus" shifter." Similarly," defining" the" Palestinian"
diaspora" as" people" dispersed" from" their" original" homeland" 27," without" further"










resided" in"Palestine" regardless"of"whether" they"were"evicted" from" it"





















The" definition" of" a" Palestinian" refugee" generally" orbits" around" two" main" visions,"
internal" and" external." The" former" is" how" the"Palestinians" see" themselves," and" the"
latter"is"how"the"international"community"represented"by"the"UNRWA"sees"them.""
"
To" Palestinians," the" refugee" status" comes" by" default;" there" is" no" need" for" official"
definitions" to" grant" such"a" status."Definitions"of" ‘refugee’"made"by" the"UNRWA"or"
any" other" international" body" or" convention" are" insignificant" to" Palestinians." Any"
person" of" Palestinian" origin" not" living" and" unpermitted" to" live" in" Palestine" is" a" de"
facto"refugee."The"de"jure"refugee"status"is"inconsequential"for"the"Palestinians."They"
are"aware"that"they"have"been"excluded"from"international"law"related"to"refugees."
For" example," the" Palestinians" know"by" experience," not" necessarily" by" theory," that"
“Palestinian"refugees"were"discussed"extensively"throughout"the"drafting"process"of"
the" UNHCR" statute," the" Refugee" Convention," and" the" 1954" Statelessness"
Convention." The" record" of" these" discussions" clearly" reflects" that" Palestinians"were"
presumed" to" deserve" coverage" under" the" refugee" definition," to" lack" international"
protection,"and"to"qualify"for"special"protection"from"the"UN."It"is"equally"clear"from"
these" discussions" that" Palestinian" refugees" and" stateless" persons" were" excluded"





The" external" definition" of" Palestinian" refugees," represented" by" the" UNRWA," is" a"
definition"of"Palestine"(as"opposed"to"Palestinian)"refugees"who"are"“persons"whose"
normal"place"of" residence"was"Palestine"during" the"period"1" June"1946" to"15"May"




descendants" of" the" refugees" in" their" definition," but" does" serve" them" under" its"
mandate."Secondly,"the"UNRWA"only"counts"those"Palestinians"registered"within"its"










To" add" to" the" specificity" of" the" Palestinian" refugees," the" convention" that" clarifies"
who"and"what"a"refugee"is,"excluded"the"Palestinians"from"its"definition.""
The" 1951" Refugee" Convention" establishing" UNHCR" defines" a" refugee" as" someone"
who""owing"to"a"wellUfounded"fear"of"being"persecuted"for"reasons"of"race,"religion,"











Although" this" definition" seems" to" fit" the" Palestinian" case" well," on" the" ground,"
Palestinian" refugees" have" been" excluded" from" it," as"well" as" from" the"UNHCR" as" a"
whole"(in"most"cases"and"particularly"wherever"the"UNRWA"operates)."Article"1D"of"
the"1951"Convention"states"that"“This"Convention"shall"not"apply"to"persons"who"are"
at"present" receiving" from"organs"or"agencies"of" the"United"Nations"other" than" the"
United" Nations" High" Commissioner" for" Refugees" protection" or" assistance”" 32."
Similarly," the" UNHCR" statute’s" paragraph" 7.c" further" excludes" the" Palestinians" by"
stating" that" “the" competence"of" the"High"Commissioner" ." ." ." shall" not" extend" to" a"
person" [w]ho" continues" to" receive" from" other" organs" or" agencies" of" the" United"
Nations" protection" or" assistance.”" 33" Although" the" UNRWA’s"mandate" only" covers"
Palestinians" in" a" limited" number" of" countries" surrounding" Palestine" (of" which"
Lebanon"and"Jordan"are"examples),"and"if"elsewhere"are"covered"by"UNHCR,"claims"








by" the"UNRWA," this" thesis"will" use" the"word"Diaspora" to" refer" to" the" Palestinians"












the" term" diaspora" was" found" to" be" the" only" way" to" comparatively" study" the"
Palestinians"outside"what"they"consider"their"homeland,"it"does"not"impose"a"status"







What"makes" the" Palestinian" diaspora" a" special" case?" I" have" been" asked." From"my"
surprise,"I"had"no"coherent"answer."Rewinding"the"question"and"the"lack"of"a"proper"
answer" from"my" side," I" started"wondering"what"makes" the"person"who"posed" the"
question" think" that" a" case" necessitates" specialness" to"make" it"worth" studying" and"
investigating." Indeed,"cases"can"be"special"on"some"levels,"but"not"all."What"makes"
the"Palestinian"case"one"worth"investigating"is"that"the"statelessness"of"this"chosen"
group" of" people," which" is" also" shared" by" other" peoples" from" other" locations" and"








Firstly," being" the" diaspora" of" The" Diaspora" is" a" characteristic" that" the" Palestinian"
Diaspora"monopolises."No"other"diaspora"resulted"from"the"founding"of"the"state"of"












which" governs" all" other" refugees" is" also" a" special" (even" if" not" positively)"
characteristic."It"is"worth"mentioning"that"the"Palestinian"refugees"do"not"fall"under"











smooth" as" it" sounds." Having" an" Arabic" (worst" Palestinian)" last" name" guarantees"
trouble"at"border"control."The"latter"is"not"an"option"to"the"majority"of"Palestinians"
for" multiple" reasons" including" normalisation," humiliation," ideology" and" so" on."
Rejection" of" visa" applications" is" one"more" reason." It" is" worth"mentioning" that" an"
Israeli" visa" stamped" on" any" passport" assures" a" ban" on" entering" countries" like"
Lebanon" and" Syria," and" also" guarantees" problems" with" other" Arab" and" Muslim"











Music! is! the! wine! that! fills! the! cup! of!
silence!
! ! ! ! """"""""""Robert"Fripp"
"
Academic" silence" is" a" very" long" rest" in" the" atonal" stateless" stave," and" is" also" one"
avertable" complication" of" statelessness." Taking" a" synesthetic" approach*" to"
understanding"and"explicating"the"effects"of"statelessness"on"the"Palestinians"in"the"





forcibly" isolated" from" what" they" consider" their" homeland," but" that" despite" their"
attempts"to"voice"their"demands"(revolving"around"return,"sovereignty,"Jerusalem"as"
a" capital" to" the" future" Palestinian" state)" and" no" matter" how" loud" they" are," they"
remain"unheard"by"what"they"refer"to"as"the"homeland,"which"is"generally"perceived"
as" one" despite" its" clear" divisions." As" if" they" are" echoless."Mute" to" the" ears" of" the"
homeland,"echoless"to"the"ears"of"its"proxies,"yet"cacophonous"to"their"own"ears.""
"
Diasporic" experiences" in" general" can" be" characterised" as" dissonant," for" their"
potentiality"to"lack"harmony."Being"in"one"place"yet"belonging"to"another"can"sound"
dissonant"to"some"members"of"a"diaspora."Similarly,"being"in"one"place"yet"yearning"
to" be" in" another" can" sound" dissonant" to" others." Diasporic" experiences" of" the"
stateless,"on"the"other"hand,"can"be"characterised"as"cacophonous,"for"their"aptitude"
to" lead" to" a" guaranteed" uproar" on" any," some," or" all" levels" of" existence:" mental,"









in" another." Similarly," being" from" one" place" yet" yearning" to" return" to" another" one"
that"does"not"exist"and/or"not"being"allowed"to"it"leads"to"an"uproar"in"one"or"many"
levels" of" existence," producing" a" cacophonous" experience" of" this" existence." This"
research" focuses" on" the" stateless" Palestinian" diaspora’s" organisation," mobilisation"






harshness," requires" rearranging" its" components" to"make" the"discordant"mixture"of"
sounds"as"placidly"audible"as"possible,"when"and"if"possible."Throughout"rearranging"
the" components" of" the" Palestinian" diaspora’s" cacophony," each" heard" component"
was" tuned" into" an" audible," independent" yet" integrated" part" of" the" whole"
composition," thus" creating" a" Stateless" Palestinian" Repertoire" featuring" and"
combining"different"moods," tonalities,"and"styles" that"cover" the"whole"dissertation"
piece."Acknowledged"is"the"absence"of"some"sounds,"for"that"a"composition"has"to"
end" and"must" have" a" postlude," and" acknowledged" is" the" possibility" of" composing"
opuses"at"later"stages.""
"
As" with" all" scores," this" collection" commenced" with" a" Prelude,( to( a( Stateless(
Repertoire," that" sets" and" explores" the"mood" of" the" compositions," and" introduces"
recurrent" motifs" and" ideas." Consequently," the" composition" goes" into" its" first"
component," titled" (Re)viewing( the( Review( à( l’Arabesque.! This" section" features"
various" “melodic," contrapuntal," and" harmonic”" sounds" where" the" timbres" of"
epistemology," anthropology," ontology," and" sociology" can" be" heard." Following" the"
Arabesque" is" a" Concerto( Metodologico( that" represents" a" “cycle" of" several"
contrasting”"sounds"that"are"“integrated"tonally"and"…"thematically”,"followed"by"an"
imaginary" break" intended" at" setting" the" scene" to" the" upcoming" components," an"
Intermezzo( Ostinanto! for" its" persistence" and" recurrence" throughout" all" the"
compositions." This" component" demonstrates" the" lived" past" and" present" of" the"
Palestinians" experiencing" this" existential" cacophony." This" break" facilitates"
" 18"
comprehending"and"listening"to"the"notes"and"compositions"preceding"and"following"
it." "With" the" conclusion" of" the" intermezzo" commences" a" Sonata," but" an" Echoless(
Diasporic(Sonata,"one"where"the"sound"of"the"diaspora’s"performance"produces"no"
echo."Despite"its"oddness,"this"echolessUness"plays"the"role"of"a"rest"(in"music),"which"
is" as" important" and" as" critical" in" transmitting" the" sound" as" a" note" with" an" echo."
Concluding" this" Sonata" introduces" a"Requiem( to( Tonality," a" necropolis" to" “tonal”"
temporality," geography," and" historiography" and" is" followed" by" an" Étude( on(
Autonomization( and( Statelessness," where" a" piece" is" composed" for" purposes" of"
practicing"the"newly"developed"Autonomization"technique."






Arabesque:" “a" short" piece" of" music" featuring" various" melodic," contrapuntal," or"
harmonic"decorations”."38"
Analogy"–"a"short"piece"that"resembles"an"Arabesque"in"featuring"and"using"various"
melodic"(in"terms"of"the"sounds" it" transmits),"contrapuntal" (in"terms"of"contrasting"
the"main" elements" of" the" current" literature)," and" harmonic" (in" terms"of" its" use" of"
various"pitches"and"styles"to"resonate)"elements."
"
This" chapter" reviews" the" review" via" echoing" various" melodic," contrapuntal," and"
harmonic" sounds;" it" investigates" the" question" of" the" Palestinians" in" general" and"
those" in" the" diaspora" in" particular" via" an" epistemological" gaze" at" the" knowledge"
production" process" in" general," and" the" limited" knowledge" produced" on" the"
Palestinians" as" a" diaspora" in" particular" 39." The" thematic" presentation" of" the"







great" importance" to" the" dissertation" as" a"whole" in" terms" of" critical" and" analytical"
thinking"and"writing.""
"
This" chapter" is" eclectic" in" its" nature," it" introduces" different" aspects" of" the" conflict"




perspectives"of" the" inanimate," such"as" the" land." "The"chapter"also" investigates" the"




(Re)viewing" the" Review" à" l’Arabesque" is" mainly" built" on" the" idea" of" studying" the"
abnormal" to"better"understand"the"normal." It" studies" the"abnormality"of" the"silent"
knowledge" production" on" stateless" diasporas," and" the" abnormality" of" producing"
rhetoric" of" pro" and" anti" when" producing" knowledge" about" the" conflict" that"
diasporised" the" cases" studied." It" also" studies" the" abnormality" of" structuring" and"
contextualising" knowledge" around" states" when" statelessness" exists" now" and" has"
existed"before,"and"studies"the"abnormality"of"apoliticising"the"politicised"in"terms"of"




Finally," this" chapter" sounds" like" an" Arabesque;" it" produces" various" melodic,"









Analogy" –" a" piece" that" contrasts" a" small" group" of" sounds" (represented" in"
reverberations" of" heterogeneity," positionality," presentation," triangulation," and"
considerations)"with"the"main"body"of"the"larger"group"of"sounds"(represented"in"the"
sound" of" studying" the" organisation" and" mobilisation" of" a" stateless" diaspora)" via"
performing" a" cycle" of" several" contrasting" yet" thematically" and" tonally" integrated"
sounds."
"




its" hypothesis," stated" earlier" in" this" chapter," are" various" and" encompassing" yet"
integrated"tonally"and"thematically.""
Firstly," the" chapter" investigates" heterogeneities" in" an" attempt" to" later" investigate"
homogeneities."It"sets"the"bases"to"study"components"of"social"movements"(political"
opportunity," mobilising" structures," and" framing" processes)" with" the" lens" of"






investigation" via" its" utilisation" of" various" data" collection" instruments" (taxonomy,"
(participant)" observation," semiUstructured" interviews," space" and" material" culture),"
and"data"analysis" instruments" (progressive" focusing,"dialoguing"with"data)." " Fifthly,"




















Intermezzo:" “a" musical" interlude" in" a" larger" composition" or" a" piece" of" music" in"""
itself”" 43." Ostinato:" “a" short" melodic," rhythmic," or" chordal" phrase" repeated"
continuously" throughout" a" piece" or" section" while" other" musical" elements" are"
generally"changing”"44."
Analogy"–"an"interlude"to"set"the"scene,"to"imagine"and"hear"the"unseen,"containing"





the"dissertation."Studying" the"mobilisation"of" the"stateless" (or"even"mobilisation" in"
general)" requires" investigating" the" pasts" and" presents" of" the" stateless," not" only" in"










the" Palestinians" in" Jordan" and" Lebanon," without" hearing" the" same" for" the"
Palestinians"in"Belgium"which"further"proves"the"heterogeneities"of"the"cases"chosen"
to" answer" the" main" research" question." The" chapter" then" stops" at" Present"
Representations" of" Palestine" and" Palestinians" in" the" three" studied" countries," then"
stops"once"again"at"the"echoes"of"the"past"(of"Palestinians)"in"the"present,"where"it"
investigates"the"Palestinians"as"a"stateless"minority" in"Belgium,"a"seamless"majority"
in" Jordan," and" as" stateless" and" statusUless" refugees" living" in" politicised" spaces" of"
exception" in" Lebanon." All" accompanied" by" visual" representations" to" facilitate" the"
imagination"of"the"voyage.""
"
The" chapter" concludes" with" a" presentation" of" the" Palestinian" ostinati;" aspects" of"










Analogy" –" an" extended" piece" for" the" echoless" Palestinian" diaspora," in" isolation,"
without"accompaniment."
"














depending" on" the" situation" and" occasion." Another" inversion" surfaces" in" the"
perceptions"of" Israel"and"occupation."The"chapter"then"dives"deeper"and"illustrates"
the" (limited)" options" the" Palestinian’s" homeland" has" in" order" to" achieve" the"
mobilisation"of"its"diaspora,"in"addition"to"the"difficulties"and"barriers"it"faces"before"




The" roles" of" diasporas" in" conflicts" is" then" examined" and" applied" to" the" case" of"
statelessness,"and"in"particular"Palestinian"statelessness."This"section"is"based"on"the"
hypothesis" that" the" role(s)" a" diaspora" can" play" visUàUvis" a" homeland" conflict" is"
affected"by"statelessness." It"argues"that"not"all"diasporas"can"be"classified"as"peace"
makers," peace" wreckers," or" voluntarily" none," for" that" some" diasporas" can" be"
involuntarily" none" an" example" of" which" is" the" unrepresented" (by" the" homeland)"
Palestinian" diaspora." In" light" of" this" absence" of" representation," the" chapter" then"
investigates"a"phenomenon"that"will"be"named"permutation,"which"occurs"in"two"out"
of" the" three" studied" cases," where" host" countries" operate" and" take" roles" of" the"
homeland"within"the"host"country."All"the"above"mentioned"is"accompanied"by"the"
investigation"of" the"Palestinian"proxies" that" claim"and" tend" to"play" the" role"of" the"
missing"state.""
"








Requiem:" “a" musical" composition" honouring" the" dead”46."
Analogy"–"a"composition"honouring"the"Palestinian"tonality."
"
Understanding" a" diaspora," its" organisation," and" mobilisation" requires" an"
understanding"of" its"realities:"historiographies,"geographies,"and"temporalities."This"
chapter" is" based" on" the" hypothesis" that" statelessness" affects" such" realities" to"
Palestinians"in"general"(on"the"level"of"historiographies)"and"to"the"Palestinians"in"the"
diaspora" in" particular" (on" the" levels" of" geographies" and" temporalities)." The"
hypothesis" is" divided" into" three" subUhypotheses:" Firstly," historiographies" require" a"
state" to" institutionalise" histories." Secondly," the" geographies" of" the" stateless"
Palestinians" living" in" exile" are" affected" by" their" compulsory" physical" disconnection"
from"the"homeland."Thirdly,"statelessness"affects"the"temporalities"(and"perceptions"
of" past," present," and" future)" of" those" living" in" exile" whether" pre" or" post" their"
diaspora.""
"
The" chapter" introduces" the" making" of" the" Palestinian" historiographies" and" the"
significance" of" institutionalised" national" narratives" and" roles" of" states" in" creating"
modes" of" historical" narratives." It" also" investigates" two" crucial" aspects" of" the"





reproduced," and" replicated" geographies" of" the" Palestinians" in" the" diaspora" while"
differentiating" and" contrasting" the" production" of" place" and" space." The" maze" of"

















Analogy! –" a" piece" written" for" purposes" of" practicing" a" newly" developed"
Autonomization"technique."
"
Understandings" of" conflict" narratives" and" structures" autonomise" in" diaspora"
settings50." Yet," this"Autonomization" can" be" paralysed" by" a" diaspora’s" statelessness"
leading" to" similar" outcomes" across" various" cases." This" chapter" is" based" on" the"
hypotheses" that"conflict"narratives"and"structures"autonomise" in"diaspora"settings,"





Palestinian" diaspora" in" the" three" studied" cases," starting" with" the" conceptual"
pluralisation"of"Palestine,"thus"creating"Palestines,"one"of"which"is"where"the"process"
of" Autonomization" of" conflict" narratives" and" structures" occurs" (Palestine" for"
Palestinians" in" the" diaspora)," and" the" rest" of" which" are" sources" and" concept"








conflict," the" narratives" and" more)" to" the" three" studied" cases" (in" terms" of"
organisation," survival" strategies," and"mobilisation)" proving" their" heterogeneity" yet"












Analogy" –" a" contrapuntal" form" in" which" the" theme" of" social" movements" is"
introduced" and" then" extended" and" developed" to" include" the" stateless" social"
movements"through"the"three"cases"studied."
!
Studying" diaspora" organisation" and"mobilisation" necessitates" studying" the" Political"
Opportunities,"Mobilisation" Structures," and" Framing" Processes" of" a" diaspora" in" its"
host" country." The" chapter" argues" that," and" investigates" how," statelessness" affects"
diaspora" mobilisation" regardless" of" caseUspecific" heterogeneities." It" studies" an"
understudied" case" of" diasporisation" (stateless" diaspora" and" stateless" diaspora"
mobilisation)"through"a"lens"that"is"usually"left"out"when"investigating"diasporas,"that"
of" social" movements" theory." On" the" level" of" Political" Opportunities," the" chapter"
hypothesises" that" statelessness" overshadows" the"political" opportunities" offered"by"
each"host"country"in"terms"of"organisation"and"mobilisation"outcomes.""On"the"level"
of" Mobilisation" Structures," the" chapter" hypothesises" that" despite" the" differences"










Finally," this" chapter" sounds" like"a" Fugue,"where" the" theme"of" social"movements" is"





The" postlude" of" this" dissertation" is" antiphonal" 52" in" its" nature," it" responds" to,"
harmonises" and" complements" the" introduction" chapter." The" chapter" thematically"
identifies" gaps," limitations," and" opportunities" for" further" research" in" parallel" to"








number! that! the!same! ideas!make! their!
appearance!in!the!world.!!
!
! ! ! ! !!!!Aristotle!
"
"
Contribution" to" knowledge" without" reliance" on" existent" knowledge" is" impossible,"
and"arriving"to"an"idea"that"no"one"ever"thought"of"is"rare.""
The" knowledge" already" produced" and" the" gaps" already" present" on" the" multiple"
aspects" that" this" dissertation" studies" are" what" contributed" to" its" emergence" and"





achieving" such" a" tie," be" it" towards" Palestinians" or" towards" other" similar" diasporic"
groups."
"




Akin" to" the"organisation"of" this" dissertation," the" following" section"will" present" the"
gaps"identified"thematically,"per"chapter.""
"
(Re)viewing! the! Review! à! l’Arabesque" identifies" epistemological" gaps" a" propos"
statelessness" and" diasporas," and" particularly" Palestinian" statelessness" and"
Palestinian"diasporas."It"also"attempts"to"fill"contextUspecific"gaps"in"terms"of"culture"




The" Concerto! Metodologico" contributes" to" knowledge" in" its" reliance" on" various"
methods" of" data" collection" and" analysis" in" order" to" arrive" to" a" relatively! unique"
understanding"of"diaspora"statelessness."It"fuses"the"infrequently"utilised"aspects"of"
socioUcultural" and" linguistic" anthropology," sociology," and" ethnography" to" the"
frequently"utilised"socioUeconomic"and"politicoUlegal"aspects"of"studying"Palestinians"
in"general."It"also"sets"the"basis"to"the"investigation"of"similarities"and"divergences"of"
the" same" diaspora" in" different" settings" in" order" to" draw" parallels," which" is" an"
investigation"rarely"practiced"especially"in"literature"on"Palestinians."This"chapter"is"a"
concerto"of"the"tangible"and"the"intangible,"the"seen"and"the"felt,"which"are"all"forms"
it" embraces" to" achieve" its" goal," an" approach" not" yet" present" in" studies" on"
Palestinians."Finally,"this"chapter"contributes"to"knowledge"in"its"identification"of"the"




takes" the" reader" on" a" sensory" journey" to" the" Palestinians" pasts," presents," and"
everydayness." The" identification" of" this" imaginary" gap" proved" to" be" critical" in" the"




it" investigates" how" homelands" not" enjoying" a" state" status" see" (or" not)" their"
diasporas," a" gap" identified" in" the" literature" largely" revolving" around" states" and"
nationUstates."Secondly,"it"contests"the"categorisations"of"diasporas"as"peace"makers,"
peace" wreckers," both," and" selectively" none," proposing" a" fourth" category:"
involuntarily"none.""
"
Attempting" to" investigate" the" acentric" realities" of" the" stateless" Palestinians" in" the"
diaspora" is" what" Requiem! to! Tonality" contributes" to" knowledge" through." This"
chapter" investigates" the" atonality" of" the" Palestinian" historiographies," geographies,"
and" temporalities," and" link" it" to" statelessness," an" investigation" that" has" not"
previously"seen"light"in"terms"of"statelessness.""
"
The" Etude! on! Autonomization! and! Statelessness" is" based" on" a" newly" developed"
concept,"Autonomization," and" is" applied" to" a" case" that" it" has" not" been" applied" to"
earlier."Thus,"contributing"to"knowledge"through"a"recent"contribution"to"knowledge"




that" has" not" been" studied" under" such" a" lens" before." Moreover," this" chapter"










! ! ! !
! ! !!Arabic!Proverb!
"
As" will" be" further" explicated" in" Chapter" 3" –" Concerto" Metodologico," absolute"









Due" to" limited" time" and" space," thoroughly" comparing" the" stateless" Palestinian"
diaspora" to" other" similar" diasporas" is" a" limitation" of" this" composition" and" an"
opportunity" for" further" research" on" the" topic." The" same" applies" to" thoroughly"
questioning" the" basis" of" PalestineUrelated" religious" beliefs" and" the" strong" and"
indisputable" belief" that" Palestine" will" be" liberated" before" judgement" day" (further"
explained" later" in" this"dissertation)."The"effects"of"such"beliefs"on"organisation"and"
mobilisation" (or"demobilisation)"have"not"been" investigated." Investigating"whether"
the"duration"of"the"Palestinian"experience"has"any"psychological"effects"on"the"belief"
in" the" idea" of" mobilisation" is" also" a" scopeUrelated" limitation" of" this" research." The"



















































Arabesque:! “a! short! piece! of! music! featuring! various! melodic,! contrapuntal,! or!
harmonic!decorations”.!54!
Analogy! –! a! short! piece! that! resembles! an! Arabesque! in! featuring! and! using!





















This" composition" resembles" an" Arabesque" in" that" it" consists" of" various" melodic,"
contrapuntal," and" harmonic" decorations." It" echoes" various" academic" melodies,"














! ! ! ! ! ! !!
!
Complicating" the" complex" is" a" habitual" peculiarity" of" human" beings" that" makes"
comprehending"the"complex,"and"on"some"occasions"the"straightforward,"strenuous"
or" unattainable" tasks." This" chapter," in" harmony" with" the" whole" dissertation,"
attempts" to" embrace" simplicity" to" facilitate" knowledge" sharing" of" a" complex" and"




As" previously" explained," and" in" an" attempt" to" facilitate" the" reading" and" writing"
processes,"the"organisation"of"this"dissertation"is"thematic"in"its"nature,"where"each"
chapter"is"an"outcome"of"the"combination"of"theory"and"empirical"data.""This"clearly"
means" that" the" literature" is" reviewed" and" discussed" thematically," and"within" each"
chapter," which" provides" an" opportunity" to" epistemologically" gaze" at" related"








The" writing" and" presentation" style" of" this" chapter" is" eclectic," in" its" dictionary"
definition" not" its" philosophical" one," where" some" historical" facts" and" positions" are"
written"in"the"style"of"storytelling"with"a"prologue"and"epilogue,"and"where"ideas"are"
derived" from" a" diverse" array" of" sources." The" obvious" and" the" frequent" are"
subtracted,"while"the"silenced"and"the"overlooked"are"added,"making"the"following"





conflict," the" literature" imbalance"will" be" epistemologically" reviewed,"mapping" and"
contrasting" the" abundances" and" scarcities" present" within" the" field" of" knowledge"
production"in"general"and"diaspora"studies"in"particular,"and"consequently"critiquing"


















































































It" can"be"argued" that"comparing" the"similarities"between" the"past"of" Jews"and" the"
present" of" Palestinians" is" anomalous" in" a" conflict" where" differences" are" the" focal"
point,"but"in"cases"where"respecting"differences"is"lacking,"disregarding"similarities"is"




review"the"conflict" that"gave"birth" to" the"cases"studied" in" this"dissertation;"namely"
the" Palestinian" diaspora." Literature" on" the" conflict" per" se" is" numerous" and"
originating" from" various" parts" of" the" world." Legal," social," historical," economic,"
biblical,"political,"and"amalgamations"of"some"or"all"of"the"above,"are"dimensions"of"
the" conflict" covered" by" authors." Pro" and" anti" are" features" encircling" this" conflict"
along"with"what"is"written,"spoken,"heard,"and"felt"about"it,"making"it"the"conflict"of"
conflicts,"at"least"in"our"today’s"world,"and"turning"it"into"a"reference"and"a"source"of"
identification" of" what" is" right" and" what" is" not," and" what" is" just" and" what" is" not."
“Palestine"has"become"the"acid"test"of"human"conscience”62"for"various"parties,"not"
only"the"Palestine"that"Palestinians"call"their"homeland"or"the"Palestine"the"land"that"
Israelis" also" call" their" homeland," but" to" the" whole" world," in" what" seems" like" a"
phenomenon"of"Palestinisation"of"the"globe"and"globalisation"of"Palestine.""
"
The" IsraeliUPalestinian" conflict" is" one" where" Palestinians" believe" it" is" their"
battle," Israelis"believe" it" is" theirs,"Arabs"believe" fighting" the"battle" is" the" source"of"
regaining" their" collective" dignity," globalised" Jews" and" Muslims" (and" sometimes"
Christians"although"ignored"in"narratives)"believe"it"is"their"holy"duty,"and"people"of"
the"world"believe"that"it"is"the"litmus"paper"of"principles,"rights"and"justice,"making"
the" conflict" a" truly" global" phenomenon" (or" phenomena" given" the" Kafkaesque" and"














it" does" not" serve" anyone" or" anything" but" the" dehumanisation" of" what" each" side"
considers"‘the"other’.""
""
To" humanise" the"other," it" is" crucial" to" explore"what" the" other" perceives" as"
human," or" how" the" other" forms" genealogical" links" with" the" inanimate," and" thus"
genders"as"masculine"or"feminine."In"the"case"of"Israel"and"Palestine,"the"practice"of"
gendering"is"deeply"rooted"and"reflected"(practically"and"linguistically)" in"gendering"
the" land" (discussed" below)," symbols," experiences," and" temporalities" (briefly"
discussed"here"and"thoroughly"discussed"later"in"this"dissertation)."
"
Up"until" the" Jewish"male" fertilised" the" land"of" Israel" in" 1947/8," the" land"of"
Palestine," the" mother," was" responsible" for" the" reproduction" process." It" was"
reproducing" legitimate" Palestinians" until" it"was" raped" by" Israel." Since" its" rape," the"
mother’s" inability" to" reproduce" legitimate64" children," for" that" a" raped" female" is"
estranged,"turned" it" from"fertile"to"sterile"for"that"reproducing" illegitimate"children"
stains"its"honour"and"dignity."From"then"onwards,"this"raped"mother"remained"one,"
but"the"duty"of"producing"Palestinians"shifted"towards"the"father.65"PalestinianUness"
is" passed" from" fathers" to" children," and" having" a" Palestinian" father" guarantees" the"
right"to"being"called"Palestinian66."""
Or" to" put" it" in" Joseph"Massad" ‘s" words" “In" sum," while" the" land" as" a"mother" was"
responsible"for"the"reproduction"of"Palestinians"until"1947,"the"rape"disqualified"her"










of" the"version"of"a" ‘feminine’"she"became,"symbols" related"to" it"became"feminised"
while" symbols" related" to" fighting" to" regain" it" became" masculinised." For" example,"
Resistance" as" a" masculinised" symbol" is" usually" visually" depicted" in" a" male" figure,"
accompanied"by"weaponry"and"showing"strength"and"willpower."On"the"other"hand,"
visual" depictions" of" Palestine" are" usually" reflected" in" pictures" of" yelling" mothers,"
grandmothers"in"tears,"dead"children"in"the"arms"of"their"mothers,"chained"children,"
and" demolished" houses" and" olive" trees." Thus" being" in" the" diaspora" is" an"













68" The" author’s" analysis" is" backed" by" comparisons" with" literature" on" the" Jewish"
diaspora"as"well"as"writings"on"the"Palestinians"in"the"diaspora"(refer"to"Joseph"Massad)."













flowers," birds," and" peace," and" represents" strength" (clenched" left" hand)," fertility"
(children" surrounding" her)," and" prosperity" (flowers" and" orange" trees)." The" red"
needlework"on"her"dress"shows"a"drawing"of"the"Dome"of"the"Rock"surrounded"by"




6)." She" is" mostly" depicted" as" alone," sad," mourning," crying," or" ailing" such" as" in"
Caricatures"1"and"2"below."The"caricatures"also"reflect"the"importance"of"symbolism"
















The" previously" stateless" Jewish" diaspora" went" through" a" comparable"
although" more" sexual" conceptual" experience" than" the" Palestinian" one" explicated"
above" where" “the" mythical" aspiration" to" return" to" Zion" was" seen" in" terms" of"
reuniting" sexually" with" their" mother" …" their" reunification" would" bring" about" the"
rebirth"of"the"son,"who"in"turn"would"give"his"mother"new"life"and"redeem"her"from"
suffering" under" a" foreign" occupier”.72" Currently," the" Israeli" Jewish" masculine" is"




comparing" the" dehumanisation" of" the" human" and" the" humanisation" of" the"
inanimate," practices" that" distort" the" reality" of" being" are"many," and" gendering" the"
land" and" its" symbols" is" just" one" example," for" that" where" land" and" symbols" are"
gendered," fellow" humans" are" characterised" zoomorphically." Upon" many," “the"
grandchildren" of" monkeys" and" pigs”73" is" a" way" of" describing" Israelis/Jews,"
“cockroaches”74" and" “crocodiles”75" is" a" way" of" describing" Palestinians." Such"
manifestations" of" zoomorphism" are" not" monopolised" by" national" figures," but" are"































To"make" the" land" a"mother" is" to" create" genealogical" bonds" with" it," which"
entails" lineage" and" history," and" thus" possession." Both" conflicting" parties," each" of"
which" officially" and" unofficially" declared" its" independence" and" ownership" of" that"
bloody"and"contested"piece"of"land,"have"claimed"the"right"to"the"promised"land"of"
holiness." Israel"was"granted"and"declared"establishment"and" independence" in"1948"
where" Palestine" declared" its" independence" in" the" same" year." Forty" years" later," in"
1988," Palestine" reUdeclared" its" independence"making" it" an" independent" nonUstate"








This" genealogical" bond" was" doubtlessly" bonded" with" religions," and" accompanying"
this"gendered"and"zoomorphic"existence"comes"the"perceived"and"believed"holiness"
of" the" land." The" Holy" Land" of" the" Abrahamic" religions" has" been" a" terra! sancta" of"
conflict"for"the"past"decades,"where"its"holiness"was"unsuccessful" in"bringing"about"









Quranic" future." The" Jewish" Promised" Land" of" the" past" is" the" Jewish" land" of" the"
present" and" is" determined" to" remain" the" Jewish" land" of" the" future," while" the"
Palestinian"Holy"Land"of"the"past"and"future" is"determined"upon"the"eradication"of"
the"Jewish"land’s"present"and"future."In"other"words,"given"its"lack"of"present,"and"to"
reclaim" its" past" in" the" future," the" Palestinian" Holy" Land" necessitates" effacing" the"




and" the" decades" old" Holy" Land" has" been" a" holy" home" to" Palestinians" also"
intermittently." It" is"a" land"where"divine" intervention(s)"has"been"and" is"awaited"by"
both"parties." It" is"a" land"where"death" is" life,"and"death" is"holy,"and"is"a" land"where"
battles" between" the" clashing" parties" are" of" various" shapes," not" all" accomplishing"
death" of" course," but" battles" where" parties" compete" on" who" is" better" in" fighting"







referring" to" journalistic" articles" published" by" governmentUowned" newspapers."
Academically" written" narratives" flowing" from" the" ‘west’" tend" to" take" a" more"
unbiased"stance,"in"most"cases,"making"referring"to"such"sources"possible."What"the"
predominant" ‘western’" academy" and" institutions" lack" is" context," especially"
linguistically" and" culturally," as" well" as" the" absence" of" the" decolonisation" of"













































































analysed" cases," do" yield" novel" results" that" enrich" the" field" of" diaspora" studies" in"
general."On"the"other"hand,"the"insufficiency"of"the"scarcity"is"manifested"in"the"lack"
of" theories"and"past" studies"on"a"dimension" that" could"yield"novel" results"on"both"
the" theoretical" and" the" empirical" levels," and" subsequently" enrich" and" revive" the"
literature" on" stateUlinked" diasporas," and" give" birth" to" literature" on" stateless"
diasporas.""
"








to" states" has" been" acknowledged" by" some" scholars" such" as" Gabriel" Sheffer" in" his"
book" Diaspora! Politics! At! Home! Abroad! 83," and" is" after" all" a" straightforward" and"
logical" observation." Therefore," it" is" not" the" absence" of" the" facts" that" is" hindering"
research," but" it" is" the" absence" of" voicing" and" producing" such" apparently" clearUcut"
facts" that" is"doing" so" in"a" case" that" could"be"diagnosed"as"high"degree"myopia,"or"





Who! can! say! or! write! what! to! whom! in! what!









Societies" produce" individuals" (and" vice" versa)," individuals" produce" research," and"
both" individuals" and" societies" produce" knowledge" and" discourse." To" function," the"
societyUindividualUdiscourse" production" process" requires" power," and" namely"
symbolic"power,"or"symbolic"capital"to"quote"Bourdieu,"that"“acts"as"a"societal"force"
“behind”"discourse”"not"only"in,"or"through"it."86"This"symbolic"capital"is"enjoyed"by"
symbolic" elites" such" as" academics," writers," journalists" and" so" on." Societies" that"
produce"symbolic"elites"who"enjoy"world"wide"renowned"symbolic"capital"are"usually"
knowledge"societies"whom"if"studied"under"the"lens"of"Maslow’s"hierarchy"of"needs,"
are" on" the" top"of" the" pyramid" enjoying" selfUactualisation." Such" symbolic" elites" are"
the" ones" who" can" say! or! write," the" ones" who" have" access" to" various" forms" of"
knowledge"and"discourse"and"to"the"means"of"the"production"of"such"knowledge"and"











on" topics" related" to" their" own" societies" and" people," but" also" on" topics" related" to"
societies"who"are"still"struggling"to"satisfy"basic"needs."Conceptually,"this"sounds"fine"
and" even" righteous," in" practice" though," such" a" process" can" be" consciously" and/or"
unconsciously"marred" by" politics," ideology," status" quos," and" simple" differences" in"





discourse" on" knowledge," especially" in" North" America" and" Europe," suffers" from"
multiple"deficits" one"of"which" is" its" failure" to" “address" the"political" conditions" and"
consequences"of"the"production"and"use"of"knowledge"–"in"other"words,"it"is"largely"
oblivious" to" the" politics" of" knowledge”.88" With" knowledge" comes" power," and"
similarly,"with"power"comes"knowledge,"and"both"are"connected"by"“a"relationship"




The" following" section" commences" with" the" notions" of" states" and" “nation" states”"
rooted" in" EuroUWestern" politics," and" explores" how" the" invention" and"
















Thinking! past! or! beyond! the! nationFstate! in! academic!
work! is! always! a! challenge,! much! of! what! we! study!
concerns! the! nation! and! the! nationFstate! more!




Nations" are" not" (necessarily)" states," states" are" (made)" nations," and" Nation"
States" are" Nations" within" States" and" States" of" Nations." This" is" how" some"
regions/peoples"of"today’s"world"perceive"it,"but"this"is"not"how"all"regions/peoples"
of"the"world"live"it.""
The" notions" of" nation" and" state" are" nowhere" near" conceptual" clarity." Nations" do"
exist" without" states," and" stateless" nations" such" as" Palestinians," Kurds," and" Tamils"
among"others"do"exist"in"today’s"world."States"on"the"other"hand,"seem"to"be"made"
nations" even" if" they" were" originally" not," making" states" automatic" nations," an"







member" of" the" nation”94." This" definitional" confusion" leads" to" believing" that" both"
nation" and" state" are" two" sides" of" the" same" coin," and" that" the" definition" of" state"














with" no" mention" of" nation" although" for" example" debts," health" insurance" and"
identities"are"national,"not"statal,"given"that"an"adjective"for"state"does"not"exist96.""
At" the" present" time," hardly" any" state" is" nationally" homogeneous" and" hardly" any"
discourse" or" narrative" adapted" itself" to" reflect" the" aboveUmentioned.797" The" same"
can" be" applied" to" adapting" discourse" and" scholarship" to" the" existence" of" stateless"
nations" and" peoples," a" notion" rarely" touched" upon" in" current" literature" especially"
regarding"diasporas"originating"from"such"homelands.""
"
Gazing" at" diasporas" through" a" pair" of" EuroUWestern" (not" to" say" Eurocentric)"
spectacles"means"perceiving"that"diasporas"originate"from"states"(or"nationUstates),"
which" is" indeed" widely" practiced" and" easily" observed" in" today’s" scholarship" on"
diasporas." Regarding" diasporas" as" peoples" of" a" state" happening" to" be" in" another"
state" for"whatever"circumstance" is"as"naïve"as" regarding"diasporas"as"homogenous"
groups."Some"nations"never"had"a"state"(nor"a"nationUstate)"in"their"homeland,"such"
as" the"Kurds"and" the"Circassians," some"never"even"aspired" for" sovereignty" like" the"
Romani"(Roma)"people."Such"diasporas"continue"to"be"diasporas,"but"that"does"not"
necessarily" mean" that" the" way" they" are" perceived" and" studied" (if" and" when" it"
happens)"is"the"way"they"perceive"themselves"and"their"needs."
"
In" today’s" scholarship" that" is" varnished"with"modernity," globalisation," and"western"
dominance,"topics"that" lack"the"privilege"of"the"abovementioned"are"mostly"underU






history" of" politics." First," scientific" practitioners" have" created," selected," and"






an" element" in" political" activity" in" that" state;" third," there" is" a" conditional"
relationship" between" the" nature" of" the" polity" occupied" by" scientific"
intellectuals"and"the"nature"of"the"wider"polity”."98"
"
Similarly," the"history"of" social" sciences," in" this" case" that"of" International"Relations,"
occupies"the"same"terrain"as"the"history"of"politics,"where"intellectuals"create,"select,"
and" maintain" a" polity" within" which" they" operate" and" make" their" intellectual"
products," in" this" case" the" state" (or" the" nation" state)." This" product," the" ‘state’,"
becomes" an" element" in" the" political" activity" of" the" state;" therefore" the" ‘state’"
becomes" an" element" of" activity" of" the" state," and" thus" stateFness" becomes" a"











Tens"of" thousands"of"books"and" journal" articles"have"been"authored"on" the" Israeli"
Palestinian" conflict," sometimes" referred" to" as" the" Arab" Israeli" conflict," the" most"

















and" their" descendants," for" decades." International" agencies" and" organisations" have"
been" providing" relief," aid," and" development" to" Palestinians" within" and" outside"
Palestine." A" number" of" states" hosted" negotiations," agreements," and" meetings"
between" representatives"of"both" sides"of" the"conflict."Not"a" single"media"outlet" in"
the"world"has"not"dedicated"time"or"space"to"cover" this"conflict."Many" labels"have"
been"created,"recreated,"used,"and"reused,"whether"consciously"or"unconsciously,"to"
refer" to" aspects" related" to" the" conflict;" Palestine," Israel," West" Bank," Gaza," the"
Occupied" Territories," occupation," Jews," Israelis," diaspora," Palestinians," Arabs,"
refugees"are" few"examples"of" labels" that"are" inherited" from"one"generation" to" the"
other"without"questioning"whys"or"wherefores.""
"
Labels," Roger" Zetter" says," “do"not" exist" in" a" vacuum." They" are" the" tangible"
representation"of"policies"and"programmes,"in"which"labels"are"not"only"formed"but"
are" then"also" transformed"by"bureaucratic"processes"…" In" this"way," labels"develop"
their" own" rationale" and" legitimacy" and" become" a" convenient" and" accepted"
shorthand”101." Given" the" nature" and" scope"of" this" thesis," the" refugee" label"will" be"
focused" upon," leaving" the" rest" of" the" labels" for" potential" future" research." Clearly,"
labels" are" not" neutral," neither" for" the" bestowing" party," nor" the" claiming" party.102"
Where"one"party"may"utilise"a" label" to"depoliticise," the"other"may"utilise"the"same"
label"to"selfUvictimise,"and"where"one"party"sees"a"tangible"meaning"to"a" label," the"
other"sees"a"symbolic"or"metaphorical"meaning"to"it"103."Such"is"the"example"of"the"
term" refugee," which" was" excessively" used" by" governments" and" authorities" in" the"
past," and" has" been" replaced" by" other" labels" such" as" asylum" seekers," forced"





















governments"are" the"dominant"power" in" forming," transforming"and"politicizing" the"
label"‘refugee’,"not"NGOs"and"humanitarian"agencies"as"in"the"past”,107"a"change"not"
enjoyed"by"Palestinians"due"to"the"lack"of"state,"and"despite"labels"being"formed"and"




Books" written" on" the" Palestinian" diaspora" can" be" counted" on" the" fingers" of" the"























as" the" labels" themselves" which" are" of" significance" …" labelling" is" a" process" of"
stereotyping"which"involves"disaggregation,"standardization,"and"the"formulation"of"
clear"cut"categories”.110"What"does"the"process"of"labelling"Palestinians"as"refugees"
lead" to"on" the"ground," in"practice?"Labels"have"“powerful"political"meanings."They"
are" a" crucial" index" of" differing" assumptions" and" contradictory" political" interests"





with" this" benevolence" and"neutrality" comes" the" type"of" national" and" international"
reactions"and"perceptions"towards"refugees,"what"type"of"aid"do"they"receive?"Are"
they"in"situations"where"emergency"relief"is"required?"Or"is"development"sufficient?"
Are" they" direct" outcomes" of" conflicts" of" their" homeland" or" do" they" require" aid" as"










the" “cause”)," is" that" they" act" as" refugees" in" terms" of" selfUvictimisation" for"what" it"
brings"from"feelings"of"victimhood,"needless"to"say,"and"also"for"what"it"promises"of"










diasporas."To"Palestinians," refugee!means"no"compromise"visUàUvis" land"and" return"
and" despite" its" correlation" to" victimhood," it" reflects" steadfastness" and" resistance,"
while"diaspora"denotes"compromise,"elasticity,"and"selling!the"cause"113.""
So" where" to" one" party" (policy"makers" and" label" givers)" the" political" label" refugee"
denotes" benevolence," neutrality," and" apoliticisation" of" label" holders," to" the" other"
party" (the"Palestinians)" it" reflects" resistance," strength"and"victimhood." "What"both"
parties" have" in" common" is" contradiction," which" is"mirrored" in" how" both" perceive"
each"other.""
"




























































SpeiroFdia" in" its"Greek"origin,"To!Sow!Over" in" its" literal"translation,"the"word"
Diaspora" is" widely" believed" to" have" first" appeared" in" its" current" form" in" the" U"
translated"to"GreekU"book"of"Deuteronomy"in"the"Old"Testament"in"reference"to"the"





the" Jewish" exile" outside" the" Holy" Land," Eretz" Israel." In" 1975," Webster’s" New"
Collegiate"Dictionary"defined"Diaspora"as"“the"settling"of"scattered"colonies"of"Jews"
outside" Palestine" after" the" Babylonian" exile”" and" as" “the" area" outside" Palestine"
settled"by"Jews”"or"as"“the"Jews"living"outside"Palestine"or"modern"Israel”."Up"till"its"






The" term" has" been" of" interest" to" scholars" from" various" fields" of" the" academy,"
including" Anthropology," History," Geography," Political" Science," Literature" and"

















broad" and" encompassing." Some" resorting" to" extracting" definitions" by" referring" to"
historical" examples"or" setting" those"as"a" focal"point,"others" introducing"definitions"
related" to" what" is" now" called" Modern" Diasporas." Some" classifying" diasporas" per"
given"criteria,"others"keeping"the"classification"simple"and"criteriaUless.""
In" general," most" have" included" dispersion," trauma," exile," nostalgia," return," and"
(imagined)" homeland" into" their" definitions." With" this" amalgam" of" definitions," the"
term" has" shifted" from" very" narrow" to" very" wide," and" turned" into" a" sponge" that"
absorbs"everything"yet"retains"nothing"which"led"some"scholars"to"return"back"to"the"




attracting"authors"writing"on"other"Diasporas" like" the"Armenian"and"Greek." In" that"
stage," definitions"were" simple" and" straight" forward," especially" visUàUvis" the" Jewish"
Diaspora,"where" the" term"was"defined" for"example"as" Jews" living"outside" Israel." In"
later" stages," the" term" appealed" to" scholars" studying" other" peoples"who" share" the"
“scattering”" experience" of" the" abovementioned" examples." As" a" result," the" term"
became"linked"to"an"assortment"of"adjectives"the"most"common"of"which"are"listed"
here" to" demonstrate" the" extent" to" which" the" term" has" stretched;" voluntary,"


















and" conflict" generated" 123." " Other" classifications" surpass" adjectives" and" step" into"
processes"and"modes,"such"as" that"of"Dufoix"124"where"he"proposes" four"modes"of"
classification:" Centroperipheral," Enclaved," Atopic," and" Antagonistic," Sheffer’s" Age"
Factor" 125," Iwanska’s" classifications" of" Core," Rear" Guard," and" All" Other" members"
based" on" roles" and" actions" 126," and"Medam’s" Crystallised" and" Fluid" classifications"
based"on"degrees"of"cohesiveness"and"dynamism"of"a"given"diaspora.127""
 
What" most" prominent" definitions" and" classifications" seem" to" focus" upon" are"
questions"of"who,"how,"and"why,"when"questions"such"as"when"together"with"where"
can"be"of"added"value"to"diaspora"studies."Focusing"on"the"former"is"a"risky"exercise"
for" that" it," by" design," facilitates" the" homogenisation" of" diaspora(s)" leading" to" a"
diasporisation"of"the"term"not"very"different"from"the"diasporisation"of"the"people."
Looking" into" the" when" and" where" can" yield" results" that" demonstrate" how"
homogeneous"diasporas"are,"especially"if"studied"empirically,"which"could"thus"yield"
additions" to" the" field," theoretically." This" by" no" way" implies" that" the" first" set" of"
questions"(who,"how,"and"why)"is"of"no"value,"but"it"means"that"adding"the"when"and"
where" can" constitute" another" all" encompassing" set" that" could" result" in" an" added"






















Diasporas! are! not! just! there.! They! are! not! simply!
collections! of! people,! communities! of! scattered!
individuals! bound! by! some! shared! history,! race,! or!
religion,! or! however! we! want! to! break! down! the!
definitions! and! classifications.! Rather,! they! have! a!





In" recent"years," scholars" started"critically"evaluating" the" term"diaspora"and"all" that"
revolves" around" it." Such" scholars" base" their" critiques" and" criticisms"on"definitions,"
scopes," approaches," neutrality" towards" what" some" see" critical" aspects" to"
understanding"diasporas,"utilisation"of"the"term,"and"tendencies"to"homogenisation.""




opens" doors" to" ontologically" understand" the" (ontologically" uncertain)" diasporic"




overlapping" of" multiple" factors," geographies," temporalities," and" beings." The" zone"
where"here"and"there,"us"and"them,"past"and"future,"and"then"and"now"overlap" is"
what" should" be" focused" upon" to" understand" and" deUhomogenise" diasporas."What"
can" be" applied" to" one" diaspora" does" not" necessarily" correspond" to" all" diasporas,"
therefore," Cho’s" proposition" that" diaspora" should" be" considered" as" a" condition! of!
subjectivity!
130








does" possess," is" affected," and" emerges" upon" power" (or" not)," desires," beliefs,"
experiences,"feelings"and"perspectives.""
"
Another" very" significant" critiqued" aspect," especially" by" postcolonial" and" diaspora"
critics,"is"temporalities."Most"prominent"literature"on"diasporas"seems"to"ignore"that"
just"as"members"of"a"diaspora"are"dispersed,"so"are"their"temporalities.""The"past"is"
not" always" history," and" history" is" not" always" part" of" the" past." The" present" is" not"
always"in"the"now,"and"can"be"constituted"of"more"past"than"present."Similarly,"the"
future" can" be" desired" as" a"mirror" image" of" the" past," or" that" of" history." (Refer" to"
Chapter"6"for"further"explanation)"
The" temporalities" of" diasporas" are" not" disconnected" and" straight" forwardly"
understood"as"past,"present,"and"future."The"temporalities"of"diasporas"overlap"and"
interlock"which" is" an"angle" that" should"be"considered"when"studying"diasporas" for"
that" understanding" the" interlocked" diasporic" temporalities" could" lead" to"




to" from" classification" and" categorisation" 131" of" people" in" a" cataloguing" manner."
Resisting"this"practice" is" Jane"Fernandez,"who"frames"the"diaspora"by"unframing" it,"
which"means" that" diaspora" “can" only" be"managed"meaningfully" if" we" understand"
that" it" is" in" itself" an" openUsource" and" that" any" attempt" to" limit" its" scope" or" its"
definition" transgresses" the" boundaries" of" both" its" conceptual" and" epistemological"
framing”132" and" notes" that" given" that" diaspora" “is" derived" from" the" idea" of" a"










exhibiting" a" range" of" archetypical" diasporic" traits." It" should" rather" qualify" the"
dynamic"interaction"between"the"stakeholders”"134"and"stakes"one"can"add."""
"
On" another" rather" interesting" note," Mishra," in" his" book" titled" Diaspora! Criticism"
concludes" that" definitions" of" diasporas" have" been" represented" as" “classUneutral,"
genderUneutral"and"generationalUneutral"ethnic"blocs" that"uncritically"project"home"
and" host" countries" as" homogeneous" territorial" entities”" 135," which" is" true" despite"
Sheffer’s" attempt" at" hinting" to" an"Age" Factor" that" can" fall"within" the" generational"
category." Another" aspect" that" Sheffer" touches" upon" but" does" not" thoroughly"
elaborate"on"is"diaspora"statelessness,"which"is"a"dimension"rarely"touched"upon"in"
diaspora" studies" 136" despite" it" being" an" aspect" that" would" lead" to" better"
understanding" of" stateUlinked" diasporas" in" addition" to" learning" more" about" the"
stateless" of" them." Statelessness" can" affect" the" cornerstones" of" the" diasporic"







theoretical! frameworks.! In! an! era! of! postcolonial!





For" the" Palestinian" diaspora," “ironically" and" tragically," the" midwife" was" the"














Palestinians" (scholars" included)" denotes" abandoning" return," leaving" the" world" of"
scholarship"with"only"a"few"references"on"the"Palestinian"diaspora"139,"and"flooding"it"
with"references"on"Palestinian"refugees."Although"the"term"diaspora"“does"not"mean"
abrogating" the" necessity" to" change" the" Palestinians’" situation" outside" their" home"
country,"but"rather"emphasize"the"importance"of"analyzing"the"relationship"between"




signifying" being" displaced," expelled," dispersed," extorted," and" left" without" homes,"
lands," and" rights," or" Apatride" in" French," usually" signifying" being" dispersed" as" an"
outcome"of"war,"is"the"condition"of"the"Palestinians"both"in"the"diaspora"and"within"
what"they"call"historic"Palestine.""
Being"a"Palestinian," in"general," is"a"strenuous"existence;" it" is"a"melange"of"statuses""
and"feelings" (in"exile," refugees,"displaced,"diasporised,"stateless"among"others)."On"





experiencing" living" in" exile," for" in" practice," those" outside" the" homeland" are"
practically"in"exile,"unable"to"return."Correspondingly,"Palestinians"outside"Palestine"
live" in"what" is" considered" “shatat”,"diaspora."All" such"experiences"are"parts"of" the"
Palestinian" lexicon," and" can" be" referred" to" at" the" same" time," in" one" single"
















This" case" of" schizophrenia" does" not" only" affect" the" existence" of" Palestine" and" the"
Palestinians," it" also" affects" the" way" they" are" studied" and" perceived." The" study" of"
Palestinians" has" been" taking" place" under" the" lens" of" the" term" refugees," which"
undoubtedly" results" in" producing" legal," economic," and" administrative" reports" and"
papers" overlooking" the" sociological" nature"of" being" away," dispersed" and" scattered"
from"the"homeland,"which"is"a"dimension"the"term"diaspora"covers.142"Seldom"have"
scholars"viewed"the"Palestinians"as"a"diaspora,"and"often"have"(Palestinian)"scholars"
bonded" the" concept" of" diaspora" to" the" acceptance" of" dispersal." 143" It" is" true" that"
Palestinians" do" not" fit" easily" into" theoretical" frameworks," but" it" is" also" true" that"
insisting"on"referring"to"a"single"framework"reflects"lack"of"novelty."Over"60"years"of"
producing" the" same" narratives" and" lexicons" is" ought" to" transform" and" the" same"
applies"to"changing"this"particular"sound"that"has"been"resonating"for"all"these"years,"
not" for" the"sake"of" resolving" the"conflict"of"conflicts,"but" for" the"sake"of"viewing" it"



















Silences! enter! the! process! of! historical! production! at! four!
crucial!moments:! the!moment!of! fact!creation! (the!making!of!
sources);! the! moment! of! fact! assembly! (the! making! of!










ways" possible" to" fill" and" surpass" such" gaps," keeping" in" mind" the" time" frame" and"
scope"of"the"overall"research.""
Gaps" identified" in" this" chapter"have"been"allocated" into" two"main"areas:" literature"
and" context.145" As"explicated"earlier" in" this" chapter," and" commencing"with" gaps" in"
the" literature," research" into" statelessness" and" stateless" diasporas" is" surprisingly"
lacking," thus" producing" a" sizeable" gap." Studying" the" absent" to" comprehend" the"
absent" along"with" the" present" is"what" this" dissertation" aims" at" doing" via" studying"






On" the" contextual" level," gaps" are" manifested" in" the" absence" of" culturally" and"
linguistically"sensitive"studies"on"the"Palestinian"diaspora."This"by"no"means"belittles"
the"available"literature,"contrarily,"this"is"an"attempt"to"add"to"what"is"already"there,"







made." Another" gap" that" this" research" aims" to" fill" is" mirrored" in" critiquing" the"
currently" presented" temporalities" of" diasporas" as" independent" units" of" analysis"
divided" into" past," present," and" future" when" temporalities" of" diasporas" can" be" as"
diasporised"as"diasporas"themselves."Questioning"the"neutralities"present"in"diaspora"
studies,"especially" in" terms"of"homogenising"diasporas" class"wise," generation"wise,"
and" gender" wise" is" another" gap" this" research" aims" to" fill" by" looking" into" the"
importance"(or"lack)"of"such"factors"in"the"case"of"the"stateless"Palestinians."Finally,"
the"major"gap"that"requires"filling"is"a"gap"that"can"be"qualified"as"mute,"the"echoless"
gap"of" silence,"and" to"some"extent"blindness," towards"studying"certain"groups"and"
peoples." The" production" of" historical" silence" visUàUvis" the" stateless" started" at" the"
moment" states" were" created" and" appreciated," making" states" the" norm" and" the"
ultimate"fact,"thus"overlooking"the"contrary"or"the"different."This"initial"moment"was"
followed" by" another" moment;" that" of" fact" assembly," represented" in" producing"
archives"of"praise"and"consent"towards"the"concept"of"a"state"and"nothing"but"the"
state."That"moment"of"praise"and"consent"was"followed"by"a"moment"of"retrieval"in"
the" form"of"uncontested"narratives"of" state,"which" finally" led" to" the"production"of"
the"historical"moment"of"producing"history," the"history"of" states,"which" in" its" turn"
produces"the"present;"the"present"of"states.""
"
If" a" composer" is" to" create" music" for" the" abovementioned" (written)" sounds," the"
melodic"components"would"be"the"sounds"produced"by"Home!is!where!you!are!not!
and! cannot! be" accompanied" by" sections! of! the! Literature! Imbalance! Review;" the"
contrapuntal"would"be" in" the" echoes"of" the" sections! on! Literature!Abundance!and!
Scarcity" accompanied" by" Critiquing! the! Present,! Identifying! the! Absent;" and" the"




















Concerto:! “a! piece! of! instrumental! music! that! contrasts! a! solo! instrument! or! a!
small! group!of! solo! instruments!with! the!main!body!of! the! orchestra”! 146! and”! is!
typically! a! cycle! of! several! contrasting! movements! integrated! tonally! and! often!
thematically”.!147!
Analogy! –! a! piece! that! contrasts! a! small! group! of! sounds! (represented! in!
reverberations! of! heterogeneity,! positionality,! presentation,! triangulation,! and!
considerations)!with!the!main!body!of! the! larger!group!of!sounds!(represented! in!
the!sound!of!studying!the!organisation!and!mobilisation!of!a!stateless!diaspora)!via!
































The" Palestinians," whether" in" Palestine/Gaza/West" Bank/Israel/The" Occupied"
Territories" or" in" the" diaspora," have" been" a" topic" of" interest" to"many" researchers."
From"legal"to"economic"to"political"to"sociological,"researchers"and"for"decades"have"
been" studying" the" phenomena" of" Palestine" and" the" Palestinians." Labels" (refugees,"
exiles," diaspora)," tables," figures," charts," numbers," statuses" (stateless," citizens)," and"
histories"have"been"the"main"outcomes"of"most"studies,"and"apart"from"Edward"Said,"
only" a" few" scholars" attempted" introducing" anthropological" dimensions" to" research"




and" organisation" of" the" Palestinians" in" the" diaspora." Do" mobilisation" and"
organisation" require"a"centre?"A"state?"What"are" the"shapes," intensities,"dynamics"

























What" are" the" effects" of" statelessness" on" the"mobilisation" and" organisation" of" the"
Palestinians"in"the"diaspora"is"the"main"question"that"this"research"aims"to"answer."
What" are" the" effects" of" statelessness" on" Palestinian" realities" in" terms" of"





on"diaspora"have"been"the"main"sources"of" theory." "Within"the" literature"on"social"
movements," Political" Opportunities," Mobilising" Structures," and" Cultural" Framings"
resembled" a" spine" to" investigating" the" interrelation" between" the"mobilisation" and"







From" literature" on" Diaspora," diaspora" group" organisation" &" mobilisation" and"





Thorough" explications" of" the" theories" applied" throughout" this" research" are" found"
throughout" the"dissertation" given" that" it" is" of" a" thematic"nature."Nonetheless," the"





Political! Opportunities," theoretically" speaking," are" the" structures" of" opportunities"
and"the"constraints"facing"social"movements.""How"do"political"opportunities"to"the"
stateless"Palestinian"diaspora"look"like?"And"how"important"are"those"opportunities"
in" their" mobilisation" and" organisation?" What" is" the" relationship" between" the"
openness" of" the" host" country’s" political" system" and" the" type" and" intensity" of"
diaspora"activities?"Does"repression" in"host"countries"affect"diaspora"action?" Is" the"
stability" of" the" relationship" between" host" country" and" homeland" elites" of" any"
importance?" Does" the" type" of" opportunity" represented" affect" the" form" of"












Mobilising! Structures,! denoting" to" the" formal" and" informal" forms" of" organisation"
available" to" people" willing" to" “mobilise" and" engage" in" collective" action”151" are"
another" factor" that" facilitates" investigating" the" research" question." Mobilising"
structures"are"the""“agreed"upon"ways"of"engaging"in"collective"action"which"include"
particular"“tactical" repertoires”,"particular"“social"movement"organizational”" forms,"
and" “modular" social" movement" repertoires””.152" What" shapes" do" the" mobilising"
structures" of" the" Palestinians" in" the" diaspora" take?" What" does" their" formal" and"
informal"organisation" look" like?"Does" it"exist?" Is" it"affected"by"statelessness?"What"
leads"to"collective"action"and"how?"What"do"organisations"promote,"defend,"and/or"
pursue." And" how"do" such" objectives" draw"potential" participants?" If"mobilisation" ="
the" quantity" of" resources" collectively" controlled" X" probability" of" delivery," and" if"





which" is" a" collective" process" of" interpretation" and" social" construction" located"
between"opportunity"and"action."For"this"factor"to"lead"to"mobilisation,"people"need"
to" be" both" “aggrieved" about" some" aspect" of" their" lives" and"optimistic" that," acting"
collectively," they" can" redress" the" problem." Lacking" either" one" or" both" of" these"


















their"aggravation?"What" is" the" importance"of" time" in" the" framing"process?"Did" the"









passage" of" time" and" further" studies" on" Diasporas," scholars" such" as" Robin" Cohen"
started" introducing" new" classifications" (Victim," labour," imperial," trade," and"
cultural).156" Another" classification" is" that" of" Gabriel" Sheffer" who" divides" Diasporas"
based"on"what"he" calls"Homeland"Status"and"Age"Factor."Under"Homeland"Status,"
Sheffer"further"divides"the"classification"into"StateUlinked,"and"Stateless,"of"which"the"
Palestinians" are" examples." Further" classifications" and" explications" can" be" found" in"
Chapter"2.""
"
In" order" to" apply" theories" to" cases" and" link" diaspora" to" mobilisation" and"
organisation," the" framework" of" Alicja" Iwanska" and" Yossi" Shain" in" identifying" the"
major"groups"within"a"diaspora"will"be"employed."According" to"Shain"and" Iwanska,"
diaspora" groups" are" identified" on" three"major" levels" depending" on" their" roles" and"
(potential)" activities." The"Core!Members,"who"are" the" active"members"of" the"exile"
organisation." The" Rear! Guards," who" are" the" prime" targets" of" mobilisation" by" the"
Core"Members," they"consist"of" loyalists" to"the"organisation"who"at"one"point"were"










and"mobilise," and" in" this" case" the"Civil" Society"Organisations." Rear"Guards" are" the"
active"targets"of"organisation"and"mobilisation"efforts,"i.e"the"participants"in"diaspora"










To" recapitulate," this" research" studies" social" movements" and" specifically" political"
opportunities," mobilising" structures," and" cultural" framing" (framing" processes)" in"
order" to" understand" the" whys" and" wherefores" of" diaspora" organisation" and"
mobilisation" through" the" lens" of" Core" members," Rear" Guards," and" All" National"































Analogous" to"various" terms," the" term"Civil" Society"holds"a" lot"of"definitions"
and"explanations"on" its" shoulders."Also"analogous" to" various" terms,"Civil" Society" is"
deprived" of" culture" specific" contexts" and" is" mostly" perceived" in" unequivocal,"







the" Third" Sector" of" society" 160," neither" the" state" nor" the" market;" it" is" what" falls"
between"state,"market,"and"individuals.""
"
Scholars" and" organisations" alike" have" been" defining" the" term" according" to" their"
visions," for"example"The"World"Bank"utilises" the" term"Civil" Society" to" refer" to"“the"
wide" array" of" nonUgovernmental" and" notUforUprofit" organizations" that" have" a"
presence" in" public" life," expressing" the" interests" and" values" of" their" members" or"
others," based" on" ethical," cultural," political," scientific," religious" or" philanthropic"
considerations."Civil"Society"Organizations"(CSOs)"therefore"refer"to"a"wide"array"of"
organizations:" community" groups," nonUgovernmental" organizations" (NGOs)," labor"








movements" that" are" independent" from" government" and" that" sometimes" come"
together" to" advance" their" common" interests" through" collective" action.”162" Various"

















instance," Jordan164" and" Lebanon165," two" of" the" cases" studied" in" this" dissertation,"
consider"political"parties" components"of" the"Civil" Society"whereas"most"definitions"
exclude" them."On" the"other" hand," the" third" case" study," Belgium," does" not" classify"
political" parties" as" civil" society" organisations." Nonetheless," some" Belgian" political"
parties"such"as"Parti"Humaniste"and"Parti"Socialiste"are"active"participants"in"Global"
Justice"Movements"(including"that"of"Palestine),"and"thus"operate"on"the"civil"society"
level" in" parallel" to" their"main" political" roles." Therefore," this" dissertation" takes" into"
consideration" the" activities" and" events" organised" by" such" political" parties" for" that"




are"employed"“as" if" their"meaning"were"universal"and"unequivocal”166"and"as" if,"by"
default," all"people"belong" to" states"and"are"active"participants" in"open"markets." In"
experiences"of"other"parts"of"the"world,"such"organisations"have"existed"for"decades"
without" being" labeled" as" Civil" Society" Organisations" or" NGOs" as" some" would"
interchangeably" call" them167." Collectivities" working" to" alleviate" poverty" or" to"
enhance" lives" have" been" existent" for" many" years." Religious" or" faithUbased"
organisations"have"also"been"operating"for"centuries"without"being"labeled"as"CSOs"
or" as"NGOs." The" same" can"be" applied" to"health," education," social," legal" and"other"



















narratives" similar" to" those" utilised" in" the"West" started" surfacing;" narratives"where"
terms"and" concepts"are" stripped"of" their" cultural" contexts"and" copied"&"pasted" to"
the"donor’s"goals"and"vision."“They"[the"international"organisations]"come"to"us"with"









operate" under" political" systems" and" are" largely" funded" by" stateUled" donors,"












and" the" problems" with" defining" it," this" thesis" uses" the" term" Civil" Society"
Organisations" to" refer" to" “actors" [promoting" themselves" as]" working" …" to" reduce"
societal"harms"and"increase"societal"benefits."They"aim"to" improve"social"cohesion;"
increase"levels"of"economic"and"social"development;"reduce"the"burdens"of"poverty,"
illUhealth" and" inequality;" promote" the" interests" of" marginalized" groups" [including"
political" interests];" extend" the" protection" of" social," civil" and" political" rights;"…" and"
provide" services" such" as" health," education" and" other" forms" of" community"
development”." 170" Therefore," and" to" reflect" the" heterogeneity" of" Civil" Societies"
depending"on" contexts," Civil" Society"Organisations"were"divided" into" the" following"
categories"based"on"the"results"of"taxonomy"(refer"to"Annex"B):""






Jordan:" Awareness" Raising," Women’s" Rights," Relief" and" Development," Health,"
Education,"Solidarity,"Logistic"Support,"and"Sports"and"Activities."
Lebanon:"Socio"UEconomic,"Political,"Legal,"Cultural,"Humanitarian,"Religious,"Health,"
Gendered" (women" related)," Development," Land" Mines," Emergency" Aid," and"
Prisoners.""
!
3.4- Echoing- a- Piano:! Cases! of! Palestinian! Statelessness:! Heterogeneity! to!
Investigate!a!Potential!Homogeneity!
!
“The! piano! keys! are! black! and!white! but! they! sound! like! a!million! colours! in! your!
mind”! wrote! Maria! Cristina! Mena
171








Palestinian" diaspora’s" mobilisation" and" organisation" despite" their" location,"
circumstances," statuses," and" generations)." The" past" and" present" of" Palestinians" in"
each"of"the"three"cases" is"presented" in"Chapter"4,"where"the"analysis"also" includes"
socioUeconomic"and"politicoUlegal"statuses"of"Palestinians"in"each"of"the"countries.""
"
Physical" distance" from" homeland," culture" and" language" in" host" country,"
homeland/host" country" relations," type" &" openness" of" political" system," state’s"
capacity" and" practice" of" repression," socioUeconomic" and" politicoUlegal" statuses" of"
Palestinians,"numbers" in"host"country,"and"generation"of"Palestinians"have"all"been"











continent" of" the" homeland." Similarly," linguistic" &" cultural" similarity" between"
homeland" and" host" country" can" be" considered" facilitators" of" mobilisation" and"




and" diaspora" mobilisation" and" organisation." The" choice" of" the" cases" took" into"
consideration"the"host"country"relations"with"the"homeland"including"diplomatic"ties"
with," and" recognition" of" Palestine," in" addition" to" the" recognition" of," and" ties"with"
Israel"due"to"the"nature"of"the"Palestinians"homeland."
"
The" openness" of" the" political" system" is" considered" a" dimension" impacting" how"
collective"action"is"structured.173"Belgium,"Jordan,"and"Lebanon"vary"in"openness"and"
thus"were"chosen"to"test"the"hypothesis."The"same"can"be"applied"to"state"capacity"
and" practice" of" repression." The" variations" in" socioUeconomic" and" politicoUlegal"


















" Belgium! Jordan! Lebanon!
Geographical"Proximity" Far" Bordering" Bordering"

























De"Facto"Status" Citizens" Refugee"Citizens" Refugees"
Numbers" ±4000" ±"3"Million" ±"500"000"




































































instrument! that! can! produce! expressive! and! subtle! tones.! The! same! applies! to!








Acknowledging" and" describing" the" relationship" between" the" researcher" and" the"
group"to"be"studied"is"critical"in"research,"and"so"is"describing"the"positionality"of"the"






To" some," using" I" instead" of"We" in" presenting" research"might" be" inappropriate" or"
indigestible."To"others"it"works"vice"versa."Some"prefer"the"use"of"the"passive!voice"
(including" myself)," but" due" to" the" personal" nature" of" the" below," I" will" be" used"
because"We" does" not" exist," and" using" the" passive! voice" will" make" the" process" of"
writing"and"its"outcomes"unpleasant.""
"





this" chapter." Difficulties" in" presentation" might" also" arise" due" to" the" researcher’s"
background" or" upbringing." What" the" researcher" considers" common" sense" and"







not"so"clear"or"evident" to"me."With" time,"and"with"observing"and" interviewing" the"
Palestinians"in"the"diaspora,"this"flexibility"started"to"manifest"itself"clearly."Although"
I"do"acknowledge"that"half"of"me"is"of"Palestinian"origins"and"thus"I"can"understand"
what" being" a" Palestinian" means" and" is," my" flexible" identity" has" decided" to" settle"
elsewhere." Somewhere" where" the" identity" is" that" of" a" curious" researcher" and"
observer"who"gives"no"weight"to"origins,"but"a"lot"of"weight"to"the"satisfaction"of"her"






















It" is"worth"mentioning" that" trust"was" granted"by"default" and"no"effort"was"
put" into"gaining" it." The"abovementioned" can"be" some"of" the"main"explanations"of"
this"unquestioned"trust,"in"addition"to"the"apparent"lack"of"affiliation"to"any"party"or"
























being" a" female" spare" me" from" unwanted" questions" and" interrogations?" Was" the"
headscarf"a"passport"to"access,"for"a"change?"Did"carrying"no"handbag,"no"camera,"
no" recorder," no" notebook," no" mobile" phone" mean" anything" to" the" soldiers" and"
guards?" Answering" those" questions" was" not" an" easy" task" until" I" started" talking,"
casually,"to"camp"inhabitants."“What"would"you"like"to"drink?”,"“What"would"you"like"




statements" can" be" directed" towards" anyone" visiting" a" camp," but" the" sense" of"
belonging" to" the" same" origin" and" collective" memory" and" pain" is" reserved" for"
Palestinians" only" and" it" is" sensed" during" the" conversations" or" via" body" language"
including" kissing"and"hugging." The"willingness" to" go"out"of" the"way" to"organise" an"
" 84"
impromptu"meeting"with" someone"working" in" an"NGO"and" the"willingness" of" that"
person" to" actually" meet" me" was" astounding." The" same" can" be" applied" to" the"
willingness"to"thoroughly"go"through"every"single"corner"of"a"camp,"and"explain" its"
significance" and" history." " Seems" that" Mourid" Barghouti’s" “The" fish," even" in" the"
fisherman's"net,"still"carries"the"smell"of"the"sea”177"was"applicable"in"this"situation,"
for" that"even"when" I"was" in"no"way" intentionally"mentioning"nor"hinting"about"my"
partly"Palestinian"origin,"the"Palestinians"still"sensed"it,"or"smelled"it.""
!
In" Belgium," sending" an" email" to" the" head" of" the" Palestinian" community" in"
Belgium"and"Luxembourg"explaining"what"I"am"doing"and"asking"for"an"interview"was"
enough"to"add"my"name"and"email"to"the"mailing"lists"of"the"community"and"other"
parties." It"was"not"only"being" immediately"added"to" the" list" that"surprised"me,"but"
the"encouraging"response"from"the"head"of"the"community"where"he"was"thanking"
me" for" the" “scientifically" valuable" project”," sending"me" articles" that" he" previously"
wrote" about" the" Palestinian" diaspora" in" Belgium," and" facilitating" communication"
with"him"that"was"a"stronger"surprise."From"there"and"since"then,"knowing"about"the"
diaspora’s"events"and"activities"throughout"Belgium"became"as"easy"as"checking"the"
inbox," and" being" considered" “one" of" them”" was" as" easy" as" speaking" one" single"
sentence" in" Ammani" Arabic," which" largely" resembles" versions" of" the" Palestinian"
dialect.""
"
As" for" Jordan," where" it" is" estimated" that" half" of" the" population" is" of"
Palestinian" origin," being" born" and" raised" there"was" all" I" needed" to" be" considered"


















Contribution" to" knowledge" is" one" important" dimension" of" research." On" most"
occasions," such"contributions" to"knowledge" seem"to"necessitate" rigidity," factuality,"
tangibility," and" adherence" to" preset" standards" and" measures." This" research"
unorthodoxly" necessitates" the" inclusion" of" impressions," sensory" perceptions," grief,"
trauma,"and"emotions"within"its"folds."“Academic"writing"is"only"one"kind"of"writing”"
states"Elizabeth"Dauphinee"179,"and"in"order"to"explicate"the"effects"of"statelessness"










love" that" the"Palestinians"studied"have" for" their"homeland" is"owed"to"be"shown" in"




















storyUtelling" style." This" approach," and" its" style," is" an" outcome" of" what" I" have" felt"






the! left! for! playing! the! preset! and! bass! buttons.! Similarly! this! section,! and! all!
components! echoing! it! throughout! the! Repertoire! infuse! the! empirical! melody!










As" the"dissertation"already"demonstrated," studying" the"Palestinian"diaspora"
and" its"mobilisation" are" approached"musically" and" audibly,"where" titles" and" some"
subtitles"are"constituents"of"musical"terminology"in"general,"and"where"references"to"















“Field! researchers! are! oriented! to! the! environment! of! study! by! the!
guidebooks,! agents,! and! signposts! of! academic! disciplines! –! thus,!
scholarly! texts,!other! researchers,!and!written!histories!of! the! region!








when"one" is" actually" in" the" field,"body"and" soul," and"mental"during,"pre," and"post"
fieldwork." In" that" sense," field" research" largely" corresponds" to" tourism," where" a"
tourist"prepares" the" itinerary"based"on"guidebooks,"agents," signposts"of" travel"and"
tourism,"as"well"as"written"experiences"of"other"travelers."
"
Due" to" the" nature" of" the" study" conducted" in" this" dissertation," referring" to"
guidebooks"written"by"authors"who"are"members"of"the"group"studied,"or"those"who"
descend" from" the" same" background" and" culture" was" not" possible." The" reasons"
behind"this"is"the"absence"of"literature"by"Palestinian"(or"even"Arab)"authors"on"what"
being" in" the" studied" field" denotes," and" because" literature" written" by" nonUnative"
speakers" largely" lacks" the" cultural" context" which" is" a" critical" element" in"
understanding"the"Palestinian"statelessness.""
!
Apart" from" mapping" the" field" for" CSOs," events" &" activities" and" potential"
interviewees," no" reference" to" guidebooks" or" academic" signposts" has" been" made."
Creating" mental" images" and" taking" impressions" about" what" might" be" seen" or"
observed"during"fieldwork"was"considered"to"be"a"possible"yielder"of"bias,"especially"
in" Lebanon" and" Belgium." In" Jordan," the" country"where" I"was" born" and" raised," the"









During" fieldwork," it" was" proven" to" me" that" each" of" the" studied" countries" has" its"





camera" given" that" the" language," dynamics," and" demands" of" the" observed" are"








Existential" insecurity," factional" clashing," and" lack" of" basic" rights" such" as" that" of"
expression"can"be"explanations"to"that"phenomenon.""
"
Residing" in" both" Belgium" and" Jordan" depending" on" term" dates" facilitated"
immersion" into" the" field" during" those" periods." Visiting" Lebanon" for" fieldwork" was"
planned" in" the" early" stages" of" the" PhD" due" to" the" potential" and" unexpected"
implications"of"the"situation"in"Syria"on"Lebanon,"and"the"timeUbombUlike"situation"of"
Lebanon"itself."Prior"knowledge"of"Lebanon"and"the"Lebanese"way"of"living"(although"
this"might" sound" like" stereotyping)" helped" in" saving" time" and" effort" in" scheduling"
interviews" and" planning" fieldwork." Everything" can" change" anytime;" a" suicide"
bombing"or"a"car"bomb"targeting"a"highUlevel"government"official"can"turn"the"whole"
country"upside"down."An"attack"can"lead"to"the"same"as"well.""This"was"made"clearer"
to"me"when" I" started" sending" eUmails" to" organise" interviews" and" started" receiving"
" 89"
responses"of"“when"you"arrive"to"Lebanon,"call"us"and"we"will"organise"then”."Such"
lived" uncertainties" also" affect" the" possibility" of" accessing" Palestinian" camps" in"




the" end" of" fieldwork." In" this" research," the" postUfieldwork" stage" has" been" critical,"
especially" in" the" case"of" Lebanon"where" some" symptoms"of" Post" Traumatic" Stress"
Disorder"were"surfacing"throughout"a"period"that"extended"up"to"a"year."The"amount"
of"pain,"grief,"poverty,"restrictions,"congestion,"and"misery"were"too"much"to"handle,"
absorb"and"digest" in"a"shorter"duration."Symptoms"of" intrusive"memories" including"
flashbacks"and"nightmares"were"something"that" I"have"experienced"during"the"first"
months" after" fieldwork," while" symptoms" of" avoidance" and" intentional" emotional"
numbing" started" appearing" later." Writing" about" Lebanon" was" an" impossible" task"





the" understanding" of" the" dynamics" of" mobilisation," the" representations" of"
PalestinianUness,"and"the"understanding"of"symbolism"in"both"cases."
!
3.8! Playing- a- 5- Strings- Violin:! Triangular! Investigation! e! Instruments! of!
Data!Collection!&!Analysis!
!
The!5! strings!violin! consists!of! five! strings!with!unique!pitches!each!of!which!has!a!
sound!of!its!own.!When!playing!a!piece!consisting!of!all!its!strings,!such!a!violin!can!
produce!a!harmonious!performance.!The!same!applies! to! triangulation,! in! this!case!
the! triangulation! of! 5! different! sounds! (methodologies)! –! mapping,! observing! &!














data" collection" instruments." The" first" of" which" required" mapping" all" Civil" Society"
Organisations" working" with" and" within" the" Palestinian" circle" in" the" three" studied"
countries."Taxonomy"of"organisations"was"produced"and" includes"multiple" levels"of"

















































































































Data" collection" was" commenced" by" the" abovementioned" tool," which" after" its"
completion" facilitated" the" subsequent"application"and"utilisation"of" the" rest"of" the"
tools" including" Observation," Participant" Observation," and" Interviews." Table" 3.3"
demonstrates"the"Instruments"of"Data"Collection"used"throughout"the"research,"and"












! Belgium! Jordan! Lebanon!
Taxonomy! √ ! √ ! √ !
Observation! √ ! √ ! Dominant!
Participant!Observation! √ ! √ ! Partial!!
SemieStructured!Interviews! √ ! √ ! √ !








































“Observation! is! a! fundamental! and! highly! important! method! in! all!
qualitative!inquiry!…![It]!entails!the!systematic!noting!and!recording!of!




dataFgathering! method! …! Immersion! in! the! setting! permits! the!
researcher! to! hear,! to! see,! and! to! begin! to! experience! reality! as! the!
participants!do!…!this!immersion!offers!the!researcher!the!opportunity!
to! learn! directly! from! his! own! experience.! Personal! reflections! are!
integral! to! the! emerging! analysis! of! a! cultural! group,! because! they!








attention" to" microscopic" details" to" comprehend" larger" images," and" selfU
representation"are"some"of"such"efforts."Correspondingly,"dangers"are"not"detached"





Observation" and" Participant" Observation" have" been" considered" as" essential"
elements" in" understanding" the" effects" of" statelessness" on" the" mobilisation" and"
organisation"of" the"Palestinian"diaspora"on"multiple" levels"of" this" research."On" the"
Core"Members" level" (CSOs" –" Organisers)," observation" has" been" employed" to" help"
answer"the"questions"this"research"poses."Participant"Observation"has"been"excluded"
primarily"due" to" the"difficulty/impossibility"of"being"physically"present" in" the" three"






perceived" as" affiliated" to" one" organisation" or" the" other" and" thus" affiliated" to" one"
party"or"the"other"(especially"when"none"are"of"interest"to"the"researcher)"imposes"
more" limitations" and" challenges" on" the"outcomes"of" the" research" and" researching"
this"topic"than"the"absence"of"participant"observation.""
"
On" the" Rear" Guards" Members" level" (Targets" of" Mobilisation)," observation," and"
participant"observation"depending"on" location"and"time,"have"been"employed."The"






to"be"dangerous"and"not"very"possible," such"as" that" in" refugee"camps" in" Lebanon,"
observation"was"dominant"over"participant"observation." Similarly," observation" and"
participant" observation" have" been" practiced" around" the" All" National" Members"
group.""
"





















“Nonverbal! communication! and! speech! combined! often!
interact! in! a! way! that! increases! Verstehen,! with! nonverbal!
communication!(e.g.,!facial!expression,!hand!gesture)!clarifying!











people"may"be"demanding"due" to" their"experience" in"being" interviewed,"and" their"
tendency" to" steer" the" interview" process," such" types" of" interviews" nonetheless,"
usually" yield" data" of" good" quality," and" knowledgeable" responses" straight" to" the"




The" interviews" were" of" a" semiUstructured" nature" for" the" flexibility" such" interview"
styles"enjoy." Limiting"“elites”" to"structured! interviews"was" found"unsuitable"due" to"
what" such" styles"may" cause" of" irritation" and" domineering" of" the" interviewed," and"
thus"the"choice"of"semiUstructured."The"interviewed"were"chosen"with"reference"to"
the" Taxonomy" of" Organisations" based" on" mixed" sampling," including" stratified"
purposeful" (to" facilitate"comparison),"opportunity" (to"adapt" to" the"unexpectedness"
in"some"fields),"and"maximum"variation"sampling"methods"(to"assure"heterogeneity"
among" different" people," settings," and" times)." Interview" questions"were"written" in"
















data." It" was" also" taken" into" consideration" because" understanding" the" nonverbal"
communication" of" the" interviewee" could" prevent" certain" unnecessary" situations,"
which" is" very" probable" when" discussing" sensitive" topics," such" as" that" related" to"
voicing" opinions" about" Palestine" and" the" Palestinians." It" is" worth" noting" that" the"
cultural" and" linguistic" similarities" between" the" interviewed" and" the" interviewer"
played"a"key"role"in"this"process."The"modes"of"Nonverbal"Communication"taken"into"
account" during" the" interviewing" process" are" divided" into" four.186" Firstly:"proxemic,"
which" denotes" to" communicating" attitudes" via" the" use" of" interpersonal" space."
Secondly:"chronemic,"which"includes"the"observation"of"the"pace"of"speech"and"the"




Although" not" all" observed" and" noted" nonverbal" communication" modes" were" of"
critical" importance" to" the" overall" data" analysis," nonetheless," issues" such" as" the"
presence" of" hegemonic" masculinities," groupUscepticism," and" insecurity" were"
observed"via"such"modes.""
"











“The! things! we! make! reflect! our! beliefs! about! the!
world;! the! things! around! us! affect! the! way! that! we!
understand! the!world.!There! is!an!unending!circularity!




! ! ! ! !
! ! ! ! ! !!!!!!!!!!!!Lance"Winn"
!
Material"Culture"consists"of"written"texts,"artefacts"and"evidence"that"“in"all"its"forms"
represent" gendered," cultural," social," and" political" construction"…" its" interpretation"
holds"a"key"to"the"meaning"of"the"underlying"lived"cultural"group"or"person”.188""
Via" Material" Culture," the" “belief" systems"–" the" values," ideas," attitudes," and"








Booklets," leaflets," drawings," walls," newspapers," spaces" &" places," clothing," houses,"
signs," flags" among" other" examples" of" what" is" seen" in" the" spaces" of" what" people"
build/make,"use,"or" live" in"have"been"considered"as"data."This"approach"eliminated"
the"probability"of"taking"objects"that"are"seen"with"the"naked"eye"for"granted,"which"
could" hold" a" more" significant" and" deeper" meaning" than" expected" to" the" studied"
group"and"to"their"existence.""Material"culture"has"been"collected"in"the"places"and"
















“Throughout! the! study,! I! also! wrote! conceptual! memos! to!
myself! to! help! sort! out!my! findings.! Usually! no!more! than! a!
page!long,!they!represented!theoretical! insights!that!emerged!
from! my! engagement! with! the! data! in! my! field! notes.! As! I!
gained!tenable!hypotheses!and!propositions,! I!began!to! listen!
and! observe! selectively,! focusing! on! those! events! that! I!
thought! might! bring! me! alive! to! my! research! interests! and!
concerns.! This!method! of! dealing!with! the! information! I! was!






The" more" one" dialogues" with" the" data" collected" via" interviews," observations" and"
documents," the" more" one’s" perspective" becomes" hermeneutic." The" complex"
interaction"between"written,"spoken,"and"seen"data"requires"progressive"focusing"191"
for" what" it" permits" from" refinement." The" analysis" of" data" during" this" research"
consisted" of" three" main" stages." The" first" is" literal," where" the" text" leads" the"
understanding." The" second" is" reflexive,"where" the" personal" orientation" shapes" the"
focus" and" interpretation" of" the" text." The" third" is" interpretive," where" the" personal"




the"people" to" its" folds,"and"not"base"analysis"on" sets"of"predefined"measures."The"
stages" of" data" analysis" take" place" on" the" spot," along" with" data" collection." This"
process" is" demanding" and" requires" a" triangulation" of" analysis" within" the"


















and" documents" were" subjected" to"multiple" forms" of" analysis" as" Table" 3.6" shows."
Each"of"the"belowUmentioned"methods"facilitated"the"understanding"of"a"particular"
dimension,"or"dimensions,"of"the"research."Some"methods"were"applied"throughout"
the" whole" research" process," while" some" were" reserved" for" chapters" where" their"
application" would" be" of" added" value." Most" methods" were" applied" on" the" three"














analytical" research" that" primarily" studies" the"way" social" power" abuse," dominance,"
and" inequality"are"enacted," reproduced,"and" resisted"by" text"and" talk" in" the" social"














that" analyses" narrative" materials," which" can" range" from" ‘naturally" occurring’"












Due" to" difficulties" in" frequently" accessing" the" field" in" Lebanon," participant"
observation" was" not" a" dominant" form" of" data" collection." Therefore,"Netnography"
accompanied"observation"in"an"attempt"to"triangulate"the"data."Netnography"is"“the"
use"of"ethnographic"methods"to"study"online"communities”.197"This"has"been"applied"
to" the"community"of" the"Palestinians" in" Lebanon"where"analysing" social"media,"an"
important" tool" in" their"mobilisation" and" organisation," was" of" great" benefit" to" the"
research." The" selection" and" observation" of" sources" was" based" on" triangulation" of"














organising" via" social"media" is" the"most" utilised"method" in" the" Palestinian" refugee"
camps" in" Lebanon." This" phenomenon" can" be" understood" in" light" of" the" following:"
Firstly,"the"Lebanese"media" in"all" its"shapes"does"not"cover"the"news"of"Palestinian"
camps"unless" the" incident" is" of" high" scale" accompanied"by" casualties" and"outlaws."
Secondly," the"Palestinians" in"Lebanon"are"not"capable"of" initiating" their"own"radio,"
satellite" channel," or" newspaper" due" to" their" economic" circumstances." Thirdly,"
telecommunication" costs" in" Lebanon" in" terms"of" text"messages" and" calls" are" high."
Fourthly," costs" of" installing" wireless" Internet" connection" at" homes" is" more"




















































“As! a! concept,! ‘research! ethics’! refers! to! a! complex! set! of! values,!
standards!and!institutional!schemes!that!help!constitute!and!regulate!
scientific!activity.!Ultimately,!research!ethics!is!a!codification!of!ethics!









and" inflexible" in" addition" to" not" fully" taking" cultural" contexts" and" distinctions" into"
consideration." The" research" process" necessitates" the" presence" of" empathy" and"
interpretation,202" therefore"applying"the"universal" to"the" local"and"vice"versa" is"not"
deemed"as"convincing"or"realistic."Despite"the"drawbacks,"which"might"include"bias,"


































same" time" a" source" of" threatening" it." Researching" sensitive" topics" and" collecting"
sensitive" material" about" researched" groups" is" a" responsibility," and" sometimes" a"
burden,"that"a"researcher"has"to"carry"on"his/her"shoulders"during"the"research"and"
after" it." The" case" of" the" Palestinian" diaspora" is" not" different." When" researching"
people" living" in" longUterm" grief," pain," hopelessness" and" helplessness," a" researcher"
finds" a" lot" of" experiences" to" respect," and" a" lot" of" situations" to" prevent." Human!
dignity" is"one"of" the" first" subjects" to" respect."The"whole"experience"of"being"away"
from" the" homeland" and" not" being" able" or" allowed" to" return" to" it" is" a" source" of"









the" Palestinians." Death" does" not" bring" human" dignity" to" an" end," for" example," in"
Lebanon,"paying"respects"to"the"souls"of"those"who"passed"away"waiting"to"return"to"
their" homeland" was" also" another" way" of" respecting" the" human" dignity" of" the"
Palestinians," both" dead" in" the" graveyard" and" alive" standing" beside" me." " The"
abovementioned" can" be" seen" as" examples" of" cultureUspecific" understanding" of"
human"dignity.""
"
The" integrity,! freedom,! and! right! to!participate" in" the" study"were" also" respected."





during" speeches"and"meetings"because" it" is"not"proper"behaviour."Observations"of"
events" and" activities" were" not" targeted" to" individuals," but" rather" to" groups,"
specifically" group" dynamics." Thus," intruding" on" personal" freedoms" was" prevented"
and"demanding"permission"to"participate"was"not"required.""
"
“Researchers"bear"a" responsibility" for"ensuring" that" their" research"subjects"are"not"
exposed" to" suffering”." 205" It" is" well" known" that" suffering" does" not" stop" at" the"
physical,"but"extends"to"the"mental"and"psychological."Causing"harm!and!suffering!to"
the" researched" group" has" been" prevented" by" avoiding" personal" questions" and" by"
giving"room"to"the"researched"to"voice"his/her"opinions,"needs,"stories,"concerns"and"











printed" in"hard" copies" and" taken" to" the" interviews" in" case" the" interviewee"missed"
reading" the" attachment" or" lost" the" email" somehow."On" the" form," the" project"was"
introduced," the" stage" of" research" stated," and" information" about" the" researcher’s"
background" and" contact" details" were" furnished." The" confidentiality," possibility" of"
anonymity,"and"voluntary"nature"of"participation"in"the"study"were"stated"clearly"and"
in"bold,"and"the"option"of"withdrawing"from"the"study"at"any"stage"was"also"given"in"
the" same"way." “Observations" conducted" in" public" spaces," on" streets" and" squares,"




obligation" and" ethical" consideration." For" example," interviewees’" political" and"
religious" opinions" were" kept" private," and" no" pressure" was" put" on" any" of" the"








The" values! and! motives! of" the" researched" group" have" been" respected" partly" via"
understanding"their"culture"and"norms,"and"partly"via"documenting,"with"exhaustive"
arguments," any" motives" the" researcher" analyses" and" attributes" to" the" group." A"
recurrent" example" would" be" respecting" the" values" and" beliefs" of" some" male"
interviewees" in" not" shaking" hands"with" females" (upon" arrival" and" departure)." The"
motives"behind"such"an"act"are"seen"as"religious"and"at"some"points"cultural,"and"are"
respected"to"prevent"embarrassment"or"false"starts."If"the"researcher"was"not"from"






Clear! role! definition! is" another" obligation" that" the" researcher" has" to" foresee" and"
implement." It" is" not" an" easy" task"when" observation" includes" participation," due" to"
potential"friendships"or"kinships"between"the"researcher"and"the"researched"group."
Overcoming" this" complex" relationship"between" the" researcher"as!a! researcher/the"
researcher"as!a!person" and" the" researched" took" the" shape"of" straightforwardness."
When"discussing"a" topic" that" could"potentially"be"used" in" research," the" researcher"
made" it" clear" to" the"other"person" that"what"he/she" is" saying" could"be"used" in" the"
research," and" if" verbal" consent"was" given," the" researcher"would" consider" utilising"
statements"made"by"the"researched.""
"
Researching" a" vulnerable! group" requires" being" considerate" to" the" needs" of" the"
researched."“Vulnerable"and"disadvantaged"individuals"and"groups"will"not"always"be"
equipped" to" defend" their" own" interests" in" respect" of" researchers." Accordingly,"
researchers" cannot" take" it" for" granted" that" ordinary" procedures" for" eliciting"
information"and"consent"will"ensure"individuals’"selfUdetermination"or"protect"them"
































The" advantages" that" the" researcher" enjoys" with" regards" to" researching" the"
Palestinian"diaspora"are"both"deepUrooted"(such"as"language"proficiency"and"cultural"
understanding)" and" temporal" (such" as" being" located" in" 2" out" of" 3" of" the" studied"
cases," and" being" able" to" access" the" 3rd" without" visa" requirements)." Similarly," the"












has" been" embraced" with" inherent" linguistic," religious," sociological," political" and"
cultural" challenges" and" limitations." Some"of" the" limitations" turned" into" challenges,"
and" some" challenges" turned" into" limitations." The" first" hurdle" faced" was"
Schizophrenic"Framing,"although"it"could"be"argued"that"such"framing"is"justified"and"
that" what" the" Palestinians" experienced/are" experiencing" leads" to" such" a"
phenomenon,"the"Framing"of"Palestine"and"anything"that"revolves"around" it"shows"
symptoms"of"schizophrenia"(in"its"broad"sense)."For"instance,"Palestine"seems"to"be"a"





an" occupier" that" is" not" recognised," the" Palestinians" living" in" the" diaspora" oppose"
being"called"a"diaspora,"but"do"not"mind"being"referred"to"as"living"in"the"diaspora."
The" abovementioned" and" other" examples" have" been" frequent" occurrences"
throughout" the" research" process." Trying" to" understand" the" causes" and" translate"
them"into"words"has"been"a"challenge"given"that"such"framing"touches"upon"official"
and" unofficial" narratives," formal" and" informal" activities," written" documents,"
organisation,"and"mobilisation."""
"
Another" hurdle" was" the" blurry" selfUidentification" of" Palestinians." The" vastness" of"
potential" positionalities" any"Palestinian" in" the"diaspora" can" locate"him/herself" into"
has" been" a" source" of" complication" during" the" collection" and" analysis" of" data." For"
instance,"a"Palestinian"in"Jordan"can"be"a"Jordanian,"a"Palestinian,"an"Arab,"a"Muslim,"
a" Christian," a" refugee," a" citizen," a" victim," a" betrayer," a" supporter" of" Hamas," a"
supporter" of" Fatah," a" supporter" of" no" one," all" depending" on" the" situation" and"
circumstances."The"same"can"be"applied"to"a"Palestinian"in"Belgium"(adding"Belgian),"
and"similar"positionalities"can"also"be"applied"to"a"Palestinian"in"Lebanon"(excluding"
a" citizen" and" adding" a" security" threat)." Overcoming" this" hurdle" required" the"
introduction" of" PalestinianUness" and" the" extensive" observation" of" Palestinians" on"
multiple"occasions.""
"




the" source" of" this" belief" exactly" comes" from," but" there" are" two" locations" that"
scholarly" supporters" of" this" belief" refer" to" if" and"when" the" topic" is" discussed"with"
them." The" first" is" a" verse" in" the" Quran" that" does" not" explicitly" state" the"
abovementioned" belief" but"was" interpreted" to"mean" so." The" second" is" a" Hadeeth"
(reported"deeds"and"saying"of"the"Prophet),"which"is"categorised"as"a"weak"hadeeth"
due"to"the"uncertainty" in"either"the"chain"of"authorities"who"reported" it,"or"due"to"




Department" of" Jordan," the" department" responsible" for" issuing" fatwas," which" also"
consisted" of" being" humiliated" as" to"why" this" question" is" being" asked" and"why" the"
topic" is"being"questioned."Upon"asking"the"cleric"to"confirm"whether"those"are"the"
sources"he"replied:"“isn’t"that"enough"for"you?"What"more"do"you"want?"One"is"from"
the"Quran"and"one" is" from"the"Hadeeth."Not"enough?”." "Another"of" the"barriers" is"
the" phenomenon" of" reliance" and" dependency" on" God" even" when" human"
intervention" is" possible" and" required" (Tawaakol)" as" opposed" to" trust" in" God"
(Tawakkol)." Along" with" the" certainty" the" Palestinians" have" that" Palestine" will" be"









Instead," the" historiographies" and" temporalities" of" the" stateless" Palestinians" have"
been"investigated.""
"
Gendered" comprehension" of" reality" has" also" been" a" challenge," questioning"
masculinities" and" femininities" falls" under" the" same" lines" of" questioning" religion;" a"
taboo." Understanding"where" such" comprehension" stems" from" has" proved" to" be" a"
very" tough" task" for" that" it" is" a" field" where" religion," culture," language," customs" &"
traditions" and" politics"merge" together" to" form" a" subject" that" deserves" a" separate"
research" topic." Nonetheless," this" thesis," crossUcuttingly," does" attempt" to" link"
gendered"comprehensions"to"the"overall"research"topic,"even"if"modestly.""
"
The" ever" lasting" over" politicisation" and" over" symbolisation" of" Palestine" has" been"
challenging." Differentiating" between" what" is" done" on" purpose" and" based" on"






The" globality" of" the" Palestinian" cause" as" The" just" cause" that" anyone" believing" in"
justice" can" adopt" has" also" been" a" challenge" and" especially" in" Belgium" where" the"
cosmopolitan"nature"of" the"country"and"particularly"Brussels"made"participation" in"
events" related" to" Palestine" open" for" everyone" (including" Europeans" and" Arabs)."
Distinguishing" between" Palestinians" and" other" Arabs" (mainly" North" Africans)" via"





Palestinians" both" as" Arabs" and" Muslims," and" whether" the" repercussions" of" 9/11"
shifted"the"priorities"of"Palestinians"to"defending"their"image"as"Muslims"and"Arabs"
first" then" demonstrating" their" PalestinianUness." This" dimension,"which" could" be" of"
relevance,"has"not"been"assessed.""
"
Other" expected" but" inherent" challenges" were" primarily" translations" of" words" in"
contexts,"and"secondly"numbers"and"census."Translating"a"word"from"one"language"
to" the" other" requires" the" inclusion" of" culture" and" understandings" into" the"
translation." This" task" was" time" challenging" because" it" necessitated" exhaustive"
clarifications" and" explanations." Numbers" and" census," an" everUinherent" challenge"
when" researching" certain" areas," Palestine" &" Palestinians" included," was" also" a"





Temporal" challenges" and" limitation" have" a" particular" characteristic," which" is" that"
when"they"hit,"they"hit"hard."There"is"no"prelude"sufficient"enough"to"prepare"one"to"
" 111"
expect" and" foresee" them." It" is" only" when" they" occur" (or" shortly" after)," that" their"
impact" surfaces." Whereas" the" past" is" critical" in" the" deepUrooted" challenges" &"
limitations," the" present" and" the" near" future" are" the" temporalities" of" the" temporal"
ones."""
"
Being" in" the" field," where" one" should" expect" the" unexpected," is" full" of" temporal"
challenges"and"limitations."No"matter"how"prepared"one"is,"surprises"have"to"occur,"





Some" nonUPalestinian" interviewees" believed" that" certain" shapes" of" mobilising" for"
Palestine"are"equivalent"to"antiUSemitism"in"the"eyes"of"the"authorities,"such"as"the"
case"of" the"president"of" the"now"dissolved" International"Union"of"Parliamentarians"
for" Palestine" who" stated" that" he" himself" and" the" activities" of" the" union" he" was"
heading"were"considered"a"threat"to"national"security"and"a"form"of"antiUSemitism."
210" It" is" crucial" to" note" that" such" statements"were"mentioned"only" by"Westerners."





The" hardest" hitting" challenge" encountered" during" fieldwork" was" the" shock" of"
witnessing"the"Palestinian"refugee"camps"in"Lebanon."An"experience"that"left"a"scar"
that"took"too"long"to"stop"bleeding,"and"therefore"too"long"to"start"writing"about.""
The"presence"of"AK47s" across" the" camps," the"possibility" of" being" attacked"or" shot"
due" to" internal" camp" violence" that" may" erupt" any" time," the" fact" that" being" in"
Lebanon" itself" should" be" accompanied" by" expectations" of" being" a" casualty" of" a"






the" idea"of"being"alive"waiting" for"death,"which" is"what" the"Palestinians" in" refugee"
camps" have" to" live" with." “Overcoming”" the" shock" required" a" long" duration," and"
writing"about"it"was"a"challenge"for"a"year.""
"
Up" until" I" discovered" that" my" curiosity" is" bigger" than" my" origins" or" background,"
asking" myself" the" why" and" how" questions" when" observing" the" Palestinians"
organisation" and" mobilisation" in" Jordan" has" been" challenging." The" why" and" how"
were"taken"for"granted"for"many"years,"and"had"to"be"questioned"promptly"during"
research." This" process" was" not" free" from" selfUdoubt" and" anxiety" especially" when"




Another" limitation"that"has"not"been"assessed" in"this"dissertation" is"the"effects"the"
Arab"turmoil"may"have"had"on"the"intensity"and"shape"of"activities"organised"by"the"
Palestinians." Was" what" happening" in" other" Arab" countries" on" the" minds" of" the"
Palestinians"during"organising"and"mobilising?"Was"the"overall"situation"encouraging"
or" discouraging" mobilisation?" Did" the" soUcalled" ‘broken" barrier" of" fear’" affect" the"
Palestinians"in"the"diaspora"as"it"claims"to"have"affected"the"Arabs"in"their"countries?"




analysis" processes," theory" selection," and" methods" utilised" during" the" research"
process,"has" its" limitations"and"challenges."Acknowledged"are"such" limitations,"and"
acknowledged"is"the"liability"to"err."Absolute"knowledge"is"unattainable"because"an"









for" that" it" is"based"on"previous" researches" from"different" fields"of" knowledge,"and"
utilises" collection" and" analysis" methods" that" already" exist." Nonetheless," the"
components" and" approaches" to" understanding" and" analysing" the" effects" of"
statelessness"on"the"mobilisation"&"organisation"of"the"Palestinians" in"the"diaspora"
could" be" considered" relatively! unique" and" could" be" applied" to" other" cases" of"
statelessness." This" relative! uniqueness" can" be" attributed" to" the" methodology" and"
instruments" used" in" collecting" and" analysing" data" throughout" the" research," which"
allowed" the" incorporation" of" socioUcultural" and" linguistic" anthropology," sociology,"
and"ethnography"to"the"socioUeconomic"and"the"politicoUlegal,"which"is"not"common"
practice" during" investigating" diasporas," and" especially" the" stateless" of" them."
Moreover," investigating" the" similarities" and" divergences" of" the" same" diaspora" in"
different" and" varied" settings" in" order" to" draw"parallels" can"be" considered" another"
attribute,"for"that"it"has"not"been"common"practice"among"investigators"of"diasporas"





understanding" the" topic" in" a" high" zoom" lens." Applying" such" an" approach" to"
investigations" on" diasporas" could" result" in" novel" findings," and" could" lead" to" new"
answers"to"frequently"posed"questions.""
"









Until" then," the" following" chapter" will" compose" another" set" of" (written)" sounds,"
namely" an" Intermezzo" Ostinato" setting" the" scene" to," and" opening" room" for," the"




























Intermezzo- :! “a!musical! interlude! in!a! larger! composition!or!a!piece!of!music! in!
itself”.! 212! Ostinato:! “a! short! melodic,! rhythmic,! or! chordal! phrase! repeated!
























Before"reading"the"rest"of"the"compositions" in"the"Stateless"Repertoire," it" is"
worth"listening"to"a"composition"that"sets"the"scene"to"what"will"be"coming"next."An"
Intermezzo," but" an" Intermezzo! Ostinato" for" that" its" components" persistently"
accompany" this" composition" from" its" beginning" to" its" end," even" if" only" in" the"
background," and" similarly" accompanied" and" still" accompanies" the" Palestinian"
cacophony." The" Palestinian" ostinato" is" also" accompanied" by" persistent"
transgenerational" images"and" imaginations" that"despite" the"pain" they" inflict,"move"
stubbornly"yet"smoothly"from"one"generation"to"the"other,"and"are"reflected"in"the"
everydayness"and" reasoning"of"Palestinians."Commencing"with" the" intermezzo"and"
moving" to" its" ostinati" components," this" chapter" will" take" the" reader" through" a"
journey"to"the"past"and"the"sounds"it"echoes"on"the"present"by"first"briefly"drawing"
the" picture" of" what" Palestine" was" before" its" people" became" a" diaspora," their"
homeland’s"histories"with"their"host"countries,"and"their"present"as"diasporas"living"
in"lands"other"than"what"they"consider"their"homeland."It"is"worth"mentioning"early"
in" this" chapter" that" despite" sharing" the" same" past," the" cases" studied" are"
heterogeneous" and" each" has" its" own" notes" and" resonances," thus" the" variation" in"
length"concerning"each"case"in"the"coming"sections."For"example,"the"confinement"of"














Romans," Greeks" &" Latin," and" Arabs" respectively" to" the" area" between" the"
Mediterranean"and"the"Jordan"River"214."Clear"border"bound"references"to"the"land"
under" the" name" Palestine" have" occurred" as" early" as" mid" 5th" century" BC" by"















civilisations." Rome" and" Byzantium," Islam" and" The" Umayyads," The" Abbasids," The"




Commencing" in" the"1900’s," the"holy" land"along"with" its" surrounding" lands"has"also"
witnessed"numerous"shapes"of"mandates,"occupations"and"rebellions.""
Between"1918"and"1935,"Palestine"and"the"Palestinians"saw"the"end"of"the"Ottoman"
Empire" and" the" beginning" of" the" British" Mandate" where" the" secret" SykesUPicot"
Agreement," the" Balfour" Declaration," the" Aliyah," and" clashes" between" Palestinians"
and" Jews" were" key" features." The" following" years" up" till" 1939," and" in" response" to"
British" declarations," recommendations," papers," and" killings," were" marked" with"
various"phases"of" rebellion,"commencing"with"strikes"and"escalating" to"violence." In"
the"years"between"1940"and"the"Nakba"of"1948,"the"Jews"affirmed"their"existence"in"
Palestine"and"were"organised"and"structured"to"handle"what"Ben"Gurion"foresaw"as"
the" Zionist" struggle" in" Palestine.215" The" UN" Partition" Plan" of" 1947" was" also" an"
outcome"of"this"period,"where"the"UN"partitioned"the"land"into"56.47%"for"a"Jewish"
state," and"43.53%" for" a" Palestinian" state." The"Palestinians," and"by" considering" the"
difference"between"100%"of"what"they"call"Palestine"and"43.53%"of" it" rejected"the"
proposed"Partition"Plan."On" that" same"year,"1947,"Britain"decided" to" terminate" its"
mandate" on" Palestine" in" May" of" 1948." On" 15" May" 1948," the" state" of" Israel" was"
declared;" the" Nakba" (Catastrophe)" of" the" Palestinians" started," and" continues" till"
today" constituting" the" Palestinian" present" that" stretches" from" 1948" onwards," and"
the"diasporisation"of"the"Palestinians"to"neighbouring"countries"(Figure"4.2)"and"later"
to" various" locations" and" destinations" commenced." This" research" studies" the"
Palestinian" diasporas" in" Belgium," Jordan," and" Lebanon," and"will" thus" focus" on" the"
past" and" lived" experiences" of" the" aforementioned" in" conveying" the" image" and"




























its" population" from"375"000" to"485"000," in" addition" to" around"785"000"who"were"
inhabiting" its" newly" annexed" West" Bank," thus" adding" to" a" total" of" 1" 270" 000"
people216;"a"±"300"%"increase"from"what"it"was"prior"to"1948’s"Nakba."The"influx"of"






the" East" Bank" to" 60%" 217" (although" contested" due" to" weak" documentation)" all" of"
which" were" represented" by" the" government" of" Jordan" who" fiercely" opposed" the"
establishment"of"any"body"planning"to"claim"the"representation"of"Palestinians218."In"
1964" however," Jordan" hesitantly" supported" the" establishment" of" the" Palestine"
Liberation"Organisation"(PLO),"who"back"then"had"no"intentions"in"solely"claiming"the"
representation" of" Palestinians." Within" a" few" years" of" its" establishment," the" PLO"
started"making"demands"(compulsory"military"service"for"instance)"on"the"sovereign"
Jordan" in" what" the" Jordanian" government" perceived" as" competition" over" the"




only" gained" momentum" during" the" 1968" Al" Karameh" battle" between" Jordan"
(including"the"guerrillas)"and"Israel"following"an"Israeli"operation"on"the"small"town"
of"Al"Karameh"home"to"the"refugee"camp"where"the"guerrillas"were"stationed."Both"
parties" on" Jordan’s" side" (military" and" guerrillas)" agreed" on" victory," but" they"
unsurprisingly"disagreed"on"whom"was"the"reason"behind"this"unprecedented"victory"
over" Israel,"each"claiming"to"be"the"hero." " In"the"wake"of"this" long"awaited"victory,"
joining"the"guerrilla"groups"also"called"Fida’iyyeen"(Self"Sacrificers)"became"a"dream"
to" thousands" of" Jordanians" of" Palestinian" origins" 219." A" dream" that" challenged"
Jordan’s"sovereignty"and"military"independence"leading"its"government"to"unleash"a"















The" (denied)221" civil" war" between" the" Jordanian" military" and" the" PLO"
guerrillas" was" won" by" the" Jordanian" military" given" its" knowledge" in" the" divisions"
within"the"lines"of"the"guerrilla"groups"operating"on"its"territories,"which"facilitated"
the" launch" of" an" ideological" attack" on" the" PLO" and" its" subgroups." The" guerrillas’"
marginalisation" of" Jordanians" from" their" mobilisation" and" organisation" was" a"
strategic"mistake"exploited"by" the" Jordanian"government" to" its"advantage"where" it"
accused"the"guerrillas"of"wanting"to"build"a"“state"within"a"state”222"or"“turn"Jordan"
into"a"Palestinian"state”.223" Since" then," the"popularity"of" the"Fida’iyyeen" started" to"
fade,"and"their"“arrogance"and"harassment”224"became"intolerable"to"the"population."
They" “drove"noisily" around"Amman" in" jeeps"with" loaded"weapons," like"an"army"of"
occupation;" they" extorted" financial" contributions" from" individuals," …" they"




Not" only" did" Black" September’s" violence" claim" thousands" of" lives226," but" it"
also" demolished" buildings" and" damaged" infrastructure," and" extended" to" symbolic"
forms" of" violence" when" the" Jordanian" government" destroyed" the" Tomb! of! the!





















In" 1988," around" forty" years" after" the" annexation"of" the"West" Bank"by" Jordan," the"
Jordanian" position" towards" the" establishment" of" a" Palestinian" entity" representing"
Palestinians" transformed" from" opposition" to" surrendered" acceptance." Hussein" of"




undertook" practical" steps" to" disengagement" starting" with" the" abolishment" of" the"
Ministry" of" Occupied" Territories" Affairs," to" the" termination" of" a" West" Bank"









is"Palestine”" 233"without" forgetting" to" remind" those"concerned" that"disengagement"
from"the"West"Bank"does"not"mean"disengagement"from"the"peace"process,"and"that"
disengaging" from"managing" people" under" occupation" does" not" mean" disengaging"
from"the"Palestinian"people"and"the"Palestinian"problem.""
















has" led" to" the"social,"economic,"political,"and" legal" isolation"and"marginalisation"of"
the" Palestinians" on" the" Lebanese" soil." The" Lebanese" authorities" and" people" alike"
welcomed"the"Palestinians"seeking"refuge"in"Lebanon"assuming"that"the"duration"of"
their" stay" in" camps" scattered" across" Lebanon" would" be" temporary." Upon" the"
unexpected" stretch" in" temporariness" and" the" absence" of" solutions" to" the" refugee"
issue," the"Palestinians"established"a" resistance"movement" in" the"Southern"parts"of"
Lebanon," the" location" in" which" they" were" situated" when" they" started" launching"
guerrilla" raids"on" Israel." Israel" from" its" side"attacked"and"bombarded"Lebanon"as"a"
response." Fouad" Chehab," the" President" of" the" Lebanese" Republic" back" then"
subjected" the" camps" to" “tight"military" control,"which" led" to" the"1969" “uprisings" in"
the" camps”" against" the" Lebanese" security" forces”.235" The" tense"phase" ended"upon"
the" signature" of" the" Cairo" Accords" between" the" Lebanese" state" and" the" PLO" in"
November" 1969." The" Accord" “redefined" the" regulations" governing" refugees" in"
Lebanon" …" [and]" gave" Palestinians" the" right" to" employment," to" form" local"
committees" in" the" camps"and" to"engage" in" armed" struggle”.236" The"year" after," the"
PLO"relocated"to"Lebanon"after"its"ousting"from"Jordan,"and"started"operating"on"the"
Lebanese" soil" extending" support" to" the" Palestinian" refugees." Beginning" 1975," the"
year" that"witnessed" the" outbreak" of" the" Lebanese" Civil"War," the" central" Lebanese"














Lebanon." Again," as" it" was" the" case" when" it" was" located" in" Jordan," the" PLO" was"
accused"of"building"““a"state"within"a"state”"and"challenging"Lebanese"sovereignty"in"
parts"of"the"country,"particularly"the"south”,238" leading"as"well"to"the"annulment"of"
the" Cairo" Accords" by" the" Lebanese" President" Amine" Gemayel" in" 1987," and"
consequently,"to"the"isolation"of"Palestinians."Yet"again,"the"ousting"of"the"PLO"and"
all" its" institutions"from"Lebanon"did"not"mean"the"end"of" its" loyalists"operations"on"










and" are" considered" crucial" because" of" the" sounds" they" transmit" in" the" present"
Palestinian"cacophonies."""
As" for" the" third" case" study," Belgium," it" is" worth" noting" that" there" are" no"
sounds" resonating" from" a" troubled" past." The" past" of" the" Palestinians" in" Belgium"
commenced"in"the"1960s"when"the"first"wave"of"Palestinians"arrived"to"Belgium"for"
studies" or" as" a" stop" prior" to" continuing" their" journey" elsewhere" in" Europe." Thus,"
when"compared"to"the"pasts"of"the"Palestinians"in"Jordan"and"Lebanon,"the"past"of"
those" in" Belgium" is" fairly" younger" and" shorter," and" undoubtedly" free" of" violent"














dynamics" and" own" relations" with" the" homeland." For" example," the" Palestinian"
General"Delegation"to"Belgium"(which"is"also"the"delegation"to"Luxembourg"and"the"
EU)"called"by"Palestinians"‘the"embassy’"is"a"body"that"lobbies"for"certain"Palestinian"





to" issue" visas" to" anyone" willing" to" visit" the" homeland," and" such" a" will" has" to" go"
through" the"embassy"of" Israel" (to" those"not"holding" the"Belgian" citizenship" yet," or"
those"who"are"Palestinian"only"in"origin).""
Representing" Belgium" in" what" Palestinians" consider" the" homeland" is" an" Embassy"
located" in"Tel"Aviv," Israel" 241" and"a"Consulate"General" in" Jerusalem" 242"where"visas"
can" be" issued." The" former" does" not" serve" Palestinians," the" latter" does" to" those"
capable" of" reaching" it." To" those" incapable" of" reaching" Jerusalem,"which" applies" to"
the"majority" of" Palestinians," those" residing" in" the"West" Bank" can" apply" through" a"
Visa" Application" Centre" in" Ramallah," and" those" residing" in" Gaza" are" required" to"
complete" and" mail" their" applications" to" the" Consulate" General" in" Jerusalem" and"
await"further"information"on"further"procedures"243."Despite"sounding"technical,"the"












On" the" unofficial" country" level" representation," and" from"what" has" been" observed"
during" fieldwork" in" Belgium," one" organisation" is" dominant" in" representing"
Palestinians" over" other" similar" organisations." The" Communauté" Palestinienne" en"
Belgique" et" au" Luxembourg" (CPBL)" is" the" party" responsible" for" organising" most"





as"CPBL"and"ABP,"and"on"some"occasions" Intal" (refer" to"Annex"A" for" further"data),"
and" some" compete" and" cosponsor" trouble."One"of" the" competitors" to" CPBL" is" the"
Communauté" Palestinienne" en" Belgique" (CPALB)" and" its" sister" organisation" La"
Maison"Palestinienne"en"Belgique"(MPALBEL),"who"accuse"the"CPBL"of"being"funded"
and" steered" by" ‘the" embassy’" represented" by" its" ambassador" (whom" they" do" not"
appreciate,"at"least"on"a"political"level"244)"due"to"the"presence"of"the"address"of"the"
embassy"on"the"official"registration"certificate"of"CPBL"and"due"to"the"resemblance"in"
name" between" the" CPBL" (Belgium" and" Luxembourg)" and" the" embassy’s" general"
delegation" also" to" Belgium" and" Luxembourg." “They" [the" sceptic" Palestinians" in"





process," not" because" it"wants" to"own"us."We" should"be" thankful" for" the" gesture”,"
said"one"of" the" founding"members"of"CPBL" in"Brussels" 245."Very"clearly"depicted" in"
Belgium"are" factional" schisms"accompanied"by"a" strong"desire" to" garner"monetary"
















In" Jordan," the" dynamics" are" very" different," proving" how" heterogeneous" the" cases"
studied"are."As"described"earlier," the" relationship"between" Jordan"and"Palestine" is"
long" and" intricate." Jordan" plays" the" role" of" the"God" Father" to" Palestine" and" to" its"
people,"the"Palestinians"(whether"in"the"homeland"or"in"the"diaspora),"as"well.""
Representing" Jordan" in" Palestine" are" liaison" offices" in" Ramallah" and" Gaza," and"
representing" Palestine" in" Jordan" is" an" Embassy." It" is" worth" noting" that" offices,"










unofficial," the" Department" of" Palestinian" Affairs" at" the"Ministry" of" Foreign" Affairs"
















An" embassy" of" Palestine" in" Lebanon" (previously" a" PLO" representation)" does" exist,"
and"is"responsible"for"consular"tasks"excluding"visa"issuance,"but"in"what"is"explained"
as"a"rejection"of"normalisation"with"Israel,"an"embassy"of"Lebanon"in"Palestine"does"
not" exist," making" the" relationship" limited" and" oneUsided." Within" the" Lebanese"
government," there" exists" a" committee" called" the" Lebanese" Palestinian" Dialogue"
Committee" under" the" Presidency" of" the" Council" of" Ministers." This" committee"
addresses"the"situation"of"Palestinian"refugees" in"Lebanon"in"coordination"with"the"
UNRWA," the" PLO," and" the" organisations" (CSOs" and" NGOs)" of" the" International"
Community."Despite"its"official"status,"this"committee’s"attempts"and"capabilities"in"
addressing" the" situation" of" the" Palestinian" refugees" in" the" camps" of" Lebanon" are"










In" their" everydayness" though," the" campizens" are" governed" by" multiple" layers" all"
functioning" in" the" place" of" a" missing" state" (Figure" 4.7)," the" first" of" which" is"
represented" in" shadows"of" political" factions" and" showing" (or" not)" loyalty" to" them."
Loyalty,"or" its"absence,"affect" the"everydayness"of" the"Palestinians" in"Lebanon"and"
shape" their"mobility"within" camps"during" the"night" time" for" instance,"where"party"
loyalists" occupy" certain" areas" and" fix" curfews," and"where" trespassing" areas" of" the"
opposing"party"can"lead"to"violent"clashes"and"shootings."













and" monetary" support," they" are" prioritised" when" sick" or" in" need" of" medicine" or"
hospitalisation”" 249" Therefore," showing" no" loyalty" to" any" party" affects" the" camp"
inhabitants"abilities"to"secure"basic"needs"such"as"diagnosis,"medication,"or"financial"
aid"if"and"when"sick."
The" second" layer" that" affects" the" Palestinian" everydayness" is" represented" by" the"
selected" (as" opposed" to" elected)" Popular" Committees" and" Security" Committees,"
responsible" for" bureaucratic" procedures" like" managing" electricity" subscriptions,"
facilitating" house" rental" agreements," organising" neighbourhoods," and" maintaining"
law"and"order"in"refugee"camps.""
The" third" layer" is" that"of" the"UNRWA"and" Local"NGOs"who" support"Palestinians" in"
schooling" and" clinics," as" well" as" on" the" socioUeconomic" level" such" as" Inaash," The"
Palestinian"Arab"Women"League,"Association"Najdeh,"Beit"Atfal"Al"Sumoud," Islamic"
Union" for" Palestinian" Students," Shahid" (witness)," and" Ahlam" Laje’e" among" others."
(Refer"to"Annex"B)"
The" fourth" layer," with" the" least" capacity" in" influencing" the" everydayness" of"
Palestinians" is" represented" in" the" International" NGOs" and" donors." All" the"
abovementioned" are" surrounded" as" separate" entities" and" as" a" whole" by" factors"
ranging" from" host" country" politics," to" homeland" politics," to" relations" with"
neighbouring" countries," to" the" past" and" present" of" the" host" country" making" the"
situation" in" the" camps," whether" lived" or" governed," as" complicated" as" the"
government"and"politics"of"the"host"country." " It" is"worth"noting"that"all" the"factors"
and"players"surrounding"and"eclipsing"the"inhabitants"of"the"camps"are"treated"with"







thus," requiring"no"aid"and"suffering" from"no"chronic" illnesses."The"same"applies" to"
NGOs" whether" from" within" the" camp" or" from" outside," where" the" Palestinians"
(including"some"Palestinian"NGOs)"are"frustrated"from"the"disregard"for"local"needs"
250"and"sceptic"about"the"agendas"of"such"organisations."“All"those"Hamas"or"Fatah"




























to" pursue" academic" studies," most" of" which" left" Jordan" after" the" previously"
mentioned"Black"September"and"part"of"which"returned"to"Jordan"or"elsewhere"after"
graduating." The" third"wave" consisted" of" Palestinians" from"both" Syria" and" Lebanon"








number" of" Palestinians" took" refuge" in" earlier" decades)" and" the" expulsion" of" the"
Palestinians" from" Kuwait" as" a" response" to" Yasser" Arafat’s" alignment" with" Iraq’s"




took"refuge" in"Belgium"stayed" in" it."To"some" it"was"a"stop"before"heading"towards"
other"western"countries,"to"others"it"was"a"stop"before"returning"back"to"where"they"
came" from," namely" Jordan," Lebanon" or" Syria." Most" of" those" who" settled" either"
married"Belgians"and"thus"acquired"the"Belgian"citizenship,"or"were"granted"asylum."
It"is"very"critical"to"note"that"in"addition"to"being"scarce"and"unsystematic,"academic"
productions" on" the" socioUeconomic" and" political" dimensions" of" Palestinian"
diasporism,"especially" in"Belgium,"are"still" in" their" infancy"and" limited"to"horizontal"
studies,"and"that"at"the"time"of"completing"this"dissertation,"only"one"source"of"such"
data" was" available" from" the" Palestine" International" Institute," whose" researchers"
attempted" to" collect" data" through"multiple"meetings"with" Palestinians" in" Belgium."






probability" of" ever" getting" full" and" accurate" data" of" the" current" circumstances" is"
almost"nonUexistent." Several"Palestinians"who"do"possess" credible" information"and"








As" the" backgrounds" of" the" Palestinians" in" Belgium" vary" so" do" their" socioU
economic" as" well" as" politicoUlegal" conditions." According" to" the" currently" solely"
available" study" on" the" Palestinians" in" the" diaspora," by" the" Palestine" International"
Institute," an" institute" that" aspires" (or" aspired" upon" its" initiation255)" to" “Bind"
Palestinians" in" Diaspora" and" Expatriates" to" the" Homeland”," the" Palestinian"
community" in" Belgium" does" not" consist" of" many" academics," lawyers," physicians,"
businessmen,"artists"or"entrepreneurs.256"Most"Palestinians"are"“blue"collar”"workers"





the" ones" already" naturalised," some" are" without" papers," and" others" are" asylumU
seeking"refugees."According"to"Badil"Resource"Centre"for"Palestinian"Residency"and"
Refugee" Rights," The" Belgian"Office! des! Etrangers" registers" the" Palestinian" asylum"
seekers"under"different"categories;"Palestinians" from"Palestine," inhabitants"of"Syria"
and" Lebanon" of" Palestinian" origins," Stateless" Persons," or" Persons" with" “UnU
established”"Nationality"258."According"to"the"Belgian"Refugee"Council’s"legal"advisor"
(Council" also" known" as" La" Comité" Belge" d’Aide" aux" Refugiés/" Het" Belgisch" Comite"
voor" Hulp" aan" Vluchtelingen)," the" Palestinians" with" no" nationality" are" registered"
under" “unknown”" nationality," which" applies," but" is" not" exclusive" to," Palestinians"
from" Palestine," Syria," Lebanon," or" any" person" of" Palestinian" origins" without" a"
nationality." A" Palestinian" with" a" Jordanian" nationality," therefore," is" considered"
Jordanian." This" applies" to" all" the" abovementioned"without"differentiating"between"
those" registered" with" the" UNRWA," and" those" who" are" not." The" Commissioner"
















data," an" example" of" which" is" the" aforementioned" Commissioner" General" for"










physically," is" intense" among" the" Palestinians" in" Belgium," especially" that" of"
competition" between" opposing" groups." A"meeting" organised" by" the" Communauté!
palestinienne!en!Belgique"et!au!Luxembourg"ended"with"a"violent"fight"between"the"
organisers"and"their"ideologically"dissimilar"and"resourceUcompeting"opposing"group,"
the"Communauté! palestinienne! en! Belgique," where" chairs" and" tables"were" broken"
and"the"police"was"called"to" the" location"261." It" is"worth"noting" that" the"opposition"














The" Palestinians" residing" in" Belgium" are" scattered" across" the" country" but" mainly"
centred"in"Brussels"the"capital,"and"then"Liege"towards"the"east"of"Belgium."Most"of"
the" activities" and" events" organised" and" participated" in" by" Palestinians" are" held" in"
Brussels" with" a" few" held" in" Liege." Correspondingly," the" Question" of" Palestine" in"
general"is"a"hot"topic"in"Belgium"and"various"Belgian"organisations"and"parties"such"
as" Intal," Coordination" Nationale" d’Action" pour" la" Paix" et" la" Démocratie" CNAPD,"

























on" representing" themselves" as" Palestinians" originating" from" and" representing"
Palestine" first" and" foremost." This" eagerness" is" demonstrated" in" their" use" (and"
sometimes"overuse)"of"symbols"such"as"the"Palestinian"flag"and"its"colours,"the"map"
of" historic" Palestine," and" the" kefiyyeh" among" other" symbols." The" same" keenness"






























“The! Palestinians! in! Jordan! had! been! awarded! Jordanian!
citizenship! more! than! four! decades! earlier,! and! since! then!
relations! between! East! Jordanians! and! Jordanians! of!





“…! once! the! Palestinians! achieve! their! right! to! statehood,!
Jordanians! of! Palestinian! origin! will! at! last! have! the! right! to!








Jordan;" a" country" of" around" 6"million" inhabitants,"where" the" Jordanians" of"



























practice" is" widely" noticeable" between"males" (although" also" practiced" by" females),"
where" when" inside" their" houses" they" use" one" dialect" and"when" outside" they" use"
another." What" is" important" to" note" is" that" this" practice" is" not" monopolised" by"
Jordanians" of" Palestinian" origins," but" is" also" practiced" by" Jordanians" of" Jordanian"
origins."Another"point"worth"noting"is"that"there"are"indeed"Jordanians"of"Palestinian"
origins"who"still"willingly" 267" reside" in" refugee"camps,"but"are"a"minority" 268" (unlike"































Palestinian" Refugee" Camps" in" Jordan"were" established" following" two" central" years"















































Official" offices" of" different" Palestinian" factions" are" not" present" in" camps,"
although"verbal"loyalty"to"different"factions"mainly"divided"by"Fatah"and"Hamas"does"
exist." The" Palestinians" in" Jordan" are" not" represented" by" the" government(s)" in"
Palestine;"but"are"represented"by"Jordan"and"its"government.""
"
Schooling," health" care" and" relief" &" social" services" are" provided" by" the"
UNRWA"to"registered"refugees"within"and"outside"the"camps."Not"all" Jordanians"of"
Palestinian"origins"are"registered"with"the"UNRWA"though,"but"that"does"not"mean"
that" they" are" denied" the" abovementioned" services." Such" services" are" provided" to"
Palestinians"inside"and"outside"the"camps"via"both"the"public"and"the"private"sectors.""
"
The" right" to" ownership," inheritance" of" property," education," health" care,"
membership" to" unions," political" participation," and" practicing" all" professions" are"
granted"to"all" the"Jordanians"of"Palestinian"origins." In"some"fields" like"business"and"
commerce" in" addition" to" a" multitude" of" industries," the" Jordanians" of" Palestinian"
origins"have" the"edge"over" those"of" Jordanian"origins"such"as" the"case"of" the"Arab"








Nasser" Judeh"Minister" of" Foreign"Affairs" and" Expatriate"Affairs,270" Amin"Mahmoud"
former"Minister"of"Higher"Education"and"Scientific"Research,"and"Rajai"Dajani"former"







The" questions" of" “Who" is" Jordanian?"Who" is" Palestinian?"What" constitutes"
"Jordanniess" or" PalestinianUness?”" 271" are" questions" that" do" not" have" direct" nor"





country"where"on"some"occasions"all" Jordanians"can" turn" into"Palestinians,"and"on"
others" all" Palestinians" can" turn" into" Jordanians." The" hybridity" works" in" both"
directions."A"football"match"between"Jordan"and"Uzbekistan"or"Jordan"and"Uruguay"
was" capable" of" turning" the" Jordanian" population" and" despite" their" origins" into"





Palestinian" from" Gaza" won" the" title" of" Arab" Idol," which" took" Jordanians" to" the"









The" aforementioned" were" not" rare" occasions" of" hybridity" or" shifting" in"
identity,"but"they"are"common"and"frequent"even"on"daily"basis."The"same"applies"at"
times" of" conflict" escalation" in" ‘Palestine’" where" Jordanians" of" all" backgrounds"
mobilise" to" donate"money," clothes," blood" …" etc," and" where" the" Jordanian" flag" is"
waved"beside" the"Palestinian"one." “It" is" evident" and"observable" that" donations," in"
multiple" forms," from" Jordanians" despite" their" origins," increase" in" times" of" conflict"
escalation" in" Palestine" and" during" holy" months" and" occasions”" stated" a"






Despite" the"brightness"of" the"picture" reflected"by"observing"Palestinians" in" Jordan,"
sensing" that" one" is" not" “Jordanian" enough”" is" something" that" the" Palestinians" in"













called" differential" treatment" in" some" circumstances." Although" not" stated" or"
declared,"positions"in"the"civil"service"(public"sector)"appear"to"be"mostly"reserved"to"
Jordanians" of" Jordanian" origins" 275." There" are" some" exceptions" of" course," but" the"
majority"of"the"civil"servants"are"of"Jordanian"origins."This"does"not"require"a"study"of"




Moreover," the" seamless"hybridity" that" Jordanians"of"both"origins" enjoy" can"
become"very"visible"(as"opposed"to"seamless)"during"matches"between"local"teams."
Matches" between" the" longUtime" rivals" Al" Wihdat" (a" football" club" founded" in" Al"
Wihdat"Camp"in"the"1950s)"and"Al"Faisali"(a"club"perceived"as"the"one"for"Jordanians"
of" Jordanian" origins" although" it" consists" of" players" from" both" origins)" rarely" end"
without"clashes,"whether"verbal"or"physical.""
!
4.4.3! Stateless! &! Statusless:! ! Stateless! &! Statuseless:! Palestinians! in!
Lebanon!
!
“For! these! Palestinians,! the! pain! associated! with! their!
expulsion!and!the!decades!of!living!in!exile!is!being!aggravated!







“Much! of! the! discriminatory! treatment! Palestinians! face! is!












themselves," and" to" their" existence" 279." Estimated" between" 435" 000" and" 470" 000"
refugees" 280" (and" in" some" sources" 500" 000)" in" a" country" of" 4.5" million," the"
Palestinians"constitute"a"bit"over"10%"of"the"population"of"Lebanon.""
"
The"majority" of" the" Palestinians" in" Lebanon" fled" Palestine" during" the" 1948"
war"(most"of"them"without"their"documents"and"without"anything"but"what"was"on"
them)," the" 1967" war," and" from" Jordan" following" 1970/1971’s" Black" September."
Fleeing"war,"the"Palestinians"inhabited"camps"(and"later"camp"surroundings)"spread"
across"Lebanon."Some"of"which"were"already"built"by"the"French"government"for"the"
Armenian" refugees"who" fled" to" Lebanon" and"neighbouring" countries" following" the"
Armenian"Genocide"in"the"early"1900s.""
"
Four" generations" of" Palestinians" have" been" inhabiting" 12" camps" and" their"
surroundings" in" extremely" dire" conditions" where" they" are" considered," by" the"
Lebanese" government" (and" sometimes" the" people)," as" a" security" threat" and" a"
destabilising" factor" 281" to" the" confessional" framework" of" Lebanon"where" politics" is"
governed"by"proportionality" and"political"offices"are" reserved"based"on" religion." In"
order"to"clarify"why"the"Palestinians"are"considered"a"destabilising"factor,"it"is"worth"
going" into" details" about" the" confessionalism" of" Lebanon." In" a" country" where" 18"
different" sects," religious" communities," and" subUreligions" subsist," any" influx" of" one"

















President"of"the"National"Assembly),"a"Druze" is" its"Chief"of"the"General"Staff" in"the"
Lebanese"Armed"Forces,"and"a"ratio"of"1:1"(Christian:Muslim)" is" for" its"members"of"
Parliament," all" according" to" the" Lebanese" National" Pact" of" 1946" and" the" Taif"
Agreements"of"1989."On"the"other"hand,"the"majority"of"the"Palestinians"who"took"
refuge"to"Lebanon,"the"country"of"the"18"sects,"were"Sunni"Muslim"with"a"minority"of"
Christians."Most"Christians"were" given" the" Lebanese"nationality" and"most"Muslims"
were"given"a"special"Palestinian"Refugee"ID"Card.282"The"argument"has"repeatedly"fell"
in" the" lines"of:"Naturalisation" leads" to" resettlement,"and" resettlement" leads" to" the"
renouncement" of" the" Palestinian" Right" to" Return." As" for" why" this" logic" is" not"
applicable" to" all" Palestinians" the" answer" would" be" why" not" naturalise" Palestinian"




























The"methodology" chosen" to" study" the" topic" of" the" dissertation" includes" thorough"
investigation" of" visualisations," impressions," and" visual" sociology." Therefore," the"







From"highest"population" to" lowest"population," the" following" section"will" introduce"
the"camps," their" inhabitants"and"their"conditions"based"on"data"collected"from"the"
UNRWA,"Academic"sources,"and"fieldwork"conducted"in"Lebanon"in"2012."It"is"worth"
noting" that" there" are" Palestinian" settlements," usually" near" camps," which" are" not"
classified" as" camps," and" there" existed" other" camps" that"were" destroyed" either" by"





A" temporary" in" theory" permanent" in" practice" poverty" and" misery" stricken"
house" to" 40" 000" –" 100" 000" Palestinian" refugees" and" their" descendants" 284," Ein" El"
Hilweh:"Sweet"Spring"in"English"although"it"is"nowhere"near"sweet"nor"spring,"is"a"1"
km2" camp" set" up" in" 1948" to" accommodate" Palestinians" fleeing" from" the" North" of"
Palestine," namely" from" cities" and" villages" such" as" Amqa," Al" Simireh," Al" Nahr," Al"
Sofsaf,"Al"Tireh,"Hitten,"Manshieh,"Ras"Al"Ahmar,"Saffouriyyeh,"Shaab"and"Tarshiha.""
"
Starting" 1952,"when"UNRWA" began" its" operations" in" the" camp," tents" have"
been"gradually" replaced"by" concrete" shelters" some"of"which" still" have"metal" sheet"
roofing"until"today.""
"
During" the" Lebanese" Civil" War," many" Palestinians" from" other" camps" were"


















high" number" of" dropouts" and" the" quality" of" teaching" renders" the" schools" inutile."
Students"drop"out"from"school"because"they"prefer"to"take"advantage"of"their"time"
and"learn"some"craft"or"profession"that"can"support"them"and"their"families"in"both"





to"enter" the" camp" for"whatever" reason,"with"a"hand"written" sign"of" “No"Entry" for"
Foreigners”" surrounded" by" flags" of" Palestine" and" its" factions," pictures" of" Yasser"
Arafat,"Mahmoud" Abbas" and" of"martyrs,"maps" of" historic" Palestine," drawings" and"

























Compared" to" the" alleyways" branching" from"main" roads," the" main" roads" in" Ein" El"
Hilweh"are"spacious"to"an"extent"they"can"fit"one"car,"and"sometimes"a"human"being"
on" either" side." All" streets" whether"main" or" branches" are" decorated"with" dangling"







1936" to" house"Armenian" refugees." The"part" that"was" built" in" the" 1930s" is"what" is"
now"called"the"“old"camp”."In"1963,"UNRWA"built"the"“new"camp”"to"accommodate"
the" increasing" number" of" Palestinians" taking" refuge" in" Rashidieh," especially" those"
who"were"evacuated"from"a"camp"called"Gouraud"in"Baalbeck,"eastern"Lebanon.""
"
" With" only" one" heavily" guarded" entrance,"which" is" also" the" only" exit" to" the"
camp," Rashidieh" is" the" closest" camp" to" ‘home’," to" Palestine," with" only" 23" km"
separating"it"from"the"‘Palestinian’"borders."289"The"Lebanese"Civil"War"of"the"1980s"














" Although" the" pathways" can" only" accommodate" one" car," the" streets" and"




camp" heavily" surrounded" by" cement" blocks" and" exclusively" reserved" for" refugees."
Foreigners" are" not" allowed" into" the" camp" and" the" Lebanese" army" guarding" the"
checkpoint" are" quite" serious" about" it." The" location" of" the" camp" in" terms" of" its"
geographic"proximity"to"the"‘homeland’"and"Israel"could"explain"the"seriousness.""
"




Depictions" of" Palestine" in" Rashidieh" lean" towards" Fatah/PLO" although" very"
few"depictions"of"Hamas"do"exist." Slogans"about" the"Right" to"Return"decorate" the"












about" 27" 000" Palestinians" who" fled" to" the" nearby" Baddawi" Camp" escaping"






from" the" northern" part" of" Palestine." Being" located" near" Tripoli," and" thus" near" the"
Syrian"borders,"made"Nahr"El"Bared"a"commercial"hub"from"local"passersby"292"and"
travellers." Perceived" as" wealthy" conservatives" by" other" Palestinians,293" the"





Constantly" ground" for" clashes" between" rival" political" groups" in" addition" to"
clashes"with"UNRWA"staff,"Burj"Al"Shemali,"also"called"the"camp"of"the"Martyrs,"and"
the" camp" of" Thalassemia" due" to" high" numbers" of" inhabitants" diagnosed" with" the"
disorder," is" the" most" spacious" camp" between" all" Palestinian" refugee" camps" in"
Lebanon."Currently" stretching"on"13"km2," the"camp"was"established" in"1948"and" is"
home"to"19"500"Palestinians.""
"
Unemployment" is" very" high" in" Burj" Al" Shemali," and"most" of" those"who" do"










As" other" camps" and" areas" of" southern" Lebanon," the" camp" was" affected" by" the"
Lebanese"Civil"War,"and"repair"to"damaged"infrastructure"is"still"underway."Shelters"
in"Burj"Al"Shemali"are"built"with"concrete,"although"there"are"still"shelters"with"zinc"
roofing" spread" across" the" camp." The" inhabitants" of" Burj" Al" Shemali" enjoy" the"
privilege" of" electricity," water," sewage" system" and" even" storm" water" drainage"
systems.296"In"addition"to"being"privileged"space"wise,"the"children"and"youth"of"Burj"






Palestinians"and"burned"many"others." Inhabitants"of"Burj"Al" Shemali" are" reminded"
with" their" pain" every" time" they" see" the" memorial" erected" for" those" killed" in" the"
attack,"in"addition"to"the"daily"reminders"of"poverty297"and"unemployment.""





Beddawi" camp" was" home" to" 16" 500" Palestinians" before" the" influx" of" the"
inhabitants" of" Nahr" El" Bared" to" it" during" the" 2007" conflict," where" its" population"
doubled" over" few" nights." 298" The" Camp"was" established" in" 1955" to" accommodate"
Palestinians" also" fleeing" from" northern" Palestine," as" it" is" the" case" with" most"
Palestinian"camps"in"Lebanon.""


























of" the" unemployed" spend" their" days" and" nights" sitting" in" the" streets," chatting,"




decorated" with" electricity" cables" hanging" in" all" directions." Its" old" sewage" system"
leads" to"muddy" streets"all" year" long"and" flooding"during"winters."Moreover,"water"
















It" was" primarily" built" in" 1939" for" the" Armenian" refugees," and" in" the" 1950s" the"
Palestinians" from" Acre" were" displaced" to" it" while" the" Armenians" were" moved" to"
another"area.""
"
Given" its" strategic" location," the" camp" that" is" home" to" around" 9000"





wires" from"one" side,"while" tight" security" control" is" responsible" for" the"other" three"
sides.""
"













39500"m2.305" The" camp"witnessed"multiple"episodes"of" conflicts," attacks," and"wars"
and" has" been" devastated" and" destructed" with" its" inhabitants" displaced" on" many"
occasions."Shatila"and"its"surroundings"are"home"to"ruins"that"can"be"seen"up"till"this"
day,"and"locating"the"borders"of"Shatila"is"a"very"tough"task."Everything"seems"to"look"
the" same," whether" inside" the" camp" or" around" it." In" addition" to" its" Palestinian"




shelters" are"marked"with" humidity" and" dampness" along"with" open" drains." 307" The"





cables" hanging" from" all" directions" and" to" all" directions" are" also" a" feature" of" this"
camp,"and"so"are"posters,"slogans"and"flags."Although"building"in"Shatila"is"vertical"in"






Named" after" a" French" General" called" Wavell," and" from" a" French" army"
















live" in" very" dire" economic" conditions." Housing" conditions" are" not" much" better,"
especially"in"the"long"winter"where"heating"is"expensive"beyond"capabilities"and"cold"
is" harsh" in" the" rural" valley" where" the" camp" is" located." Although" this" camp" was"
fortunate"enough"not"to"have"witnessed"any"consequences"of"the"civil"war,"but"that"
does" not" make" it" a" better" place" to" live" in." The" army" barracks," which" still" house"






Located" on" a" hilly" area," Mieh" Mieh" camp" accommodates" around" 4" 500"
Palestinians."312"In"1991,"and"during"the"civil"war,"around"15%"of"what"the"Mieh"Mieh"
of" 1954" looked" like," was" destroyed;" shelters" were" demolished" and" people" were"
displaced.""
"
Surrounded" by"wires" and" guarded" by" the" Lebanese" army" and" the" camp" army," the"
camp" interior," although" a" bit"more" spacious" at" least" to" the" eye," is" very" similar" to"
other"camps;"full"of"slogans,"maps,"flags,"and"pictures."Men"in"the"camp"are"heavily"
armed," and" weapons" can" be" seen" in" the" hands" of" the" young" and" the" old." 313"
















! With" around" 4" 000" inhabitants," Dbayeh;" established" in" 1956" is" one" of" the"
smallest"Palestinian"camps"in"Lebanon"which"also"witnessed"large"scale"destruction"
and"violence"during"the"civil"war."It"is"located"in"an"area"also"called"Dbayeh,"where"its"
name" derives" from," an" area" where" most" of" the" population" is" Christian."















Elias" Greek" Orthodox" convent" and" is" the" smallest" Palestinian" refugee" camp" in"
Lebanon"with"an"area"that"does"not"exceed"5,400"m2."317"The"number"of"Palestinians"
living" in"Mar"Elias" is"somewhere"around"600" 318"where"the"few"employed"men"and"
women"occupy"jobs"similar"to"those"of"their"counterparts"in"other"camps:"as"casual"
labourers," in" sewing" factories," or" as" cleaners." According" to" UNRWA," this" camp" in"











Unlike"most" other" camps," forces" are" not" visible" neither" around" nor" in"Mar"
Elias,"which"is"home"to"main"shadows"of"the"Palestinian"factions"where"they"all"have"
offices."This"is"observable"inside"and"outside"the"camp,"where"flags"of"all"factions"and"





































Due" to" the" nature" of" the" closed" camp" spaces," the" following" section" will" go" into"
further" details" about" landscapes" and" their" contestation" and" politicisation," for" that"






























































































































































Ein"El"Hilweh" √" √" √" √" √" √" √" √" " √" √"
Rashidieh" " " √" " √" " " " √" " "
Nahr"El"Bared" " D" E" S" T" R" O" Y" E" D" "
Burj"Al"Shemali" " " " " √" " " " " " √"
Beddawi" " " " " √" √" " " " " "
Burj"Al"Barajneh" " " " √" " " " " √" √" √"
Al"Buss" " " " " √" " " " " " "
Shatila" √" " " √" " √" " " " √" √"
Wavel" √" " " " √" √" " " " " "
Mieh"Mieh" " " " " " √" √" " " " "
Dbayyeh" " " " " √" " " " " " "
Mar"Elias" " " " " √" " " " " √" √"
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as! a! space! of! exception! and! an! experimental! laboratory! for!
control! and! surveillance.! This! state! of! exception! was! not!
promulgated! by! any! one! sovereign.! Many! actors! involved! in!




Although" the" abovementioned" quote" originally" refers" to" the" Palestinian" refugee"
camps" in" the" Palestinian" Territories," this" quote" also" fits" the" situation" of" those" in"
Lebanon."The"Palestinians"in"Lebanon"live"as"a"stateless"people"in"a"state"that"does"
not"represent"them"nor"protect"them."They"live"as"Palestinians"in"Lebanon,"but"are"




This" isolation" of" the" Lebanese" state" facilitated" the" overflow" of" official" and"
underground" “governing”" bodies" into" the" camps." UNRWA" plays" the" role" of" the"
official" governor" in" issues" related" to" welfare," aid," education" and" so" on," while"
shadows" of" different" Palestinian" political" factions" present" in" Lebanon" compete" on"
the" role" of" “governors”" even" if" unofficially." From" those" usually" clashing" political"
factions"are"Fatah"and"Hamas,"among"others"who"are"less"dominant"(such"as"Islamic"
Jihad," Palestine" Liberation" Front," Democratic" Front" for" the" Liberation" of" Palestine,"
Popular"Front" for" the"Liberation"of"Palestine)."All" those" factions"promote"the"same"
constants"(Right"of"Return,"Palestinian"State,"and"Jerusalem"as"a"capital"to"Palestine),"
the" divergence," nonetheless," occurs" in" the" process" of" articulating" the" ways" of"

















Given" that" the" Palestinians" in" refugee" camps" in" Lebanon" have" restricted"
options"of"where"and"how"to"live,"and"given"that"the"space"that"they"can"occupy"and"
grow" in" is" closed" and" limited," the" landscape" of" this" space" becomes" a" “space" of"
communication,"competition"and"contestation,"a"medium"through"which"Palestinian"
factions" attempt" to" articulate" and" reproduce" their" power" and" influence," and" one"




landscape" of" such" closed" spaces" becomes" a" space" of" contestation." A" space"where"
organisation" and" mobilisation" are" outcomes" of" the" mobilisation" of" the" public"
memory"that"is"a"result"of"the"politicisation"of"the"landscape."""
"
Walking" around" camps" in" Lebanon" reminds" one" of" paintball," on" concrete"




















seen" at" fixed" sites" and" in" specific" locales," and" an" extension" of" their"
significance" is" generated" by" a" semiotic" dynamic"which" involves" the" images"
taking"meaning"from"their"location"and"the"location"in"turn"having"a"differing"
significance" because" of" the" paintings." As" images" they" are" always" open" to"
multiple"interpretations,"but"as"artefacts"in"public"space"they"are"also"open"to"




Such" artefacts" reproduced" by" the" politicisation" of" the" landscape" play" various" yet"
critical" roles" in" the" formation" of" narratives," rhetoric," identification" of" self"
(PalestinianUness)," contestation"and"clashes"between"different"parties"and" factions,"
and" the" mobilisation" of" the" memory" of" Palestine," and" even" affect" daily" lives."
Different"areas"across"camps"are"decorated"with"flags"of"factions"in"reference"to"the"
dominance"of"one"faction"over"the"other."Trespassing"can"lead"to"armed"clashes"and"



















Messages," whether" written," drawn," painted," hanged" or" placed" are" a"
prevailing" characteristic"of" the"Palestinian" refugee"camps" in" Lebanon."What"makes"
them"stand"out"is"that"they"are"restricted"to"the"borders"of"the"closed"space"camps."
For" clarification" purposes," the" pictures" below" illustrate" such"messages" in"multiple"











































who" are" in" turn" surrounded" by" the" Palestinian" flag," which" makes" a" frame" to" the"
poster."This"style"of"posters"communicates"one"word,"Fatah."On"top"of"the"building"is"
“The"Symbol”"as"called"by"many"Palestinians,"Yasser"Arafat."If"there"is"anything"that"














conveyed" in" this" very" dense" yet" simple" drawing" revolves" around" the" following:" In"
your"memory"and"for"the"Palestine"that"you"spent"your"life"fighting"for,"the"peaceful"
sunset"will"cover"Palestine"like"a"candle"lit"over"Palestine"from"the"river"to"the"sea"on"





















Figure" 4.28" reflects" a" mélange" of" symbols," a" normal" site" in" Palestinian" camps" in"









































is"decorated"with"a"drawing"of" the"Dome"of" the"Rock"and"a"verse" from"the"Quran"













































Sounds" that" reverberate" in" the"Palestinian" ears" are" several" and" situational," except"
for"some,"which"happen"to"be"enduring"and"encompassing."Throughout"research"and"
fieldwork,"the"following"sounds"were"identified"as"ostinati," for"that"they"have"been"
repeated" in" the" same" voice" at" the" same" pitch" over" and" over" again" despite" the"
heterogeneity"of"the"cases."
The" first" of" which" is" the" sound" of" the" word" Refugee," which" is" preferred," by"
Palestinians"in"the"diaspora,"over"any"other"label"including"diaspora."The"existence"of"
the"Palestinians"in"today’s"world"depends"on"their"selfUidentification"as"refugees"and"
their" remembering" and" imagination" of" themselves" or" their" ancestors" as" refugees"
forced"to"leave"their"homes"and"live"in"tents"in"the"past."The"diaspora’s"everydayness"
















of" the" other" part." Despite" the" belief" that" Historic" Palestine" still" belongs" to" the"
Palestinians,"and"despite"using" the"map"of"historic"Palestine" in"all"observed"events"

















The" third" ostinato" is" one" of" the" obvious" and" easily" identified" sounds" in" this"
intermezzo;" the" sound"of" the"memory"of" the"Nakba"which" is"one"of" the"very" loud"





































The" last" of" the" ostinanti" is" the" stubborn" naming" of" Palestine" as" Palestine," despite"
what" the" Palestinians" refer" to" as" occupation." Palestine" does" exist," the" occupation"
also" exists," but" Israel" does" not." This" phenomenon" is" further" explicated" in" later"
chapters." This" phenomenon" can" be" observed" in" maps" of" Palestine" used" by"












What" has" been" seen" and" heard" throughout" this" Intermezzo" Ostinato"
resonates" the" differences" and" similarities" of" the" Palestinian" diasporas’" pasts" and"
presents."In"an"image"infused"trip,"this"chapter"mirrored"the"practice"of"PalestinianU
ness" in" the" studied" countries" showing" how" being" a" Palestinian" in" Belgium" is"
politicised" at" least" in" appearance," where" the" demonstration" of" PalestinianUness"
reaches" appearance." The" same" does" not" apply" to" Palestinians" in" Jordan," where"
PalestiniannUness"is"apoliticised"and"where"Palestine"and"its"symbols"are"absorbed"by"
the"surrounding,"present" in" shop"names," street"names," logos"and"more."As" for" the"
case" of" Palestinians" in" Lebanon," it" has" been"made" clear" that" this" isolated" slice" of"
Palestinians"is"the"most"politicised"of"the"studied"cases,"where"politicisation"reaches"






out" from" other" peoples" the" Palestinians" are" linked" to:" Arabs" and" Muslims."
PalestiniansUness" in" Jordan"does"not"necessitate"proving," the"Palestinian" identity" is"
hybrid"in"a"hybrid"surrounding."As"for"PalestinianUness"in"Lebanon,"PalestinianUness"is"
a"proof"of"existence.""










of" the" Palestinians" in" Belgium," Jordan," and" Lebanon" will" make" the" melody" and"
rhythm" of" the" interlude," while" Refugeedom," the" sound" of" Historic" Palestine," the"
" 189"
























































































two! agencies! devoted! exclusively! to! them:! the!UNCCP!
entrusted!with!a!complete!international!protection!and!
resolution! mandate,! and! UNRWA,! whose! job! was! to!
provide! food,! clothing! and! shelter.!Thus! were!
Palestinians! regarded! to! have!been! taken! care! of,! the!
charter! of! the!UNHCR! (the!UN!High! Commissioner! for!
Refugees! founded! in! 1950)! had! a! special! clause!




the! Palestinian! conflict,! its! funding! was! substantially!
truncated,! which! incapacitated! it! in! its! role! as!
protector.! Within! four! years,! Palestinians! were! left!
without! this! international! protection! provided! by! the!
UNHCR! to! all! other! refugee! groups! around! the!world.!
They! had! no! agency! to! intervene! on! an! international!
level!and!no!access!to!the!International!Court!of!Justice.!
The! protection! gap! has! never! been! closed,! not! least!
because!the!absence!of!any! legal! framework!has!been!
very! convenient! to! the! power! politics! behind!
negotiations.! Under! the! guise! of! fiscal! prudence,! a!
major! refugee! case! was! maneuvered! outside!





















To" states," diasporas" may" be" instruments" to" fulfilling" ambitions" (political,"
foreign"policy," and"economic" among"many)," they" can" also"be" threats," especially" in"
cases" where" diasporas" support" opposition" groups" and" movements." To" Diasporas,"
homelands"are"backbones"to"existence."In"ordinary"cases,"the"relationship"between"
diasporas" and" homelands" is" one" with" mutual" benefits." States," represented" by"
governments"and"politicians,"can"mobilise"diasporas"to"win" in"elections,"ensure"the"
flow"of" remittances" into"the"homeland," lobby" in"host"countries" for"various"reasons"
and"causes,"and"other"similar"motives."Diasporas,"on"the"other"hand,"may"need"their"
state"to"feel"secure"(although"in"some"cases"the"state"becomes"a"source"of"insecurity"
such" as" the" case" of" the" Hutus" of" the" Rwandan" diaspora," and" on" other" occasions"




diasporas" loses" its" initial" shape" (Figure" 5.1)." In" such" cases," states" and" diasporas"
cannot"directly"enjoy"the"abovementioned"relationship,"which"leads"to"the"naissance"
of" new" forms" of" indirect" relations," if" any," between" the" two" sides." " The" way"
(non)states338" see" diasporas," and" the" way" diasporas" see" states" is" affected" by" this"
absence" of" state." The" lived" experience" of" diasporas" in" host" countries" is" also"
influenced" by" this" lack" of" a" defined" and" recognised" homeland." Being" confined" to"
staying" far" from"home"has" its" shadows"on" the"stateless"diaspora’s"experience,"and"
































homelands." Ministries," subUministries," quasiUgovernmental" institutions," national" or"
local"institutions"are"the"main"pathways"to"formalising"diaspora"engagement.""
"
So," why" engage" diasporas?" And" why" establish" formal" institutions" to" do" so?""











Whether" via" remittances" or" investments," philanthropic" contributions" or" tourism,"
peace" building/keeping/making" or" nation" and" governance" building" and" rebuilding,"
conflict" perpetuation," escalation," diffusion" or" prevention," development," or"
democracy,"diasporas"have"been" role"players" in" the"affairs"of" their"homelands"and"
have"for"long"held"one"of"the"keys"to"change"in"the"homeland,"whether"to"the"better,"




diaspora" institutions." Studies" mainly" explain" this" practice" on" the" basis" of" three"
perspectives343:"Rationalist,"Constructivist,"and"Institutionalist,"which"in"other"terms"
correspond" to" Interest" driven," Values" driven," and" International" Norms" driven"
respectively.344" Gamlen" at" Al." name" the" perspectives" as" Tapping," Embracing" and"
Governing." Tapping" is" when" “states" deploy" diasporas" as" strategic" assets" in" power"
struggles" through" conflict" and" diplomacy”" and" when" “states" tap" diaspora" funds,"
networks"and"skills" for"cooperative"gains”."Embracing" is"when"the"“autocratic/right"
wing" rulers" reclaim" lost" members" of" the" ethnic" nation" or" democratizing" states"
recognize" external" citizen" rights" and" duties”." Governing" is" when" “Diaspora"



















stateUcentred" goals:" money" and" lobbying." The" uncertainties," complexities" and"
mobilities"of"diasporas"and"their"connection"to"other"concepts"are"overlooked."346"""
"
Similarly," scholars" have" explicated" the"methods" that" states" undertake" to" facilitate"
diaspora"participation."Vertovec,"for"example,"notes"that"some"states"“reach"out"to"
engage" the" political" interests" of" diaspora" populations." Making" provisions" for" dual"
citizenship" and/or" nationality" is" one" way" for" countries" to" reach" migrants”" and"
facilitating" the"presence"of" “special" forms"of" representations" in" governments"or" ..."
special" ministries" for" diasporas”" as" it" is" the" case" of" Croatia" where" three" electoral"
district" seats" are" reserved" for" diasporic" Croats347." He" also" adds" that" “numerous"
governments" offer" their" nationals" abroad" special" foreign" currency" accounts,"




abroad" through" outreach" policies" aimed" at" countering" dissidence" and" mobilizing"
loyalty" among" emigrant" and" refugee" groups”" and" where" some" homeland"
governments" resort" to" exerting" pressure" on" host" country" governments" to" limit"
diaspora" activism.349" On" the" other" hand," OstegaardUNielsen" explains" that" resident"
countries" also" have" roles," and" do" practice" turning" a" blind" eye" to" some" diaspora"


















called" the" homeland," always" exists," and" is" always" capable" of" playing" a" role" in" the"
shape"it"chooses"and"finds"suitable."What"the"literature"does"not"seem"to"cover"are"








Before"answering"the"abovementioned"questions," it" is"critical"to"take"a" look"
at"how"‘Palestine’,"both"by"its"PLO"and"by"its"Hamas"dismissed"government351,"sees"
its"diaspora,"which"can"be"summed"in"one"word:"Refugees."No"matter"their"country"
of" settlement," citizenship" status," or" generation," individuals" of" Palestinian" origins"
living" outside" Palestine" are" all" considered" refugees" living" in" the" diaspora," but"who"
surprisingly" are" not" considered" to" constitute" a" diaspora." Palestinians" who" are"




so." Return" of" refugees" where?" The" Historic" Palestine" of" 1948" (the" one" that" most"
Palestinians"in"the"diaspora"believe"to"be"the"historic,"present,"and"future"Palestine),"
or" the" Palestine" of" the" West" Bank" and" Gaza" (the" territory" of" Palestine" to" the"
Palestinians" inside"Palestine"and"some"recognisors"of"Palestine" in" the" International"











it" is"deficient"and"occupied."Until" today," the"map"of"Palestine" in"most"Arab" school"
and"university"textbooks"is"the"full"map"of"historic"Palestine,"the"same"applies"to"the"
maps" used" in" diaspora" activities" in" Belgium," Jordan," and" Lebanon." Stating" that"








case" is" Inversion." This" is" by" no" means" an" offence" or" a" criticism." It" is" a" mere"
description"of"something"that"was"observed"and"is"practiced,"probably"rightly"given"
the"similarly"inverted"and"cacophonic"reality,"or"realities. 












Even" if" on" a" superficial" and" powerless" level," it" has" a" president," ministers," and"
ambassadors." It" has" a" government" (or" even" better" governments)," ministries," and"
embassies."It"even"has"its"own"flag,"national"anthem,"laws,"and"police"force,"making"
it," at" least" from" the" perception" of" a" bystander," seem" like" a" state." But" when" one"
observes" the" roles" and" effectiveness" of" the" abovementioned" state" and" its"
institutions,"Palestine"seems"to"be"a"limited"and"restricted"‘state’.""
When" talking" about" Palestine," Palestinians" and" their" government(s)" alike" juggle"
between" ‘state’" and" state" refusing" ‘state’"when" they"are"using" state," and" rejecting"
state" when" they" are" referring" to" ‘state’." Such" is" the" case" of" many" Palestinians"
including"officials" like"Leila"Shahid354"who"diplomatically"uses"both"state"and" ‘state’"
depending" on" the" occasion" and" its" audience." For" instance," on" some" occasions" the"
ambassador"states"that"Palestine"is"“a"state"that"does"not"exist"yet”"as"it"is"the"case"
when"she"represents"herself"as"a"representative"of"Palestine"355,"on"other"occasions"
the" ambassador" stresses" the" fact" that" she" is" a" representative" of" the" state" of"
Palestine," for"example"when"the"TV5"presenter"presents"her"as"a"representative"of"
the"Palestinian"Authority."When"this"particular"point"was"discussed"with"an"embassy"
diplomat" during" an" interview" on" 2" March" 2012," the" diplomat" stated" that" the"
variations" in" referring" to" ‘Palestine’" depend" on" the" audience." The" same" applies" to"
words"such"as"country"and"occupied"territories."Thus," inverting"both"depending"on"
what"sounds"more"tonal"and"acoustically"lucid"at"the"occasion."A"lack"of"both"‘state’"











To" many" Palestinians," and" especially" those" in" the" diaspora," Israel" does" not" exist."






What" is" puzzling" is" that" at" the" same" time" that" Israel" does" not" exist," Palestine" is"
occupied," and" should" be" liberated." One" would" wonder," who" occupies" it" in" the"
opinions"of"the"Palestinians?"And"liberate"it"from"what"and"whom"if"there"is"nothing"
called"Israel?""





its" proxies" still" perform" as" a" state" by" establishing" its" own" version" of" institutions?"
Does"the"homeland"wait"for,"and"expect"money"and"lobbying"from"its"diaspora?"Can"
it" embrace" the" abovementioned" frameworks" and" consider" its" diaspora" a" strategic"
asset"in"its"power"struggles?"Does"it"tap"its"diaspora"funds,"networks"and"skills?"Can"
it" reclaim" its" lost" members" and" recognise" the" rights" and" duties" of" its" ‘citizens’"
outside?"And"can"it"diffuse"diasporic"engagement"hand"in"hand"with"aid"donors"and"
international" organisations?" Is" it" capable" of" offering" dual" citizenship" (when" it" can"
barely"call"its"own"people"citizens),"proposing"special"forms"of"representation"(when"
it"is"not"representative"nor"represented"as"a"government"of"a"state),"offering"special"
foreign" currency" accounts" (when" it" no" longer" has" a" currency" of" its" own" and" the"
currencies" it" uses" are" foreign)?" To" answer" the" questions" above," the" Palestinian"






Oslo"Palestinian"Authority," its"ruling"Fatah," its" long"time"contender"Hamas,"and"the"
PFLP"among"others"all"refer"to"refugees"in"both"their"spoken,"and"written"narratives."
Refugees" are" referred" to" in" attempts" to" strengthen" political" and/or" ideological"
positions,"mainly"only"rhetorically."The"complications"and"complexities"of"the"proxies"
are"not"only"evident" in" terms"of"what" they"decide" to"hear,"or" instrumentalise,"but"
also"in"what"they"are,"as"well"as"who"they"are."Whereas"Hamas"and"other"parties"are"
fairly"easy"to"identify,"the"PLO,"the"PA,"and"Fatah"are"not."For"instance,"the"PLO"has"
no"official"website," yet" has" a" Facebook"page" that" refers" to" Fatah"under" the"About"
tab." On" the" same" lines," the" PA" has" no" official" website," yet" its" ministries" do," an"
example"of"which" is" the"Ministry"of"Foreign"Affairs"who"has"a"dead" link" to"what" is"
referred" to"as" the"Department"of"Refugee"&"Expatriate"Affairs."When"searched" for"
via" any" given" search" engine," the" results" lead" to" the" PLO’s" Refugee" Department."
Despite"the"very"clear"presence"of"such"proxies"and"divisions,"the"diaspora,"and"via"
its"organisation"and"mobilisation," still"produces" sounds"directed" for" a"homeland"as"
opposed"to" to"a"homeland." In"cases"when"the"diaspora" is"directing" its"voice" to" the"







The" Palestine" Liberation"Organisation" (PLO)," the" “sole" legitimate" representative" of"
Palestinians”356" as" it" describes" itself," activated" its"Refugee"Department" in"1996." Its"
main"aims"are"as"follows:"357"
"









¥ Participation" and" partnership" in" negotiations" on" displaced" persons" and"
refugees"
¥ Collaborating" with" the" Arab" League" and" Arab" countries" hosting" Palestinian"
refugees"
¥ Building"bridges"with"donor"states"





established" in" 2001." The" Division’s" vision" lies" in" its" aspiration" to" be" the" leader" in"
defending" the" rights" of" Palestinian" refugees" to" return" and" compensation." Their"
message"is:"358""
"
¥ Preservation" of" the" Palestinian" refugees’" historical," political," economic," and"
cultural"rights"
¥ Improvement"of"conditions"of"refugees"





Very" present" are" the" goals" and" aims," very" absent" are" the" hows," and" very"
unambiguous"is"the"absence"and"intangibility"of"achievements."Both"institutions"are"
still" functioning"on"what"can"be"seen"as" idealistic" levels"without"clarifying"how"the"








on" the" websites" of" both" institutions," nor" is" there" a" “demand" more" information”"
option." The" websites" only" list" bullet" points" that" are" barren" to" any" Palestinian"
interested" in" becoming" involved" or" interested" in" knowing" more." Moreover," the"
establishment" of" both" institutions," despite" their" inability" to" achieve" any" of" their"
advertised"goals,"feeds"the"decades"long"conflict"between"both"parties,"and"satisfies"
their"willingness"to"represent"themselves"as"the"defenders"of"the"refugees’"right"of"
return." What" refugees" and" what" rights" when" they" do" not" even" have" a" national"
registry" or" census" of" the" Palestinians" in" the" diaspora" is" apparently" not" a" question"
they"pose"to"themselves,"at"least"not"overtly.""
"







for" a" visit" along" with" not" being" represented" by" the" government" of" the" homeland"
leave" little" options" for" the" Palestinian" diaspora." Philanthropic" contributions" (and"
remittances"to"a"lesser"extent),"although"limited"and"although"flowing"to"victims"not"
to" political" subjects," are" the" most" frequently" used" channel" of" diasporaUhomeland"
interactions."Although" remittances" can"go" from"diaspora" to"homeland" like" it" is" the"
case"with" the"diaspora" in"Belgium"and" Jordan"who"still"have" family" ‘back"home’" in"
some"cases,"it"can"be"different"in"other"cases."Remittances"can"go"from"the"diaspora"
to"wherever"those"who"left"the"homeland"are"residing."For"example," in"the"case"of"
the" Palestinians" in" Lebanon," camp" inhabitants" receive" remittances" (more" likely"
philanthropic" contributions)" from" family" and" relatives"who"migrated" to" the" ‘west’."









to" participate" in" homeland" politics" making" it" impossible" to" contribute" to" nation"




the" economic" becomes" the" political" to" the" Palestinians." Remittances" and"
contributions" become" political" statements," especially" during" times" of" conflict"
escalation"at"the"homeland.""
Moreover," the" inability" to" neither" represent" nor" be" represented" by" the" homeland"
inhibits" any" possibility" of" peace" building/making/keeping." The" issue" of" the"
Palestinian"refugees"has"not"been"discussed"in,"or"has"been"pushed"until"later"stages"
of,"most"peace"agreements"between"Israel"and"Palestine."The"only"place"where"the"
refugees" are" excessively" mentioned" is" in" the" Palestinian" narrative," which" can"
arguably" be" classified" as" rhetoric," sometimes" an" empty" one." Even" conflict"
perpetuation" or" escalation" is" not" an" option" to" the" Palestinians" in" the" diaspora"
especially" at" the" time" being," for" that" it" can" be" argued" that" Palestinians" in" the"
diaspora"did"play"a"role"in"conflict"escalation"even"if"indirectly,"such"as"during"Black"
September" in" Jordan" and" Israel’s" invasion" of" Lebanon" in" the" 1970s," where" the"
diaspora" fought" proxy" wars." The" diaspora’s" issue" is" usually" not" part" of" the" peace"
treaties" (even" when" it" is," “their" fates" are" [un]decided" for" them" behind" closed"
doors”360)," not" part" of" Palestine" itself," not" represented" by" what" they" call" their"
homeland," and" cannot" even" access" their" homeland." This" in" itself" paralyses" their"
efforts"to"mobilise"and"organise."""
Should" they"consider" themselves"Palestinians?"They"do."Can"they"pressure"political"













are" seen" as" development" agents," whether" via" relieving" unemployment" levels" at"
home,"are"sources"of"remittances," investment," trade"or"tourism."To"the"Palestinian"
‘state’," considering" the" diaspora" part" of" its" foreign" policy," or" a" route" to" ally"
cultivation"and"power"competition"is"not"within"the"state’s"capabilities."It"is"a"route"
to" proxy" power" competitions" though," between" the" various" selfUproclaimed"
representatives"of"Palestine"and"the"Palestinians."The"‘state’,"and"although"its"ruling"
party" claims" that" it" is" the" sole" and" legitimate" representative" of" the" Palestinians"
(including"the"diaspora),"is"practically"incapable"of"taking"this"role"because"it"is"not"a"
state"neither" in"theory"nor" in"practice,"and"it"does"not"have"the"power"or"status"to"
claim" its" own" people." Even" remittances," which" seem" to" be" a" common" practice" of"
diasporas"in"general,"and"although"it"seems"to"be"the"sole"option"to"the"Palestinians,"
is"not"as"common"in"the"case"of"the"Palestinian"diaspora"studied,"contributions"are"
more"common,"especially"at" times"of" conflict"escalation." Including"contributions" to"





















As" for" diaspora" trade"with" homeland," this" option" is" of" great" complexity" given" the"
Israeli" control" of" all" water," land," and" air" borders" of" what" the" Palestinians" call"
Palestine." Palestinians" in" Gaza" for" instance" have" resorted" to" smuggling" using" the"
continuously" bombed" and" rebuilt" underground" tunnels" due" to" tight" Israeli" and"
Egyptian"control."The"same"can"be"applied"to"investment,"which"is"not"appealing"in"a"
country" surviving" on" aid" and" donations," and" highly" susceptible" to" destruction." Let"
alone" restrictions" to" access." There" have" been" recent" appeals" by" Palestinian"
businessmen"urging" the"diaspora" to" invest" in" the"homeland,"but" it" is"worth"noting"
that"even"when" interest" in" investment" in" the"homeland" is"present," the"application"
and"implementation"is"extremely"problematic"and"discouraging.""
"
Tourism"on" the"other"hand" is" not" an"option" to" the"Palestinians" in" the"diaspora." In"
case"of"the"Palestinians" in"Jordan,"visiting"their"homeland," if"possible"from"the"first"
place," requires" a" visa" from" the" Embassy" of" Israel." Such" a" visa" is" very" difficult,"
practically" and" psychologically," to" obtain," and" even" if" granted," the" aftermath" of"
having"an" Israeli"visa"on"a"passport" is"usually"dire,"making" it"very"difficult"to"access"
counties" like" for" instance" Lebanon" or" Syria" with" an" Israeli" stamp." To" those" with"
passports" from" western" countries," and" although" access" to" Palestine" via" Israel" is"
possible," the" journey" is" not" as" simple" or" smooth" as" expected." The" Israeli" border"















lost" part" of" the" nationUstate363" or" as" a" potential" player" in" the" promotion" of"
democratisation." It" is" also"where" regimes" open" their" doors" to" their" exiled" peoples"
and"recognise"their"rights"and"duties."Mapped"against"the"Palestinian"diaspora,"the"
Embracing"perspective"is"unachievable"mainly"because"the"‘state’"cannot"embrace"its"
diaspora" given" that" it" is" not" a" state." Stating" that" the" diaspora" is" a" lost" part" of" the"
nationUstate"is"doable"and"is"actually"practiced"by"the"Palestinian"government(s),"and"
the"Palestinians"themselves,"but"embracing"that"lost"portion"is"not"on"the"cards"for"
the" time" being." The" current" ‘state’" is" incapable" of" representing" what" it" considers"
(even"if"only"rhetorically)"its"own"people."Embracing,"the"Palestinian"way,"resembles"
a" one" sided" long" distance" embrace" performed" by" the" Palestinians" towards" their"
isolate"(noun)"homeland."
"
The" third" and" last" perspective" is" Governing;" it" is" where" the" emergence" and"
significance"of"diaspora"institutions"is"“more"(less)"likely"when"mimetic,"coercive"and"
or" normative" processes" are"more" (less)" pronounced:"when" states"with" geographic"
proximity"adopt"or"upgrade"diaspora"institutions;"when"states"with"similar"cultural"or"
colonial" heritage" do" the" same;" when" states" participating" in" similar" economic" or"
political" blocs" do" the" same;" when" states" engage" a" similar" mix" of" international"
political" actors" and"organisations" for" advice”.364" This" perspective" is" also"difficult" to"













What" can" be" concluded" from" the" abovementioned" is" that" the" Palestinians" in" the"
diaspora" and" their" homeland" each" marches" to" the" beat" of" its" own" drummer,"
(although" homeland" proxies" do" distort" and" instrumentalise" some" of" the" sounds"




















international" conflict." Scholars" like" Cochrane," Swain," and" Baser" for" instance" argue"
that"”Diaspora"groups"not"only"promote"conflicts"but"can"also"have"positive"political"








the" early" 2000s" and" followed" by" Hazel" Smith" and" Paul" Stares" after" mid" 2000s,"
scholars" have" been" questioning" whether" diasporas" are" peacemakers," peace"
wreckers," or" both" (depending"on" conflict" stages" and"phases)," heterogenising" cases"
yet"homogenising"diasporas"and"giving"the"impression"that"diasporas"are"obligatorily"
positioned" as" either/or/and" peacemakers/peace" wreckers." This" is" not" meant" as" a"




touched" upon" the" possibility" that" some" diasporas" do" not" fall" under" any" of" the"
constantly"studied"and"argued"for"classifications."However,"even"when"diasporas"are"
seen"as"neither"peacemakers"nor"peace"wreckers,"they"are"considered"to"have"done"
so" willingly," out" of" choice," as" Hazel" Smith" frames" it" in" her" findings" section" of"
Diasporas" in" International" Conflict" from" the" book" Diasporas" in" Conflict:" PeaceU
Makers" or" Peace" Wreckers?" “Diasporas" can" be" both" peaceUmakers" and" peaceU
wreckers" in" conflict" and," significantly," can" choose" to" play" neither" role”367." It" is" not"
only" Smith" that" categorises" diasporas" into" three," but"most" literature" on" diasporas"
and" conflicts" practices" the" same," where" diasporas" are" seen" as" either" agents"
promoting" development" and" peace," peace" wreckers" and" breakers," or" both"
simultaneously."368"Despite"the"multiple"attempts"at"understanding"different"aspects"
and" dimensions" of" diasporas," such" as" Smith’s" proposition" at" comprehending"













of" playing" the" roles" of" breakers" and/or" makers;" those" whom" the" above" is"
independent"of"their"categorisation.""
"
Leverage" as" per" Zartman" and" Touval" 370" is" derived" from" five"main" sources:"
persuasion,"extraction,"termination,"deprivation,"and"gratification.""
"
The" first" source," persuasion," is" the" ability" of" the" concerned" party" to" present" an"
alternative" to" conflict" continuation." The" second" source," extraction," is" where" the"
concerned" party" is" capable" of" extracting" appealing" positions" from" the" conflicting"
parties.""
The" third" source," termination," is" when" the" mediating" party" has" the" power" to"
withdraw" from" the" process" of" mediation." The" fourth" source," deprivation," is" the"
ability" to" deprive" one" party" or" the" other" of" resources." Finally," the" fifth" source,"
gratification," is" the" capacity" to" add" resources" to" the" outcome" of" the" mediation"
efforts.""
"
Applied" to" diasporas," the" aforementioned" sources" can" be" portrayed" as" follows:"
Persuasion"and"extraction"lay"in"the"diaspora’s"ability"to"persuade"a"conflicting"party"
(or" the" conflicting" parties)" to"move" in" a" proposed"direction,"whether" it" is" towards"
peace" or" towards" conflict." Termination" and" Deprivation" are" reflected" in" the"
diaspora’s"capability" to"end"or"halt" their" role,"as"peace"breakers"or"makers,"and"to"
stop"all"shapes"of"economic"support"to"homeland,"for"instance."Finally,"diasporas"can"




initiate" nor" take" part" in" mediation?" There" are." Isn’t" mediating" effectiveness"









and"Swain"note"that"“the" level"of" influence"of" the"diaspora" is"highly"dependent"on"
various"factors"that"have"to"do"with" its"size,"motivation,"power"and" its" influence" in"
the"homeland."Furthermore,"the"political"environment"both"in"the"homeland"and"the"
hostland" matters" significantly" since" both" have" an" effect" on" the" organizational"
structure"and" influencing"power"of" the"diaspora”.373"This"chapter,"along"with"other"
chapters" in" this" dissertation," seeks" to" add" another" dimension" to" the" above;" the"
presence"of"a"homeland" in" light"of" the"absence"of"a"home"state,"and" its"effects"on"
the" diaspora’s" abilities" and" capabilities" to" organise," mediate," and" voice" their"
standpoints." Through" this" added" dimension," this" research" intends" to" fill" a" gap"
represented" in" studying" home" states"while" overlooking" homelands"without" states,"
which"is"a"gap"clearly"present"in"the"current"literature"on"the"topic."
In" their"working" paper," and" after" thoroughly" reviewing" the" literature" on" diasporas"
and" conflicts," Pirkkalainen" and" Abdile" ask" the" following:" “how" do" the" activities"
carried"out"by"diaspora"groups"in"the"name"of"conflict"resolution"and"peace"building"
actually"affect"the"dynamics"of"conflict"and"peace?”"374"which"is"a"valid"question"for"
diasporas" that" fall" under" the" previously" mentioned" categories" (peacemakers,"
wreckers,"both)"but"what"do"we"call" those"who"are"unwillingly"neither?"Don’t" they"
exist?" If," arguably,"all"diasporas"have"opportunities" to"mobilise"at"one"stage"of" the"
conflict" or" another," does" it" automatically"mean" that" all" diasporas" enjoy" agency?" Is"
opportunity"without"agency"sufficient"in"influencing"conflict?""
Therefore," the" same" question" cannot" be" applied" to" those" who" are" compulsorily"
neither"(as"opposed"to"those"who"are"selectively"neither),"a"similar"question"can"be"
posed" though:" can" activities" carried" out" by" such" diaspora" groups" in" the" name" of"
conflict" resolution" and" peace" building" (or" the" contrary)" affect" the" dynamics" of"
conflict"and"peace?""











Diasporas" engage" in" the" conflicts" of" their" countries" of" origin" via" several" main"
channels,"political,"economic,"and"military"(some"scholars"like"Bercovitch"add"socioU
cultural)," in" addition" to" transfer" of" knowledge," skills," and" knowUhow," 376" and" their"
engagement,"especially"the"financial/economic"side"of" it," is"regarded"as"a"source"of"
conflict" perpetuation" as" Collier" argues," or" as" a" source" of" stabilisation" and"
transformation" as" Zunzer" argues.377" Similarly," lobbying" is" another" method" of"
diaspora" engagement" in" conflicts," be" it" in" the" host" country" or" the" international"












It" is" true" that" diasporas," along" with" regional" and" international" bodies" and"
organisations" generally" have" interests" in" a" given" conflict," and" it" is" true" that" the"
abovementioned" parties" are" usually" seen" (and" see" themselves)" as" political" actors"














their" homeland" conflict" can" be" seen" as" political" actors" with" the" ability" to" impact"
though,"for"that"interest"alone"is"not"sufficient."Bercovitch"states"that:""
"
“Knowledge" of" the" factors" affecting" conflict" and" its" management" can"
contribute"to"a"more"constructive"expression"of"a"conflict"…"Such"knowledge"
is"predicated"upon"an"understanding"of"the"nature"of"the"conflict,"the"issues"
in" contention," the" features" of" the" parties" involved" and," above" all," how"













" It" is" clear" to" anyone" following" the" IsraeliUPalestinian" conflict" that" it" is" a"
conflict" that" seems" to"belong" to"everyone," yet" to"no"one."Primary," secondary," and"
tertiary" parties" have" been" claiming" and" reclaiming" the" conflict" and" the" ability" to"
influence" its" outcomes" to" an" extent" where" the" conflict" turned" into" a" political"
marketing"strategy"used"in"election"campaigns,"during"terms"of"office,"and"on"many"







the" first" glance," but" what" is" not" very" obvious" is" that" not" all" the" Palestinians" are"





various" factors" that" include" but" are" not" limited" to" geopolitics," economics," power,"
presence"of"and"interventions"in"other"conflicts,"and"timing,"among"much"more."For"
the"past"few"decades"of"this"almost"7"decades"old"conflict,"the"USA"and"various"Arab"








between" various" natures," the" tangible" and" the" intangible." It" can" be" perceived" as"
purely"religious"(Muslims"and"Jews)381,"ethnic"(Arabs"and"Israeli"Jews),"and"territorial"
(Israel"and"Palestine)." It" can"also"be"perceived"as"all"of" the"above,"and"only" rarely,"
surprisingly," perceived" as" an" existential" conflict." The" diasporisation" of" the"
Palestinians"starting"1948"was"an"outcome"of"the"then"recent"existence"of"Israel,"and"
Israelis."It"was"not"because"Israelis"were"Jews,"given"that"Jews"and"Palestinians"lived"
peacefully" sideUbyUside"earlier" in" time,"and" it"was"not"ethnic"given" that" the" land"of"
historic"Palestine"was"a"land"of"multiple"‘ethnicities’"for"multiple"decades.""
It"is"a"holy"conflict,"not"only"a"religious"one,"where"one"party"believes"that"the"holy"









have"been"used"and"abused"to" further"glorify"and" justify" the"existential"holiness"of"
the"land"and"its"people.""
"
What" has" been" explicated" above" does" not" deny" the" fact" that" the" conflict" itself"
became" a" bearer" of" other" conflicts," impregnated" with" deformed" subUconflicts" for"
decades" so" far." The" subUconflicts," derived" from" the" main" conflict," vary" in" their"








Prior" to"mapping" the" patterns" of" influence" of" diasporas" to" phases" of" conflict," it" is"
important"to"keep"in"mind"the"difference"between"the"main"conflict"that"diasporised"
the" Palestinians" (the" holyUterritorioUexistential" side" of" the" conflict" as" explicated"
earlier"in"this"chapter),"and"the"subUconflicts"that"recur"in"what"the"Palestinians"call,"
and" are" isolated" from," their" homeland" (the" structured/symbolic/cultural/direct"
violence"resonating"the"economic,"ethnic,"religious,"resourceUrelated,"securityUbased"
…"etc)."The"initial"conflict"emerged"right"before"1948"and"has"escalated,"reUescalated,"
continued" and" plateaued" since." Within" the" original" conflict" are" subUconflicts" that"
occur" and" recur" orthodoxly" every" few" years." It" is" central" to" note" that" despite" the"
closeness"of"all" subUconflicts" to" the"hearts"of" the"Palestinians" in" the"diaspora," such"
subUconflicts" do" not" directly" affect" them" and" were" not" the" reason" behind" their"
diasporisation."What"the"Palestinians" in"the"diaspora"suffer"from"is"being"voiceless,"
isolated,"unrepresented"by" their"homeland,"and" thus," stateless."They"do"not" suffer"











According" to"current" literature,"diasporas"can"play"various" roles" throughout"
the"various"stages"of"conflicts.383"During"the"latent!stage"of"conflict,"and"on"political"
and"diplomatic" levels,"diasporas" can"mobilise" to" lobby"and" influence"governments,"
international" organisations," public" opinions," and" civil" society" organisations."On" the"
economic" level" of" the" same" latent" stage," and" in" an" attempt" to" prevent" the"
emergence" of" a" conflict," diasporas" can" support" parties" who" consider" themselves"
deprived" of" resources," forcing" such" parties" to" reconsider" engagement" in" conflict."




previously"mentioned,"what" the" literature" seems" to" overlook" are" the" cases"where"
diasporas" cannot" play," as" diasporas," any" of" the" abovementioned" roles" 384." On" the"
political"and"diplomatic" levels"of" the" latent"stage,"and" in"reference"to"the"activities"
organised" by" the" studied" cases" (which" happen" to" target" the" conflict" and" its" subU
conflicts)," it" has" been"demonstrated" that" the" stateless" Palestinian" diaspora" suffers"
from"issues"related"to"mobilise!as!who?"As"Palestinians?"How"when"Palestine"and"its"
governments"do"not"represent"them?"How"can"they"wreck"or"make"peace"when"they"
are"not"even"part"of" the"equation?"The" same"applies" to"economic"measures."How"
can" Palestinians" in" the" diaspora" contribute" resources" to" a" party" that" does" not"
represent" them" in" order" to" prevent" the" emergence" of" a" conflict" that" they" cannot"
take"part"in,"neither"positively"nor"negatively?"And"who"is"the"Palestinian"diaspora"to"
the" Palestinian" governments" to" lead" them" to" reconsider" engaging" in" conflict?" Are"










their" homeland" urges" them" to" do" so," but" because" they" carry" a" huge" burden"












Moving" to" the"escalation! stages" of" a" conflict,"which" are" also" stages"where"
diasporas" can" play" influential" political," economic," and" even" military" roles." These"
stages" include" conflict" emergence" and" continuation" and" are" fields" of" clashes" and"
violence." On" the" political" level," diasporas" can" lobby" host" governments" and"
international" organisations," can" promote" boycotting" the" other" party’s" produce"
(which" is" a" measure" followed" by" the" Palestinians" (as" well" as" nonUPalestinians)" in"
Belgium." Examples" include" Osez" le" Boycott," BDS" News," Boycott" from"Within," and"
Démasquez"les"oranges"de"l’occupation)385,"it"can"also"lobby"its"local"representatives,"




guidance," a" current" example" of" which" is" the" Syrian" and" Kurdish" diasporas." The"
Palestinian"diaspora,"not"represented"by"and"in" its"homeland,"and"in" isolation"from"






Palestinian" parties" recruited" combatants" in" the" diaspora" as" opposed" to" diasporas"
supporting"combatants" in"the"homeland."The"economic"measures"can"be"explained"














The" following" stage," at" least" logically," is" deUescalation" and" termination,"
where"diasporas"can"play"political"roles"in"mediating"and"appealing"to"international"
bodies"and"homeland"elites"to"aid"with"conflict"resolution"activities."It"is"not"possible,"
for" the" time"being," to"explore" this" stage"given" that" it"has"not"been" reached" in" the"
initial"conflict"that"diasporised"the"Palestinians."It"is"possible,"nonetheless,"to"discuss"
this"stage"in"reference"to"subUconflicts,"very"shortly"though,"because"the"diaspora"is"







For" conflicts" that" terminate," the" termination" stage" is" followed" by" a" post!
conflict!stage,"where"diasporas"can"play"political,"economic,"and"socioUcultural"roles."
On" the" political" level," diasporas" can" take" part" in" building" the" civil" society" and"
promoting" ‘democratic’" ideas"related"to"equality,"human"rights," freedom"of"speech"




other" options" and" possibilities." On" the" socioUcultural" level," diasporas" can"work" on"
promoting" idea(l)s" such" as" truth" and" reconciliation," and" justice." Yet" again,"














Bercovitch"notes" that" “few"situations" threaten" the"basic" structure"of" the"diasporaU
homeland" relationship" more" acutely" than" conflict" –" hence" the" very" significant"
influence" diasporas" may" exercise" on" a" conflict." This" is" why" it" behooves" us" to"
understand" how" diasporas" affect" conflict”.386" Although" Bercovitch" has" not"
elaborated"on"what"the"few!situations"are,"the"explications"given"above"demonstrate"
that" stateless"diasporaUhomeland" relations"are"acutely"affected"by" statelessness"as"
much"as"they"are"affected"by"conflicts,"at"least"in"the"case"of"the"Palestinians"–"hence"
the" very" significant" influence" statelessness" may" have" on" a" given" diaspora," which"
automatically" influences" how" the" diaspora" affects" a" conflict."""
"
Bercovitch" identifies" three" possible" influences" by" diasporas;" positive,"
negative,"and"neutral" (in" line"with" the" literature’s"categorisations"of"peaceUmakers,"
peaceUwreckers," and" selectively" none)."What" this" chapter" attempts" to" add" is" that"










As"can"be"extracted" from"the"above," the"Palestinian"diasporas" in" the"studied"cases"
are"extremely"limited"on"options,"despite"their"attempts,"when"the"matter"is"related"
to" political" influences," military" influences," and" socioUcultural" influences." The" only"
area"where"Palestinians"in"the"diaspora"willingly"play"a"role"is"the"economic,"directed"
towards" individuals" and" nonUgovernmental" organisations." Palestinians" in" the"
diaspora" support" extended" family" members," village" members," or" any" Palestinian"
affected"by"destruction"in"the"homeland."Such"portrayals"of"support"are"usually"not"
channeled"through"the"government"for"it"does"not"represent"them,"and"the"absence"
of"other" forms"of" influence" is"also"affected"by" the" lack"of"a" state" representing"and"
being"represented"by"its"diaspora.""
This" absence" of" state" gives" birth" to" unique" phenomena"on"many" levels." Discussed"








world"of" sound"and"music."What" is"out"of" the"ordinary" in" the"case"of" the"stateless"
Palestinians"and"the"stateless"Palestine" is"that"two"of"the"three"host"states"studied"
take" the" role" of" the" homeland," via" departments" and" divisions" concerned" with"
Palestinian"affairs"within" their"own"governments" in" their"own"countries." Jordan"for"
example" has" a" Department" of" Palestinian" Affairs" (DPA)" in" its" Ministry" of" Foreign"









































¥ Coordinating" with" ministries" and" specialised" units" with" regards" to" the"






What" the" above" resonates" is" that" the" Department" of" Palestinian" Affairs" serves"
various"purposes,"one"is"playing"the"role"of"the"God"Father"to"the"Palestinian"Cause,"




As" for" the" LebaneseUPalestinian" Dialogue" Committee," its" mandate" includes"
“providing" Palestinian" refugees" in" Lebanon" with" the" conditions" to" live" in" dignity,"
prosperity," security" and" harmony" with" their" environment" until" they" are" able" to"
enforce"their"right"of"return"as"stipulated"in"United"Nation’s"Resolution"194"and"the"
Arab"Peace" Initiative”.389"The"LPDC"also"supports" the"Palestinian"Right"of"Return" in"
accordance"with"UN"GA"Resolution"194.""
"
Although" the"Committee" in" Lebanon" is"not"as" involved" in" the"Palestinian"affairs" as"
the" DPA" in" Jordan" is," but" it" can" also" be" extracted" that" Lebanon" is" taking" the"
responsibility" of" the" Palestinians," even" if" partially." Lebanon" is" demanding" the"
application" of" 194," and" it" is" working" on" providing" better" living" conditions" to" the"
Palestinians" living" on" its" soil." It" is" also" Lebanon" that" established" the" LPDC" not"
Palestine." It" is" true" that" governments" usually" lobby" for" external" affairs" that" have"








As" has" been" explicated" throughout" the" chapter," the" Palestinians" in" the"
diaspora"are"echoless"and"restrained"on"options."Their"organisation"and"mobilisation"
attempts," and" despite" their" direct" relation" to"what" happens" in" the" homeland," are"
independent" of" and" from" it." Even" their" ability" to" take" part" in" the" conflict" that"
diasporised"them"is"compromised"due"to"their"statelessness,"their"nonUbelonging"(at"
least" officially)" to" their" homeland." This" involuntary" isolation" turns" philanthropic" to"
political" in" attempts" to" prove" PalestinianUness" to" Palestine," and" to" keep" Palestine"
alive" despite" its" ailments." Therefore," even" when" there" is" no" maestro" (homeland)"
leading"the"Palestinians"in"the"diaspora,"the"Palestinians"still"make"their"own"sounds,"
derived"from"yet"independent"from,"the"sounds"the"maestro"is"surrounded"with.""
This" chapter" also" illustrated" how" the" absence" of" a" maestro" facilitates" (or" maybe"
necessitates)" its" replacement," where" two" of" the" three" studied" countries" showed"
clear" indications"of"homelandUhost" country"permutation" in"which" the"host" country"
replaced"the"homeland"in"diaspora"affairs,"negotiations,"wellbeing,"and"more."""
"
Although" nonUreflective" by" the" main" target" audience;" the" homeland," the"
Palestinian"diasporic"sonata" is"still"played,"and"is"as" important"as"any"other"audible"
composition," for" that" being" echoless" necessitates" finding" alternatives," later"
illustrated"in"this"repertoire.""
"
The" following" chapter," Requiem" to" Tonality," will" reverberate" another" sound" of"
Palestinian" Statelessness," the" sound" of" acentric" realities" affecting" historiographies,"
































Hypotheses:! For! historiographies! to! be! institutionalised,! a! state! must! not! be!
































! ! ! ! The!further!we!get!from!the!Palestine!of!our!past,!
!! ! ! ! the!more!precarious!our!status,!the!more!disrupted!!








What! we! never! understood! was! the! power! of! a!
narrative!history!to!mobilize!people!around!a!common!
goal! …! and! because! of! the! collective! Palestinian!
inability!as!a!people!to!produce!a!convincing!narrative!
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This" chapter"will" answer" the" aforementioned" questions" by" studying" the" effects" of"





argues" that" collective" Diaspora" organisation" and" mobilisation" requires" a" state," a"
centre,"and"this"chapter"intends"to"explore"the"(in)ability"of"a"(non)state"to"produce"




"" It" is" indispensable" to" define" the" cornerstones" of" the" title’s" components," as"
they" will" be" used" throughout" the" following" pages." Commencing" with"
Historiographies;"according"to"dictionaries"and"encyclopaedias,"Historiography"is"the"
writing" of" history" in" general" and" “especially" the" writing" of" history" based" on" the"









an" identity" inUprogress" and" inUwaiting"where"both"personal" and" collective"dignities"
are" tightly" linked" to" a" sense"of" loss" of" place," dispossession" and"exile."Al!Huwiyyah!
(identity)" in"Arabic"means"an" individual’s" /" a" collective’s" absolute" truth/reality" and"
fundamental" qualities." A" person’s" Huwiyyah" is" perceived" as" real" when" his/her"
identity"is"actual"and"tangible"(proved"on"paper"and"in"practice"both"to"the"self"and"
to"the"other)"and"not"only"symbolic."To"use"the"term"Palestinian"Identity"in"reference"
to" the"Palestinians" in" the"Diaspora"would"mean" that" the"members"of" the"Diaspora"











shaped," uninterrupted" and" unaffected" by" being" ‘eternally’" remote" from" Palestine."
Palestinian"Identity"as"a"term"also"gives"the"connotation"that"the"Palestinians"in"the"
Diaspora"have"a"state"to"return"to"if"and"when"they"want"to,"are"allowed"to"hold"its"
passport," to"participate" in" its"politics," to"be" represented" in"and"by" it,"or"even"have"
the"right"to"call"it"‘home’."On"the"other"hand,"the"word"PalestinianUness"reflects"that"
being" a"Palestinian" in" the"Diaspora" is" “a" journey!without! end." There" is" no"point"of"
arrival" except" through" returning" to" the" homeland"…"PalestinianUness" [therefore]" is"
constituted" through" and" in" an" endless" –" but" not" aimless" –" journey”." 395" Concisely,"
Palestinian" Identity" is"based"on"something" tangible,"while"PalestinianUness" is"based"
on"the"lack"of"that"something.""
"
On" the" same" lines" of" translating" terms" and" concepts" from" Arabic" to" English," it" is"
worth" noting" that" in" English," the" Arabic" word"Al"Watan!means" homeland," home,"
native"land,"soil,"the"land"of"ancestors,"and"country."It"is"also"worth"mentioning"that"
the" love" of" Al!Watan! is" entrenched" in" the" Palestinians" in" particular" and" Arabs" in"



















The" chapter" will" start" by" questioning" whether" the" historiography" of" the"
stateless" is" affected" by" the" absence" of" a" centre," namely" a" state." Followed" by"
questioning" the" rationale" behind" the" silent" and" silenced" history" of" Palestine." The"
second" section" of" this" chapter" will" examine" the" geographies" of" the" stateless," and"
whether" those" geographies" are" constituted" of" place" and" space," or" include" other"
elements"that"compensate"the"absence"of"a"centre."The"third"section"of"this"chapter"
will" study" the" temporalities" of" the" stateless" and" how" statelessness" causes"
intermittences" to"and"distortions"of" time"and" representations"of" the"past,"present,"
and" future." In" the" fourth" section" of" the" chapter," the" symbolism" of" Palestinian"

































has" been" used" throughout" the" literature" in" different"ways.398" In" practice," national"
narrative" has" been" confused" with" nationalism" and" often" instrumentalised" and"
symbolised"for"nationalistic"goals."However,"in"its"simplest"sense,"national"narrative"
is" “the" story" that" a" (national)" collective" tells" about" itself." It" tells" the" individuals"
constituting" the" nation" (and" anybody" else" who" is" interested)" who" they" are," what"
comprises" their" past" (the" national," common" one)," the" structure" of" their"
characteristics"as"a"collective"and"where"they"are"heading"–"that"is,"how"they"should"
act" in" the" political" realm”.399" Undoubtedly," one" single" national" narrative" does" not"
exist"anywhere"in"the"world,"but"few"coherent"national"narratives"do"exist,"mostly"in"
nations" where" the" nation" is" narrated" into" existence" and" being" in" both" time" and"
space.400"One"of"the"main"tasks"of"a"national"narrative"is"to"“construct"and"reinforce"
the"unity"of"a"nation”401."If"and"when"attaining"this"quest"comes"near"to"impossible,"
coercion" by" both" inclusion" and/or" exclusion" is" practiced" by" states" in" order" to"
maintain" their" ‘national" unity’," which" according" to" Bhabha" is" an" “impossible"
unity”.402" Nonetheless," nations" influenced" from" within" and" without" continue" to"




to" mobilise" groups" to" attempt" political" change," and" provide" “deep" and" lasting"
insights" into" the" need" and" methods" of" change" ..." narratives" may" inspire" social"











measure" the"extent"and"political" success"of" social"movement"participants”." 403" The"
absence"of"a"significant"narrative"can"lead"to"the"contrary.""
"
Sources" of" national" narrative" are" vast" and" diverse," spanning" from" official" to"
biographical"and"picturesque."Films," literature,"texts," images"and"albums,"folk"tales,"
biographies," and" history" books" among" others" can" be" constituents" of" national"
narratives." On" the" ground," the" most" accessible" source" of" national" narrative" is"
schoolbooks,"and"in"particular"history"books."In"cultures"where"literary"materials"are"
produced" and" read," literature" can" be" considered" another" accessible" source" of"
national"narrative."
""
According" to"Alessandro"Portelli," narrating" the"nation" in" the" form"of"historyUtelling"
consists"of"three"different"modes."The"three"modes"are:"the"institutional"mode"which"
is"located"in"the"space"of"the"nation"or"the"state"in"reference"to"its"government"and"
politics" (government," political" parties" …" etc);" the" communal" mode" which" is" “the"
community" in" a" local" space" and" uses" the" first" person" plural”404" (community" and"
neighbourhood);"the"personal"mode,"which"is"used"by"the"individual"when"referring"
to" his/her" home/space" using" first" person" singular" (family" and" individual)" (Refer" to"
Figure" 6.1)." According" to" Portelli," the" distinction" between" the" three" modes" does"














So," what" happens" when" there" is" no" defined" state" to" combine" the"
aforementioned" modes" into" meaningful" patterns?" And" what" happens" when" the"
experience"of"the"three"modes"does"not"occur"in"the"same"place"and"space?""
"
To" answer" the" aforementioned" questions," the" following" section" will" look" into" the"
Palestinian" narratives," which" in" practice" are" a" combination" of" patriotic" words" and"
symbols"and"not"national"narratives"per"se.""
"
According" to" Doumani," the" Palestinian" narratives" mostly" revolve" around" two"
binaries:" erasure/affirmation" and" colonisation/resistance." The" former" is" “obsessed"
with" identity"politics"and"often"assumes"things" that"ought" to"be"explained,"such"as"
how"the"Palestinians"became"a"people"and"what"their"relationship"is"to"place”,"and"
the"latter"is"a"reflection"of"the"political"confrontation"with"Israel"“and"often"perches"
on" the"moral" high" ground" of" victimhood”." By" analysing" the" Palestinian" narratives,"
Doumani" links" narrative" and" political" mobilisation" and" concludes" that" “for" these"
reasons" [the" orbiting" of" Palestinian" narratives" around" the" two" aforementioned"









political" language" informed" by" sensitivity" to" social" and" cultural" practices" that"
produce"and"transform"what" it"means"to"be"a"Palestinian”." 406"What"Doumani"calls"
binaries" is" observed" on" the" ground" where" the" narratives" of" the" Palestinians" in"
Belgium,"Jordan,"and"Lebanon"revolve"around"erasure/affirmation"as"for"example"407"
“there! is! nothing! called! Israeli" vs." Palestine! is! my! land! and!my! great! great! grand!
parents!were!born!and!buried!there,!show!me!one!Jew!who!has!grandparents!born!
and! buried! in! Palestine”." And" colonisation/resistance" as" for" example" “God! damn!
them,! they! took! (and!sometimes! raped)!our! lands!and! forced!us!out!of!our!homes,"
they! are! killing! our! elderly,! women,! and! children" vs." what! can! we! do?! we! are!
forgotten!people!no!one!cares!about!us.!But!one!day,!it!will!all!end!…!nothing!stays!as!




What" can" be" extracted" from" observing" and" analysing" the" Palestinian" discourses" is"
that"the"narrative"dominating"the"discourses"is"one"of"historic"loss"and"tragedy,"one"
that" reflects" the"existential"uncertainty"of"Palestine"and" thus," the"Palestinians."The"
absence" of" Palestine" as" a" state" with" instruments" and" institutions" hindered" the"
development" of" a" narrative" exempt" from" uncertainty" and" victimhood." As" a" result,"
the"Palestinian"historiography"in"general"is"most"often"a"counterUnarrative"to"Israel’s"
historiography," it" works" in" one" direction409" and" can" be" categorised" as" defensive,"




















For! Palestinians,! telling! stories! about! life! both! before!
and! after! the! creation! of! the! state! of! Israel! has! been!
and!continues!to!be!a!difficult!task.!Because!they!have!
neither! a! state! that! represents! them! nor! an! official!
narrative! of! critical! historical! moments,! Palestinians!










What" Whitelam" attempts" to" articulate" in" his" book" is" that" the" ancient" Palestinian"
history" should" be" considered" a" subject" of" its" own," and" that" it" should" be" detached"
from"what"he"calls"the"“grasp"of"biblical"studies”413."During"his"research"on"ancient"
Palestinian" history,"which" exists" only" as" a" “backdrop" to" the" histories" of" Israel" and"
Judah”," Whitelam" was" faced" by" the" fact" that" very" few" courses" on" the" history" of"
ancient" Israel"were" taught" in"History" or" Ancient"History" departments." Instead," the"
majority" of" courses" were" taught" in" departments" of" Religion" or" Theology."
Correspondingly," as" per" Whitelam," Palestinian" history" “lacks" substance" and" even"
existence”"in"Western"institutions414."In"parallel"to"looking"at"the"Palestinian"history"
under"a"“Western”"lens,"one"should"also"look"at"the"making"of"Palestinian"history"in"
the" “East”," and" specifically" Jordan" and" Lebanon," which" are" two" of" the" three" case"
studies"explored"in"this"thesis."Palestine"is"indeed"declared"in"textbooks,"syllabi"and"
national" narratives," not" as" an" independent" entity" though," but" as" a" means" for"























or"weight,"not" the"originality"of"a"given"author," is" really" responsible" for" the"
texts"produced"out"of"it.""415"
"
The"problem"with" the"Palestinian"history" is" that" it" is" focused"on" the" recent"history"
rather" than" recent" and" ancient" histories." The" historiography" of" Palestine" mostly"
embraces" the" history" of" dispossession" and" exile" and" then" halts416." On" other"
infrequent"occasions,"the"history"of"Palestine"is"coupled"with"the"history"of"Greater"
Syria"or"later"to"the"Arab"or"Islamic"histories"in"general."The"same"can"be"applied"to"
the" naming" of" the" historical" IsraeliUPalestinian" conflict," which" is" called" the" ArabU
Israeli" conflict," or" the" Middle" East" conflict" among" other" names" that" exclude"










Dispossession." A" number" of" scholars" attempted" to" attain" that" “permission" to"
narrate”,"such"as"Said"himself,"in"addition"to"Tarif"Khalidi"and"Lila"Abu"Lughod419"and"
most" recently" Walid" Khalidi" in" his" photographic" history" of" the" Palestinians" pre"
1948420." Although" their" attempts" have" been" relatively" constructive," the" echoes" of"
their"works"were"not" loud"enough."One"would"wonder"why?"One" reason" is" that" a"
prerequisite" to" the" conceptualisation" and" representation" of" history" is" the"
institutionalisation" of" it," which" is" not" possible" in" the" case" of" Palestine" due" to" the"
absence"of"an"authoritative"and"functional" institution."One"of"the"outcomes"of"this"
lack"of"authoritative"institution"is"the"lack"of"an"authoritative"text421"to"represent"it."
This" absence" also" resulted" in" the" rise" of" “many" local" and" individual" accounts" of"
history”422"and"narratives.""
"





where" they" study" local" (Jordanian"and" Lebanese)" textbooks."What"happens"on" the"
ground" in" such" schools," and" particularly" those" in" Jordan," is" that" the" history" of"
Palestine"(in"addition"to"the"Palestinian"cause,"struggle,"and"resistance)" is"taught" in"
informal" and" unconventional" methods," silently" and" behind" closed" doors." “The"






















Therefore," and" due" to"multiple" reasons," the" Palestinian" history" has" been" silenced"
(deliberately" or" unintentionally)," whether" due" to" facing" the" stronger" bibleUbased"
history"of"Israel,"due"to"the"inability"of"scholars"to"resonate"louder"than"the"already"
existing"literature"on"Israel"and"reclaim"Palestine’s"ancient"past,"or"due"to"the"lack"of"
Palestine"as"a" state" to" institutionalise" its"own"history"and"create" its"own"narrative."




“Political" silence," in" the"case"of" the"Palestinians,"has"meant"not"knowing" to"
whom"or"for"what"to"talk,"and"therefore"talking"with"different"voices,"none"of"them"
their" own”.424" The" Palestinian" “cause”" for" instance," is" a" major" constituent" of" the"
Palestinian" history," narrative" and" even" existence." What" one" notices" is" that" this"
“cause”" lacks" an" adequate," operational," systematic" and" coherent" definition" and"
therefore"lacks"the"ability"to"politically"organise"individuals.425""
"
In" a" talk" between" Salman" Rushdie" and" Edward" Said," Rushdie" mentions" that" Said"
criticises"“the"lack"of"any"serious"efforts"to"institutionalize"the"story"[of"Palestine],"to"
give" it" an" objective" existence”"where" Said" elaborated" that" it"was" “strange" that" no"






















even" feel" ashamed" to" share" their" experiences," and" would" rather" not" make" them"
permanent,"or"pass"them"from"one"generation"to"the"other."What"is"worthy"of"note"
is" that" this" shame" is" felt" by" the" individuals" and" by" the" collectives" alike." The"
Palestinians" carry" the" burden" of" Palestine" on" a" personal" level." They" are" not" only"
Palestinians,"they"are"also"Palestine."They"speak"on"behalf"of"the"Palestinians,"and"on"





Palestinians" therefore," “lack" the" state"power" that" educates" and"molds" its" citizenry"
and" creates"and"propagates"hegemonic"narratives"about" the" state"and"nation" that"
have"been"so"effective" in"creating"and"maintaining" them.”430"What"happens" in" this"












Although" they" appear" to" be" strenuous," such" attempts" to" sustain" existence" and"
visibility"include"repetition"of"particular"stories."It"is"how"Palestinians"preserve"their"







Lastly," and" extracted" from" the" above," it" can" be" concluded" that" the" Palestinian"
narrative"“is"not"a"narrative,"in"which"scenes"take"place"seriatim,"but"rather"broken"
narratives," fragmentary" compositions," and" selfUconsciously" staged" testimonials," in"







for! the! Palestinian! the! place! lives! in! the! man.!!
!
!! ! ! (Widely!used!Palestinian!proverb)!
"
"











space," that" the"Palestinians"produce"a"replicated"version"of" the"homeland," in"what"
will"be"called"a"diasporic!place.""
"
The" distinction" between" Place" and" Space" is" blurred" and" has" been" the" subject" of"
research"for"many"scholars"particularly"geographers434."The"definitions"of"Space"and"
Place"used"in"this"chapter"are"those"of"MarieULaure"Ryan,"who"in"her"work"focuses"on"
Space"and"Place"from"a" lived"narratology"point"of"view,"which" is" found"suitable"for"
the"purpose"of" this"chapter."Ryan"distinguishes"between"space"and"place"based"on"













It" is" worth"mentioning" that" the" significance" of" place" to" individuals" and" collectives"
comes"from"the"intimate"connection"between"place"and"ancestors."It"is"the"source"of"
narratives"about" the"homeland,"whether"by"bemoaning"a" lost"place"or" rejoicing"an"






















their" place" (homeland)," and"who" often" resort" to" imagination" to" ‘experience’" their"
place"of"origin,"the"experience"of"place"and"space"does"not"look"like"a"dyad."Instead,"
a" third" component" is" added" to" this" dyad," to"make" it" a" ‘triad’" of" Place," Space," and"
Place"again"(Figure"6.3)."The"first"place"is"the"imagined"one,"the"Palestine"they"hear"
about," see" in" pictures," and"watch" on" television." Some" of" the" Palestinians" actually"
lived"in"that"place"before"their"Diaspora,"and"some"others"have"never"set"foot"in"it."
The" second" place" is" the" Diasporic" place." It" is" what" the" Palestinians" create" in" the"




















"" The" way" Palestinians" maintain" Palestine" as" a" place" in" the" Diaspora" is" by"
inquiring" from" each" other" where" in" Palestine" they" come" from." This" inquiry"





their" parents" were" born." “My" father" is" from" Jerusalem," and" my" mother" is" from"
Ramallah”"or"“My"father"is"originally"from"Nablus"but"he"was"born"in"Tulkarem."My"















of" historic" Palestine" no" doubt," questions" about" when" and" how" the" family" left"










representations" of" and" reflections" on" dispossession," exile," and" agony." With"
expressions"of"acute" sadness,"questions"and"phrases" such"as" the" following" start" to"




image" of" Palestine," namely" the" Diasporic" Place" begins" to" emerge." What" is" worth"
noting"is"that"PalestinianUness"has"been"and"continues"to"be"“a"landUbased"identity"…"
the" Palestinians" have" particularly" anchored" themselves" to" the" land”446" and" have" a"
“conscious" and" profoundly" political" sense" of" place”.447" Being" in" the" Diaspora,"
Palestinians"are"unable" to"experience" their" landUbased" identity."Therefore," they" try"











is" present." Starting" from" the" Keffiyeh448," embroidery," pictures" of" sacred" sites" in"




Thus,"as"Figure"6.3:" ‘Triad’"of"Palestinian"Geographies"reflects," it" is"manifested"that"
the"“Palestinian"life"is"scattered,"discontinuous,"marked"by"the"artificial"and"imposed"



















In" its"simplest"sense,"time" is"“the" indefinite"continued"progress"of"existence"
and"events"in"the"past,"present,"and"future"regarded"as"a"whole”.452"
However,"in"practice,"time"can"suffer"from"disorientation,"and"the"past,"the"present"
and" the" future" can" conquest" one" another." In" his" book" Time! and! the! Other:! How!

















past," present" and" future," just" like" time" is" defined." However," what" makes" the"
Palestinian" circuits" of" time" unique" is" that" the" Palestinian" present" is" not" portrayed"
only" in" the"now."Although"when"Shlomo"Sand"used"the"word"“1948"Syndrome”"he"
was"not" referring" to" the"Palestinians,"but" to" the" Israeli" conscience," the" same"word"
can" be" applied" to" the" Palestinian" ‘present’." The" “1948" syndrome”456" affects" the"
Palestinian" ‘present’." " The" present" starts" (as" opposed" to" started)" in" 1948" and"
stretches"until"the"Palestinian"‘now’,"and"it"is"not"only"the"Palestinian"‘present’"that"
is" defined" by" the" Nakba" of" 1948," but" also" the" Palestinian" existence" and"
consciousness."What" is"also"distinctive" in"the"temporality"and"historiography"of"the"
Palestinians"is"that"1948"is"very"much"part"of"the"Palestinian"history,"but"it" is"by"no"
means"part"of" the"Palestinian"past."What"the"Palestinians" lost" in"1948" is"not" found"
yet," and"what" they"wished" for" back" in" 1948"has"not" come" true" yet."Namely," state"
(sometimes"referred"to"as" land)"and"return"consecutively."Therefore,"the"wound"of"
1948" is" still"open;" it"has"not" turned" into"a" scar"yet." It" is" still"bleeding,"and" it" is" still"
awaiting" a" remedy." The" signs" of" this" injury" are" reflected" and" reproduced" on" the"
everydayness" of" the" Palestinian" existence," and" especially"when" Palestinians" in" the"
Diaspora" come" together."Whether" they" are" commemorating" 1948’s"Nakba," 1967’s"
Naksa," the" 30th" of"March’s" Land"Day," the" 17th" of" April’s" Prisoners"Day," the" 29th" of"
November’s" International" Day" of" Solidarity" with" the" Palestinians" …" or" celebrating"













the" ‘present’," the" Palestinian" existence," along" with" PalestinianUness" are" at" risk" of"
turning"into"scars"that"with"time"will"be"removed"or"effaced.457"
"
What" is" also" remarkable" in" the" Palestinian" ‘present’," and" although" it" spans"
from" 1948" till" the" ‘present’," is" that" it" denies" the" actual" present," the" now" of" the"
homeland," namely" the" existence" of" Israel." The" existence" of" an" Occupier" is" not"
denied," but" the" existence" of" Israel" is." Many" Palestinian" scholars" and" speakers"
stressed"on"the"importance"of"acknowledging"the"(present)"existence"of"the"state"of"
Israel"as"a" strategy" to" face"occupation,"but"only"a" few" (mainly" inside"Palestine"and"
not"in"the"Diaspora)"have"adopted"this"strategy."Using"the"word"Israel"when"referring"
to" the" occupied" lands" is" sufficient" to" cause" an" intense" and" instantaneous" clash."
Instead,"most"Palestinians"in"the"Diaspora"refer"to"Israel"as"“The"Jews"–"Al"Yahoud”,"






to" lead"deferred" lives,"onUhold"and" in"waiting."Nels" Johnsons"called" the"Palestinian"






























alUGharb"and"higher"…"And" in"summer,"at" the"seashore"of"Virginia,"everything" that"
surrounds"me,"the"water"of"the"sea,"the"sand"of"the"beach,"the"distant"horizon"and"
the" air" full" of" the" smell" of" the" sea," all" that" is" turned" into" images" and" sensations" I"
remember" from" the" seashores" of" Jaffa," Akka" and" Beirut”." In" the" aforementioned,"
Sharabi" illustrates" the" Palestinian" images" of" the" past," beautiful," ideal" and"
experienced" with" all" the" senses." He" then" voices" his" thoughts" about" his" reality" by"
saying:" “The" reality" I" have" been" living" here" for" the" last" forty" years" is" not" in" my"
possession."I"am"like"the"traveler"whose"heart"is"full"of" longing"since"the"minute"he"
lost"the"coast"of"his"country"from"his"sight."And"he"lives"a"transitory"life,"his"suitcases"
always" packed," awaiting" the" hour" of" return”.460" Again," Sharabi" reflects" the"
Palestinian"onUhold"present"and"longing"for"return"to"Palestine,"to"the"past.""
"
So," if" the" Palestinian" past" does" not" include" the" past" seven" decades," what"
could" it" include?" Contrary" to" the" Palestinian" ‘present’," the" Palestinian" past" does"
belong" to" the"past."What" the"past"does"not" include" is" the"history"of"Palestine," the"
history" of" struggles" and" wars." This" side" of" history" belongs" to" narration." The"












many" poets." As"Mourid" Barghouti" expresses:" “pain" is" like" a" burden" on" the" poem"
because" its"constant"presence"means"that" it’s"chronic,"and"all" that" is"chronic," from"
inflammation" of" lungs" to" inflammation" of" rhymes," is" boring”.461" This" chronic"
diagnosis"belongs"to"the"present,"not"to"the"past."""
"









The" Palestinian" stories" and" words" thus" turn" into" symbols" of" identity" and"
existence." Those" symbols" can" also" be" seen" as" ideographs463" or" condensation"
symbols464," in" the" language" of" Rhetoric" theorists" such" as" McGee" and" Graber"
respectively."""
For"a"word"or"a" story" to"be" considered"a" condensation" symbol," it"has" to"be" “wellU
connected”" in" terms"of" context."According" to"Kaufer" and"Carley," three"parameters"













refers" to" “the" frequency"with"which" a" linguistic" item" is" used" in" relation" to" others,"
within"a"delineated"context"and"social"group”." "Third,"Situational"Consensus,"which"
refers"to"the"“extent"to"which"a"concept"is"elaborated"in"similar!ways"across"a"given"





" " " Table"6.1:"Types"of"Condensation"Symbols"466"
"
Buzzwords," high" in" situational" conductivity" and" low" on" density" and" consensus" are"
unclear"foggy"labels"mainly"of"words"that"are"used"occasionally"and"are"understood"
in" different" ways." Pregnant! PlaceFHolders" on" the" other" hand" are" high" on" both"
conductivity" and" density," and" low" on" consensus." Pregnant" PlaceUHolders" have" a"
longer" ‘shelf" life’" than" buzzwords"mainly" because" they" are" used"more" frequently,"
more" densely." Emblems,! the" third" type" of" condensation" symbols" is" high" on"
conductivity" and" consensus," but" low" on" density." An" example" on" Emblems" is"
academic" citation." The" fourth" type" is" Standard! Symbols,! high" on" all" three,"
conductivity," density," and" consensus." Those" symbols" are" “the" concepts" that" best"
represent"an"entire"web"of"meaning”467"making"them"the"most"rich"of"condensation"









a" common" culture" via" language." The" fifth" type" of" condensation" symbols" are"
Allusions;"low"on"both"conductivity"and"consensus,"but"high"on"density."Stereotypes"
are" the" fifth" type," and" they" are" high" on" density" and" consensus," and" low" on"








is" ‘watching" from" the" outside’." Naturally," insider" references" are" not" one"
homogeneous" group" but" can" be" multiple" groups." The" same" goes" to" outsider"
references.469""
"
What" has" been" observed" throughout" fieldwork" in" Belgium," Jordan" and"
Lebanon,"is"that"the"Palestinians,"as"an"“insider"reference(s)”"have"been"internalising"
the"historical"dispossession"and"existential"insecurity"of"Palestine,"and"as"collectives,"
are"acting"as" if" they" themselves"were"Palestine."There" is"no"Palestine" to" represent"
them," so" they" turn" into" Palestine" to" represent" their" PalestinianUness." There" is" no"
documented" history" or" established" narrative" to" do" them" justice," so" they" resort" to"
symbolism" and" images" to" produce" a" history" and" a" narrative" of"what" they" or" their"
families"experienced"as"a"result"of"1948’s"Nakba"or"1967’s"Naksa."All"that"represents"
the"Palestinians"is"a"standard"symbol,"high"on"conductivity,"density,"and"consensus."
Table" 6.2:" Standard" Symbols" in" Palestinian" Diaspora" Context." What" is" worth"
elaborating"on"is"that"“Palestinian”"is"indeed"one"of"the"symbols,"but"the"reason"for"








to" the" Palestinians" in" Jordan" and" Lebanon." As" one" Palestinian" living" in" Jordan"
answered" when" asked:" “What" do" you" consider" yourself" to" be," Jordanian" or"
Palestinian?”"he"answered:"“Even"if"I"wanted"to"feel"Jordanian,"they"[the"Jordanians"
























Diasporic" experience," all" of" which" are" symbols" as" well" as" constituents" of" the"
individual"and"the"collective," the"cultural"and"the"societal."Additionally,"and"due"to"
the" lack" of" stateUled" representation" of" Palestine" and" the" Palestinians," the" “well"
connected”" symbols" above" represent" Palestinian" historiographies" (history" and"



























































In" music," atonality" means" the" absence" of" a" key," or" a" tonal" centre." In" that"
sense,"a"piece"of"music"composed"without"a"focus"on"a"central"tone"is"referred"to"as"
atonal." On" the" same" lines" of" atonality," one" question" arises;" can" the" Palestinian"
Diaspora" realities" be" considered" atonal" due" to" the" lack" of" a" key," a" centre?""
"
The"conclusion"of"this"chapter"is"represented"in"the"image"below."A"translation"of"the"










Figure"6.4" above" represents" the"atonality"of" the"Palestinian"Historiography,"
Geography"and"Temporality."The"Palestinian"experience"is"similar"to"the"staff"above"
in"that"it"lacks"a"key,"a"reference."What"gives"a"passage"a"subjective"sense"of"arrival"
and" rest" is" absent." The" passage" starts" with" the" past," which" is" perfectly" ordered,"
romanticised," idealised" and" glorified." The" Palestinian" past," which" started" at" an"
undefined" time" and" stretched" till" 1948" consists" of" land," Palestine" (The" Place)," and"
senses"including"olfactory,"auditory,"gustatory,"visual"and"somatosensory."Following"
the" past" came" an" end" (End" Bar)," which" disconnected" the" idyllic" past" from" the"
agonizing" present." The" Palestinian" present" started" in" 1948" and" has" been" ongoing"
ever"since."The"wound"of"exile"and"exclusion"from"the"place" is"still"open"and"deep,"
and"has"not"been"treated"yet."This"wound"represents"the"Palestinian"Historiography,"
both" in" history" and" narrative." The" history" of" Palestine" is" not" present" in" the" past."
Instead,"it"is"present"in"the"present."The"present,"and"because"it"has"been"extending"
for" decades" now," has" turned" into" a" painful" and" chronic" routine" of" awaiting." The"
present"of"a"life"in"exile"within"the"Diasporic"Space"and"Place,"a"life"on"hold"that"so"
far" is" not" capable" of" seeing" the" light" at" the" end" of" the" tunnel."While" in" this" long"





What" can" be" extracted" from" the" above" is" that" in" the" context" of" the" Palestinian"
Diaspora," starting" with" the" historiographies," there" exists" a" sort" of" narrative"
discontinuity." The" narratives" of" the" past" are" discontinuous"with" and" disconnected"
from" the" narratives" of" the" present.474" The" same" goes" to" the" history" of" Palestine,"
which" started" with" the" beginning" of" the" present," in" 1948." The" history" of" ancient"
Palestine" is" not"part" and"parcel" of" the"Palestinian"past," or" the"Palestinian"present."
Maybe"it"has"not"been"born"yet,"and"maybe"it"passed"away"without"being"noticed."As"












ness," the" journey" without" an" end" where" the" distortions" of" geographies" and"
temporalities" are" diagnosed"but" not" treated," and"where" the" severity" of" symptoms"
immobilises"the"patient.""
"
“A" void," felt" by" every" Palestinian," has" been" altered" by" an" event" into" a"
discontinuity." And" the" difference" between" void" and" discontinuity" is" crucial:"One" is"
inert" absence," the" other" is" disconnection" that" requires" reconnection”.475" This" void"
resulted" from" the" dispersal" of" Palestinians" from" Palestine," the" void" of" an" inert"
absence"of" the" right" to"be" in" a"place." Living" in" the"Diasporic" Space"and" replicating"
Palestine"in"the"Diasporic"Place"with"no"possibility"to"return"is"what"alters"this"void"
into" discontinuity." It" is" where" the" present" is" disconnected" from" the" past," and" the"
present"diasporic"geographies"are"detached"from"the"past"and"desired"geographies.""
"
Lacking" a" state," a" centre" to" represent" itself" and" represent" them," the"
Palestinians" suffer" from" the" absence" of" a" written" history" based" on" a" critical"
examination"of"sources"and"a"generation"of"weaving"particular"aspects"of"history"into"
a" narrative." Also" lacking" is" the" ability" to" reconstitute" a" Palestinian" community" /"
Palestinian"communities"within"different"spaces"and"places"because"Diasporic"spaces"
and" places" are" isolated" from" Palestine," the" place." Accompanying" the" above" is" the"
inability" to"maintain"a" chronological" sequence"of" time" that" can"put" the"Palestinian"
realities"in"a"graspable"order"of"past,"present,"and"future."
"






and" mobilisation," practices" and" members," actions" and" inactions" as" well" as" its"
identities"and"identifications.""The"following"chapter"is"an"Étude"on"Autonomization"
and" Statelessness." It" applies" a" recently" developed" concept" to" the" case" of" the"


































Étude:! a! piece! written! for! purposes! of! practicing! or! displaying! technique”.476!
Analogy-–!a!piece!written!for!purposes!of!practicing!a!newly!developed!technique!
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Conflicts" are" importable," exportable," transferrable," and" transportable" across"
boundaries" and" communities," and" so" are" their" understandings."When" transported"
and"transferred"across"borders,"conflict"comprehensions"undergo"transformations"in"
narratives"and" structures478" ,"which" in" turn" influence"how" those" concerned," in" this"
case" diasporas," perceive" and" react" to" events." Certain" aspects" of" conflicts" are"
imported"from"the"place"of"birth"of"the"conflict,"and"become"operation"manuals"on"
how"to"epitomise"a"conflict"and"all"that"is"related"to"it."Therefore,"components"of"a"
conflict" that" transport" from"one" location" to" another" are" subjected" to"processes"of"
importation" in" addition" to" parallel" processes" of" Autonomization." Importations" of"
conflicts"mainly"occur"on"two"levels;"firstly"and"mostly"on"discursive/symbolic"levels"
and" secondly" and" rarely" as" demonstrations" of" imported" tensions" and" violence"
between" sides" of" a" conflict" 479." Autonomization! on" levels" such" as" the" cultural,"
political," and" social" on" the"other"hand," takes" shapes" that" are" as"heterogeneous"as"
diasporas," and" is" mirrored" in" further" more" heterogeneous" manifestations" and"
reactions" to" conflicts," organisation" of" diaspora" movements" and" activities," and"
mobilisation" for" such"activities." In" this" chapter," the"multiple"heterogeneities"of" the"
multiple"cases"studied"are"accompanied"by"a"single"statelessness,"which"will"be"the"
cornerstone" to" exploring" how" this" statelessness" affects" the"Autonomization" of" the"








In" the" following" section," the" concept" of" Autonomization! is" applied" to" the"
understandings," organisation" and" mobilisation" of" the" Palestinian" diaspora" in"







More" heterogeneous" than" the" manifestations" and" dynamics" of" the" Palestinian"
diaspora(s)" and" their" organisation" and" mobilisation" are" the" understandings" and"
manifestations"of"Palestine,"or"Palestines,"in"plural.""A"state,"an"occupied"territory,"a"
country," a" nation," and"more," are" some" identifications" and" definitions" of" Palestine."
The"perceptions"of"Palestine"are"multilayered,"with"yet"more"layers"within"each"layer"
of"the"multilayers."There"is"a"Palestine"for"Palestinians"in"‘Palestine’,"and"another"one"
for"Palestinians" in" the"diaspora,"and"yet"another"one" for"Arabs"and"Muslims"which"
Palestinians"happen"to"be"part"of,"and"one"more"Palestine"for"everyone;"the"Global"
Palestine." Indubitably," the" abovementioned" categorisations" are" suitable" in" view" of"


























in" the" ocean" of" definitions" available" in" the" literature," it" can" be" clearly" seen" that"
Palestine" as" a" state," as" it" is" sometimes" considered" by" both" its" politicians" and" its"
people"alike," is" short"of"having"a"clear" set"of"beliefs"about" its"nature"and"purpose,"
especially" with" regards" to" state" actions." The" situation" of" the" Palestinian" state,"
country,"land,"territory"among"other"labels"is"short"of"clarity"in"terms"of"purpose"and"
actions."If"the"state"identity"is"born"from"the"state"apparatus,"then"Palestine"again"is"





amongst"other" states" is"nowhere"near"granted,"not"even"within"Palestine" itself" for"




Hamas" have" opposing" understandings" of" what" Palestine" is" and" should" be."Where"
Fatah"seems"to"accept"the"Palestine"of"1967"(although"not"on"all"occasions),"Hamas"
seems"to"be"determined"to"reject" it;"where"Fatah"on"most"occasions"acknowledges"
the" existence" of" Israel" (not" always" as" a" Jewish" state)," Hamas" wholly" rejects" its"
existence"485;"where"a"government"and"its"ministries"exist,"a"state"does"not;"where"















halts" it" from"doing" so." If" Palestine"believes" it" should"play" a" role" in" determining" its"
future," the" lack"of"a"state"also"prevents" it" from"doing"so."Examples"of" this"sort"are"
numerous," and" are" all" opposed" by" the" lack" of" a" state." The" status" that" Palestine"
believes"it"should"enjoy"among"other"states"is"also"problematic,"for"example,"where"
some" states" consider" it" a" state," others" consider" it" an" occupied" territory," some"
consider"it"an"occupied"territory"and"a"state"(mostly"Arab"countries),"and"yet"others"
do"not"acknowledge"its"existence"in"any"form."This"too,"is"not"for"Palestine"to"decide"





in" relation" to" Palestine" and" its" cause," and" how" such" demands" are" made." With"
reference"to"Figure"7.1"above,"the"outcomes"of"the"Autonomization"of"Palestine"can"
be"divided"into"4"(see"Table"7.1"below)."It"is"important"to"note"that"the"pluralisation"
of" Palestine" is" also" accompanied" by" a" pluralisation" in" positionality."Members" of" a"
diaspora" can"be"positioned" in"more" than"one" layer"of" the"pluralised"Palestine." For"
instance,"a"Belgian"of"Palestinian"origins"can"be"positioned" in"3"out"of" the"4" layers"
(excluding"Palestinians"in"Palestine),"and"a"Palestinian"taking"refuge"in"Lebanon"can"
be"positioned" in"2" layers" (excluding"Global"Palestine"and"Palestinians" in"Palestine)."
The"position"a"member"decides"to"locate"her/himself"in"is"dependent"on"a"plethora"
of" reasons," including" but" not" limited" to" personal," circumstantial," situational," and"
temporal.""
"
The" first487" of" the" Palestines" can" be" seen" in" what" is" called" Global" Palestine." It" is"
Palestine"to"all"those"who"believe"that"the"Palestinian"cause"is"a"just"and"a"noble"one,"
and" to" those" who" believe" and" take" part" in" what" is" sometimes" referred" to" as" the"
Global" Justice" Movement." In" general," this" category" demands" justice," mainly" via"





BDS" campaigns" especially" in" countries" where" BDS" is" not" a" byUdefaultUoccurrence"
(such"as"Belgium,"and"unlike"Jordan"and"Lebanon),"or"via"calls"for"implementation"of"
UN" Resolutions" and" the" Rule" of" Law." It" is" important" to" note" that" organisations"
functioning" under" this" layer" can" also" function" within," and" affect" the" shapes" and"




Examples"of" this" layer" are" the"2014"worldwide"demonstrations" in" support" of"Gaza"
where"most"demands"were" justiceUrelated," freeing"Gaza" and"Palestine," demanding"
ICC"for"Israel,"or"accusing"it"of"War"Crimes"against"Palestinians."It"is"undeniable"that"
this" layer"attracts"people"from"different" ideologies"and"backgrounds"and"is"a"fertile"

























usually" gains" its" momentum" upon" extremely" violent" and" deadly" escalation" in" the"
conflict,"and"upon"events"that" lead"to" large"numbers"of"casualties"and"destruction."
This" second" Palestine" can" accompany" the" first" Palestine" in" its" activities," especially"
largeUscale"events,"and"the"differences"in"approaches"can"be"observed"via"the"naked"
eye"through"slogans,"signs,"and"flags,"also"observable"in"Arab"and"‘Muslim’"diasporas’"
participation" in" Support" Gaza" demonstrations" and" marches" in" London," Paris," or"
Berlin"for"instance.""
"
The" third"Palestine" is" Palestine" for" the"Palestinian"Diaspora," and"although" it"might"
appear" to" resemble" the"abovementioned"Palestine" in"some"of" its"demands,"on" the"
ground,"this"layer"appears"to"be"more"peaceful,"or"less"“radicalised”"in"other"words."
This"layer"has"been"demanding"return,"liberation,"and"a"state"for"decades."Palestine"
to" this" layer" is" the" full" map" of" historic" Palestine," and" most" activities" and" events"
organised" and" participated" in" by" this" layer" are" related" to" remembrance" days" and"
solidarity"events.""
Within"this" layer," the"country"of"settlement"of" the"diaspora"plays"a"decisive"role" in"
shaping"the"methods"and"strategies"used"to"make"demands."For"example,"in"addition"
to"organising"cultural"activities"and"events"just"like"their"counterparts"in"Jordan"and"
Lebanon," some" Palestinian" organisations" in" Belgium" resort" to" raising" awareness"














that" of" 1967," especially" the" lived" Palestine," not" the" wished! for" Palestine." The"
demands"made" by"members" of" this" layer" revolve" around" rights," freeing" prisoners,"
halting"the"construction"of"settlements,"and"contestations"against"the"wall,"most"of"





as" travelling" forms" of" solidarity." Moreover," this" layer" is" a" fertile" ground" for" the"
creation"and"maintenance"of"narratives,"symbols"and"symbolisms.""
"
Finally," it" is" important" to"note" that" the" layer"on"which" an"organisation"operates" is"
what"defines" its"narratives,"demands,"activities," and"participants," and" that"a" factor"
such"as"year"of"establishment"is"of"no"vital" importance"to"the"ways"an"organisation"
operates." It" is" also" important" to" note" that" what" organisations" advertise" on" their"
websites" and" manifestos" does" not" necessarily" reflect" what" is" doable" and" what" is"
practiced"on"the"ground."For"that"the"data"collected"and"analysed"from"CSO"websites"







































































































The" dilemma" between" Palestine" and" the" Palestinians" is" one" where"
Palestinians" acknowledge" Palestine" when" Palestine" itself" is" in" practice" not"
acknowledged,"and"the"collision"between"Palestine"and"its"wanted"liberation"is"one"
where"Palestine"is"occupied"but"its"occupier"is"not"acknowledged.""





that" Palestine," their" homeland," does" not" represent" them," and" Israel," what" they"
consider"their"main"rival,"is"a"place"they"cannot"access"and"thus"cannot"have"a"direct"
conflict"with493."In"other"terms,"the"outcomes"of"the"conflict"(the"Palestinians"in"the"
diaspora)" are" isolated" from" being" part" of" it," and" cannot" be" players" in" what" they"
consider" a" very" fundamental" and" internalised" component" of" their" being."With" this"
isolation" comes" Autonomization," which" reflects" how" the" same" conflict" is"
comprehended" in" various" ways" depending" on" various" circumstances," for" example"






The" idea"of" the" right"of" return" is"not"unbound" to"conceptual" clashes"either."When"
asked" if" they" would" return" to" Palestine" if" they" had" the" opportunity," a" lot" of"
Palestinians" in" the" diaspora" (especially" like" the" ones" in" Jordan" and" Belgium)," and"
although"return"is"a"recurrent"demand"in"all"their"events"and"activities,"state"that"it"is"







and" returning" to" what" is" now" Israel" is" out" of" question." Therefore," the" Israeli"
Palestinian"conflict,"which"the"Palestinian"diaspora"is"an"outcome"of,"is"a"conflict"that"
the" diaspora" is" in" conflict" with" on" the" conceptual" level" and" thus" reflected" in"
narratives.""
Being" in" conflict" with" the" conflict," in" denial" of" being" stateless" in" practice,"
leads" to" the" production" and"Autonomization" of" understandings," which" affects" the"

















happens," it" is" first"worth"explicating,"even" if"briefly," the"Arab(ic)"understandings"of"
gender.""
"
“Things! are! originally! masculine.! Things! are! feminised! afterwards.!
Therefore,! the! masculine! comes! first! …! the! masculine! is! lighter!













dominance" of" masculine" over" feminine" usually" leads" to" futile" culturalUlinguisticU
religious"debates.""
"
In" a" patriarchal" society" where" comprehensions" of" certain" concepts" (such" as"
nationalism)" are" gendered," problematising" and" questioning" gender" and" gendered"
comprehensions" becomes" a" major" problem" and" challenge." Manifestations" of"
masculinities" and" femininities" are" generally" taken" for" granted" in" a" nonUreflexive"











When" looking" at" anything" related" to" Palestine," whether" to" the" Palestinians" inside"
Palestine"or"in"the"diaspora,"one"can"undoubtedly"see"a"list"of"dominant"words"and"
symbols" that" the" Palestinian" national" and" nationalist" narrative(s)" tend" to" utilise"
frequently" and"across" all" sources"of" communication" from"visual" to" verbal." The" list,"
which"seems"to"function"as"a"directory"divided"into"a"gendered"masculineUfeminine"
theme"contains"verbs"like"rape,"violate,"desecrate,"displace,"dispossess,"struggle"and"
so" on." Such" narratives" are" not" new" or" unique" to" the" Palestinians," although" the"
language" is,"the"early"Zionist"narrative"has"been"utilising"the"same"‘directory’."Land"
has" been" the"mother" to" Jews," the"mother" that" Jews" should" return" to," where" the"
return" of" the" Jewish" male" resembled" fertilising" the" feminine" land" and" thus"
reproducing"new"life.497"It"is"the"directory"used"by"peoples"seeking"a"nation,"whether"
of" theirs" or" one" to" colonise" or" ‘develop’," and" it" is" the" same"directory" used"by" the"




On" the" level" of" general" nationalist" narratives" on" Palestine," the" homeland" and" its"
diaspora"seem"to"be"marching"to"the"same"beat."Nonetheless,"both"diverge"on"the"
specific" levels"of"being/place"and"time"where"the"process"of"Autonomization" in"the"



























The" experience" (whether" physical" or" emotional)" of" being" displaced," living" in" the"
diaspora," and" deprived" a" homeland" is" a" feminising" one," just" as" it" was" for" the"
feminised" Jewish"diaspora," 500" and"unlike" how" it" is" for" the"masculines" living" in" the"




applies" to" today’s" Palestinians," both" in" what" they" call" their" homeland," and" in" the"
diaspora.""
"
It" is"worth"noting" that" this" feminisation"of"being" in" the"diaspora,"unable" to"defend"
and" return" home," mainly" touches" the" collective" diasporicUPalestinian" masculinity,"
which" in" its" turn" touches" the" individual/personal"masculinity"during" the"process"of"
internalisation," and" thus" leads" to" the" production" of" nationalised/nationalist"
masculinities" easily" observable" via" the" naked" eye." Having" the" “honour”" to" have" a"
martyr"brother,"father,"son,"or"cousin,"or"having"a"son"in"Israeli"prisons"is"considered"













larger" scopes" like" region"and"nation)." Similarly," it" is" the"Palestinian"prisoner," in"his"
prison,"who"maintains"the"strength,"steadfastness,"power,"and"honour"of"the"family."




Therefore," an" act" of" courage" by" a" female" becomes" associated" to" masculinity" and"
manliness," again," in" a" nonUreflexive" internalised" habitual" way," and" as" Connel" and"
Messerschmidt" put" it" “masculinity" is" not" a" fixed" entity" embedded" in" the" body" or"
personality"traits"of"individuals."Masculinities"are"configurations"of"practice"that"are"




that" the" concepts" of" past," present," and" future" are" gendered" just" as" actions" and"
understandings" are." The"present:" that" of" being" in" the"diaspora," of" defeat,"waiting,"
helplessness," statelessness," tasharrud," hopelessness" among" others," autonomises"
into"feminised." "The"past"and"future:"those"of"glory,"prosperity,"homeland,"stability"
among"others,"remain"masculinised."The"masculinised"desires"carried"from"the"past"
and"aiming" to" the" future"are" contradicting" the" feminised"emotions"of" the"present."
For" the" Palestinians" in" Palestine," the" present" is" not" feminised" at" all;" instead," the"
steadfastness" (sumoud)" practiced" in" the" present" is" the" ultimate" representation" of"
masculinity,"even"death"is"masculinised"given"that"it"is"opposed"to"humiliation"by"the"
enemy." “Death" but" not" humiliation”" is" a" slogan" frequently" used" between"
Palestinians,"for"that"death"seems"to"be"masculinising"while"humiliation"seems"to"be"
feminising."Once" again," challenging" or" questioning" understandings" of"masculinities"






opposed" to" “is”." For" that" there" is" no" method" or" previous" literature" to" prove" the"
abovementioned.""
"
Following" the" aforementioned" conceptual" representations" of" Autonomization," the"






is" lacking" in" the"available" literature," as" Sheffer"notes" “there"has"been"a"noticeable"
lack"of" inUdepth"studies"and"comprehensive"theoretical"and"comparative"discussion"
of" the" political" dimension" of" the" diaspora" phenomenon”504." In" his" book" Diaspora"
Politics" at" Home" Abroad," Sheffer" intends" to" fill" in" this" gap" by" investigating" and"
theorising" the" political" dimension" of"Diasporas." Referring" to" Sheffer’s"work" among"
others," this" section" will" investigate" and" address" the" political" dimension" of" the"
organisation"and"mobilisation"of"the"Palestinian"diaspora"in"light"of"its"statelessness;"
another" dimension" the" current" literature" is" lacking," in" addition" to" exploring" how"
statelessness"leads"to"the"Autonomization"of"organisation"and"mobilisation,"for"that"




" " " " " "
How"and"why"do"diasporas"organise?"What"factors"help/hinder"organisation?"
When" do" diasporas" become" engaged" in" homeland" matters?" Are" questions" this"








countries,"and"secondly;" to" increase" their"ability" to"extend"support" to"beleaguered"
homelands"and"other"Diaspora"communities"of"the"same"national"origin”.505"
"
To" achieve" the" abovementioned," Diaspora" organisations" function" on" five" different"
but" interconnected" levels." First:" the! domestic! level" within" host" countries," where"
diaspora"organisations"work"on"issues"related"to"their" internal"affairs" in"addition"to"
issues" related" to" their" relations"with" the" political" and" economic" institutions" of" the"
host" country." Second:" the" political" and" economic" within" the" region:" the! regional!
level."Third:"the!global! level," the" interactions"between"the"organisations"and"global"
organisations"(UN,"ILO,"IMF,"WB)"in"addition"to"fourth"and"fifth"parties"interested"in"




On"each"of" the"five"aboveUmentioned" levels," the"diaspora" functions"occur"on"three"
categories:"Maintenance,"Defence,"and"Promotion"&"Advocacy.507"Figure"7.3"clarifies"




political," and" social" rights" via" political" and" legal" activities" (such" as" lobbies)," while"
Promotion!and!Advocacy" functions"on"cultural,"political,"and"economic"levels"and"is"
ground"for"recruitment"of"new"members,"and"raising"‘ethnic’"awareness"and"sense"of"











diaspora" phenomenon" and" tolerance" of" specific" diasporas" and" their" respective"
homelands”.509"
"
“As" a" rule," the" more" firmly" established" and" the" richer" the" community," the" more"
elaborate" and" comprehensive" its" organizations" become." The" fact" of" being" a" longU
established" and" rich" community" does" not" mean" only" the" availability" of" financial"
resources" for" organization" and" action." It" also" means" that" the" scope" of" the"
community’s"interests"will"expand,"which"will"tend"to"bring"easier"access"to"powerful"
segments" in" host" societies" and" governments”.510" Affluence," nonetheless," is" not" a"
prerequisite" to" the" establishment" of" diaspora" organisations" or" to" their" effective"
operation."What"can"be"considered"more" important"than"affluence"are"experience,"
hard"work,"and"determination"of"leaders"and"members"alike."All"the"above"does"not"















In"making"parallels"between"the"aforeUpresented" theories"and" the"cases"studied," it"




support" people" of/in" the" homeland" and" other" members" of" the" same" diaspora"
elsewhere."Observing"the"Palestinians"in"the"diaspora"yields"the"following"results:"as"
for"the"promotion"of"wellbeing"in"host"countries,"the"Palestinian"refugees"in"Lebanon"
monopolise" the" list."Organisation"of"activities" related" to" the"collective"wellbeing"of"
the"Palestinians"in"camps"is"present"and"mostly"revolves"around"basic"rights"(such"as"





any" organised" activities" related" to" promoting" the" community’s" wellbeing." Such"
activities" do" exist," but" not" on" an" organisational" level," instead," on" an" individual"





diaspora" in" Belgium" and" Jordan," an" explanation"would" be" their" economic" statuses"




is" paralysed" by" the" lack" of" connections" and" the" lack" of" a" centre" to" connect" the"
diasporas" to" occur" frequently," and" has" been" absent" up" till" 2013/2014" when" the"
Palestinians"of"the"Yarmouk"refugee"camp"in"Syria"were"facing"starvation."Only"then,"
diasporas" in" the" three" studied" countries," as" well" as" elsewhere" started" organising"
(although"shyly"and"limitedly)"activities"to"support"the"Palestinians"in"Yarmouk.""
"
In" reference" to" Sheffer’s" diaspora" functioning" levels," this" section" compares"
theory" to" practice" of" diaspora" organisations" across" the" three" studied" cases."
Commencing"with"the"Domestic"level,"it"can"be"concluded"that"this"level"is"blank"on"
an" organisational" level" in" Belgium" and" Jordan," although" present" on" personal" and"
individual" levels," and" present" in" Lebanon," although" futile" due" to" the" fact" that" the"
Lebanese" government" does" not" represent" Palestinians" on" the" Lebanese" soil," thus"
working" on" issues" related" to" their" relations" with" the" political" and" economic"
institutions"of"Lebanon,"the"host"country,"is"not"possible."The"Palestinians"in"Lebanon"
live" in" spaces" of" exception" and" are" treated" as" exceptions," thus," what" affects" a"
Palestinian" at" one" camp,"most" probably" affects" other" Palestinians" in" other" camps."
The" same" cannot" be" applied" to" Palestinians" in" Belgium" and" Jordan," who" (mostly)"
enjoy"the"status"of"citizens,"and"are"scattered"all"across"their"country"of"settlement"
without" the" presence" of" closed" spaces," and" enjoy" the" possibility," in" theory," of"










roundUabout" in" front" of" the" European" Commission," and" the" 18" May" 2013"
manifestation" in" Place" Luxembourg" across" the" European" Parliament" where"
protestors"called"for"freeing"Palestine,"the"application"of"all"UN"resolutions,"national"
unity,"and"demanded"European"countries"to"take"on"their"historic"responsibility,"as"
well" as" calling"Arab" leaders" “villainous”" 512" ." In" Jordan," functioning"on" the" regional"
level"looks"vague,"where"political"demands"are"made"to"a"collective"called"Arabs"(and"
sometimes" Muslims)," Arab" leaders," or" Arab" governments." Organised" activities" in"
Lebanon"look"partially"similar"to"those"in"Jordan"when"it"comes"to"the"regional"level,"
where" demands" are" usually" targeted" at" the" vague" parties" mentioned" above."






Belgium" adopt" indirect" communication" in" their" attempts" to" interact" with" global"
bodies"such"as"the"UN,"via"referring"to"unapplied"UN"resolutions."Such"attempts"are"
not" steered" directly" at" the" UN," instead," attempts" made" are" targeted" towards" EU"
institutions" (reaching" the" global" via" the" regional)513." In" Jordan" and" Lebanon," the"








On" the" fourth" level" of" functioning," the" Entire" Diaspora," the" centrelessness" and"
statelessness"of"the"Palestinians"becomes"key."Functioning"on"this" level" is"generally"
absent" due" to" the" absence" of" a" hub," a" centre," connecting" all" the" Palestinians"
together." The" operation" of" organisations" working" on" Palestine" related" issues" is"
random,"targeting"what"is"visible"to"the"eyes,"unable"to"target"or"learn"of"what"is"far"
from" sight" (for" instance" the" Palestinian" diasporas" in" Jordan" and" Lebanon" have"
nothing"in"common"but"origin),"and"although"some"organisations"in"Belgium"attempt"
and"succeed"in"working"with"sister/similar"organisations"on"the"local"or"regional"(EU)"
level," the" same" cannot" be" applied" to" the" entire" diaspora" level" such" as" the"
Palestinians"in"Europe"Conference"(Refer"to"Annex"A)."
"
On" the" level" of" diasporaUhomeland" relations," statelessness" again" is" key." The"
relationship"between"the"Palestinian"diaspora"and"organisations,"and"the"homeland"
is" not" an" ordinary" one," resembling" a" oneUsided" platonic" love" story," very" existent"
emotionally,"but"from"one"side"only,"the"people"in"the"diaspora.""
"
What" Palestinians" consider" their" homeland" does" not" and" cannot" represent" them,"
and" thus" building" relationships" between" the" diaspora" organisations" and" the"
government(s)"or"public"institutions"in"Palestine"is"not"likely.""
"
Thus,"what" can"be" concluded" is" that" statelessness"affects"each" functioning" level" in"
different"ways"depending"on"the"setting,"where"on" levels"connecting"the"diasporas"
to"each"other"and"to"their"homeland"statelessness"is"key,"and"on"other"levels"a"less"
prominent" one." On" the" domestic" level," statelessness" is" directly" related" to" the"
inability"of"being"considered"a"Palestinian"residing"in"a"host"country."Instead,"one"is"
considered" a" citizen" of" Palestinian" origins" (in" Belgium" and" Jordan)" and" a" stateless"
refugee" (in" Lebanon)," which" automatically" hinders" any" attempts" to" organise" and"






global" level," especially" in" Jordan" and" Lebanon," the" lack" of" a" state" representing" its"
diaspora"leads"to"the"monopolisation"and"duopolisation"of"interactions,"not"between"
diaspora" organisations" and" global" organisations," but" between" global" organisations"




is" key," in" that" it" affects" the" functioning," as" a" whole," of" all" three" cases" where" the"
diaspora"organisations"are"affected"by"the"lack"of"a"centre"and"lack"of"ties"with"the"




Within" the" levels"explicated"above," the" functions"of" the"diaspora"organisations" fall"
into" three" main" categories:" Maintenance," Defence," and" Promotion" &" Advocacy."
Within"the"cases"studied,"Maintenance"plays"the"major"role"where"administration"of"
cultural," economic," social" activities" in" centres," religious" institutions," academic"
institutions"…" etc" is"most" dominant." The" category" of" Defence" is" absent,"while" the"
category" of" Promotion" &" Advocacy" is" confined" to" the" cultural.""
"
The" Palestinian" diaspora" organisations" are" neither" firmly" established" nor" notably"
rich," attempts" to" the" establishment" of" such" organisations" have" always" been" faced"











to" stretch" beyond" that." Hard"work," especially" by" organisations" is" observed," but" is"
faced"by"stronger"factors"stemming"from"the"type"and"shape"of"demands"and"hopes"
of"the"Palestinians"(for"example"return,"liberation,"and"a"capital"are"not"in"the"hands"
nor" capabilities" of" organisations)." The" same" can" be" applied" to" experience," which"
exists,"but"is"faced"by"a"culUdeUsac.""Table"7.3"below"summarises"the"differences"and"
similarities" in" organisation" between" the" three" cases" studied," thus," displaying"
Autonomization"on"the"organisational"level.""
"














































































Domestic" Absent! Absent! Weakly"Present,"
limited"&"futile!



















Firmly"Established" No" No" No"





















In" light" of" the" impeding" effects" of" statelessness" on" the" functioning" of" diaspora"





Parallel" to" the" levels" and" functions" of" diaspora" organisations" come" the"
survival" strategies" organisations" adopt" and" adapt" to" in" order" to" ensure" their"
continuation." Strategies" range" from" simple" to" compound," and" from" internal" to"
external," and" vary" in" usage" across" times" and" groups." For" example" encouraging"












homeland," when" in" practice" their" demands" autonomise" and" divert" on" many"
occasions"as"explicated"earlier"in"this"chapter."
"
Other" strategies" are" more" complex" and" emerge" due" to" the" absence" of"
consistency"in"ideologies"or"a"lack"of"history"of"effective"organisation."In"such"cases,"
organisations" resort" to"articulating"vague"or"broadly" stated"goals" to" cover"up" their"
weakness,"which"to"the"organisation"itself"could"attract"more"support."The"dangers"
that" ambiguity" and" the" lack" of" credibility" and" cohesion" could" inflict" on" the"
organisation" are" not" prioritised" in" such" cases." 517" Such" a" strategy" is" usually"
accompanied" by" amplification" of" (fictional" on" some" occasions)" goals," and"
achievements."A"very" recent"example"of" such"a"strategy"was"utilised"by" the"Global"





invoke" “emotional" identification”" among" its" members" and" potential" members.519"
















“erosion" of" the" hope" of" return”."Within" such" diasporas," organisations" heavily" use"
flags," songs," poetry," and" the" likes" as" instruments" of" survival" through" tying" the"




On" the" external" level," i.e" strategies" targeted" towards" outside" sources,"
organisations" assign" vital" significance" to" foreign" support" and" to" the" recognition" of"
the" international" community." Shain" suggests" a" set" of" questions" that" need" to" be"
explored"in"order"to"analyse"this"strategy."“How"many"international"patrons"enhance"
the" struggle" of" political" exiles?" What" determines" those" patrons’" policies" in" their"
interaction" with" exile" organizations?" What" tactics" do" political" exiles" employ" to"
encourage"international"support,"and"what"obstacles"are"they"likely"to"confront?”521""
Recognition"usually"stems"from"two"segments;" the"first"are"governments," including"
intergovernmental" organisations," and" the" second" is" the" civil" society," including"
transnational" nongovernmental" organisations," national" organisations," media," and"
private" organisations" and" individuals.522" The" form" of" recognition" granted" to"
organisations" usually" takes" the" shape" of" diplomatic" and" operational" aid," but" the"
presence"of"both"forms"does"not"guarantee"that"recognition"is"not"equivalent"to"lip"
service" that" feeds" the" fictional"desires"of"organisations,"and"supports" them"even" if"
psychologically."This"can"be"clearly" seen"within" the"Palestinian"organisations" in" the"
diaspora,"where"the"UN"recognition"of"Palestine"as"a"nonUmember"observer"state"in"
late" 2012"was" seen" as" a" victory" although" not" proven" on" the" ground" thus" far." This"
recognition"by"the"UN,"who"is"also"blamed"for"not"implementing"its"GA"Resolutions"
such"as"194"on"many"occasions,"was"enough"to"boost"the"morale"of"the"Palestinian"
diaspora" organisations" in" Belgium" and" lead" them" to" hang" nine" Palestinian" flags" in"











Returning" back" to" Shain’s" questions," the" number" of" international" patrons" that"
enhance"the"struggle"of"Palestine"and"the"Palestinians"is"significant,"the"capability"of"
this"number"in"face"of"powerful"states"is"not."The"host"countries,"the"region,"and"the"
international" community" determine" the" policies" of" patrons’" interaction" with"
organisations,"obstacles"are"present"on"each"level,"which"makes"effective"interaction"
(and"not"mere"lip"service)"difficult"to"achieve."The"tactics"used"to"encourage"support"





mainly" revolve" around" victimisation," Arab" nationalism/patriotism," and" religious"
significance" of" the" Palestinian" cause" and" land." The" obstacles" faced" in" the" three"
studied"countries,"and"although"differing"in"dynamics"and"shapes,"all"stem"from"the"
absence" of" a" state" in" today’s"world" of" states" and" nationUstates," and" the" power" of"
Israel"and"its"allies."Nonetheless,"Palestinian"diaspora"organisations"(and"members"of"
the" diaspora)" continue" to" mine" support" and" especially" from" governments" and"









less" stateless" groups" is" even" a" coarser" path" due" to" the" lack" of" key" elements" that"
facilitate"and"shape"the"dynamics"of"mobilisation."The"Palestinians" in" the"diaspora,"
namely" those" in" Belgium," Jordan," and" Lebanon" are" no" exception" to" the"
abovementioned." Despite" the" heterogeneity" in" their" compositions," opportunities,"
" 285"
everydayness,"statuses"and"generations,"the"Palestinians"in"the"diaspora"have"been"








process" of" creating" movement" structures" and" preparing" and" carrying" out" protest"
actions" which" are" visible" movement" “products”" addressed" to" actors" and" publics"
outside"the"movement”525"according"to"Rucht.""
"
Defensive," offensive," and" preparatory" are" ways" in" which" mobilisation" occurs."
Commencing"with"defensive"mobilisation,"this"type"refers"to"a"reaction"to"an"outside"
threat," where" members" of" a" group" gather" to" fight" the" enemy" in" one" shape" or"
another." This" mobilisation" approach," compared" to" the" other" two" clarified" below,"
challenges" the" assumption" that" mobilisation" is" predominantly" a" topUdown"
occurrence."Offensive"mobilisation"on"the"other"hand" is"mostly" topUdown,"where"a"
group"gathers" in" response"to"opportunities" leading"to" interests."Lastly,"preparatory"
mobilisation" occurs" when" a" group" gathers" its" resources" in" anticipation" of"
opportunities"and"threats" in"the"future."As" it" is"evident,"such"a"type"is"clearly"more"















resistance" according" to" Palestinians" (in" Palestine" and" in" the" diaspora)," and" are"
methods" of" facing" the" enemy" by" existing" and" surviving." Also" an" attribute" of"
Palestinian"diaspora"mobilisation"is"that"it"is"reactive"in"its"nature;"reactive"to"events"
and"dates"(escalation"of"conflict,"hunger"strike"of"prisoners,"remembrance"of"Nakba,"
commemoration" of" Land" Day," and" so" on)." For" example," when" looking" at" the"
titles/names"of"organised"activities"in"the"three"cases"studied,"one"can"easily"observe"
“in" support" of" prisoners" on" hunger" strike”," “on" the" occasion" of" Nakba”," “on" the"













importance," for" that" although" some" Palestinian" groups" in" the" diaspora" have"




to" mobilisation." Rewards" and" benefits" of" nationalism" are" customarily" offered" by"






determining" the" national" future”.528" Such" incentives" are" not" applicable" to" the"
stateless" Palestinians," for" that" citizenship" is" a" long" sought" for" dream,"belonging" to"
Palestinians" is" absent" in" practice" and" on" paper" although" present" in" minds" and"
(re)actions," and" participating" in" the" determination" of" the" national" future" is" not"
possible" for" that" the" Palestinians" are" not" yet" considered" nationals" of" what" they"
consider"their"nation."The"effectiveness"of" incentives" is"dependent"on"the"needs"of"
the" members" or" the" members" to" be," and" the" degree" of" sacrifice" expected" from"
them.529" What" Palestinians" need," apart" from" their" standard" constants," is" official"
being."Etzioni"classifies"the"ways"of"producing"compliance"into"three;"coercive"force,"
economic"control"over"material" resources,"and"normative"control" through"what"he"
calls" manipulation" of" symbols.530" According" to" Etzioni," most" organisations" use" all"
three"methods,"but"rely"heavily"on"one,"depending"on"the"nature"of"organisations.531"
In" the"case"of"Palestinians,"organisations"do"not"have"but"one"option"out"of" three,"
the" last;"what"Etzioni" calls"manipulation"of" symbols,"which" is"heavily" relied"on"and"
utilised"(Refer"to"Chapter"6"–"Section"on"Symbolism"of"Palestinian"Realities)."The"first"
two"options"are"not"applicable,"for"that"coercive"force"needs"force"to"start"with,"and"




organisations" to" rely" on" the" voluntary" commitment" of" members" generated" by"
intangible" rewards" (solidarity," commemoration" …" etc)" and" instrumentalisation" of"
symbols."This" can"also"be"applied" to" the"Palestinians,"who"mostly"and"most"of" the"
times" ‘gain’" intangible" rewards" from" mobilising" and" participating" in" events." An"
exception,"it"can"be"argued,"would"be"those"Palestinians"in"Lebanon"who"mobilise"to"
gain" material" benefits" from" shadows" of" Palestinian" political" parties," but" such"










On" a"more" rudimentary" level," the"mere" fact" of" a" nation" granting" its" citizenship" to"
someone" is" expected" to" be" translated" into" gratitude" in" return" for" “protection”."
Citizenship" and"Nationality," and"what" both" entail" from" representation," voting," and"
rights,"are"often"associated"with"“a"sense"of"nationalism"and"patriotism"…"[They"are"
like]"a"source"of"national"community"pride"and"a"primary"symbol"of" solidarity"with"
and"obligation"to"a"wider"community"with"which" the" individual" shares"cultural"and"
political" existence”.532" To" the" Palestinians," citizenship" is" not" the" generator" of"
gratitude," for" that" Palestinian" citizenship" and" nationality" are" not" privileges" the"
Palestinians" in" the" diaspora" enjoy." Despite" the" lack" of" citizenship," nationality,"
protection"and"obligation"to"and"from"Palestine,"the"Palestinians"remain"Palestinians"
in" the" definition" of" their" own"dictionaries." Although" this" lacking" element" does" not"





this" war" becomes" a"magnetic" force" of"mobilisation" dependent" on" national" loyalty"
and"patriotism."In"the"case"of"the"Palestinians,"the"homeland"has"been"at"war,"with"
escalations" and" deUescalations" that" look" like" a" heart" rate" monitor," and" this" war,"
especially"in"its"escalations,"has"been"a"magnetic"force"of"mobilisation"translated"to"




of" the" long" lasting" war." " Simultaneously," this" long" lasting" war" proved" to" have" a"
demobilising" effect" on" diaspora" mobilisation" during" the" absence" of" intense"
escalations,"where" Palestinians" await" certain" dates" to" commemorate" certain" days,"









can" be" rough." It" is" highly" possible" that" different" forms" of" limitations" hinder" the"
process," the" first"of"which" is" that" the"world"of"Diaspora"communities"and"Diaspora"
organisations" is"nowhere"near"united." Internal"divisions"and"conflicts" in"addition"to"
divisions" and" conflicts" in" homelands" “divert" energy" from" the" attainment" of" the"
ultimate" group" goal”.533" Diaspora" organisations" can" claim" that" selfUdetermination"
and" presence" on" homeland" soil" are" crucial" to" their" operation" and" functioning."
Members"of"a"Diaspora"might"only"make"do"with"unreachable"dreams"and"targets."
The"presence"or"lack"of"ties"to"the"homeland"regime"and"governmental"institutions,"
the" possibility" of" visiting" the" homeland," the" status" of" the" homeland," and" the"
perception"that"the"homeland"is"willing"to"negotiate"for"and"embrace"its"Diaspora"all"









how" the" mere" idea" of" political" mobilisation" is" in" itself" demobilising" for" it" is" a"
reminder" of" the" chronic" hopelessness" and" helplessness" the" stateless" Palestinians"
suffer" from," which" is" in" turn" reflected" in" the" types" of" activities" organised" in" the"
diaspora," and" the" targets" of" such" activities." An" exceptionally" clear" indicator" of"
statelessness"is"the"fact"that"the"Palestinian"diaspora"does"not"plead"to"(but"pleads"
for)" its" homeland" in" any" of" its" organised" activities," (for" instance" with" regards" to"









that" making" demands" to" random," unspecified," or" no" parties" is" existent" across" all"
studied" cases," an" indicator" of" lack" of" centre." Examples" of" this" phenomenon" in"
Belgium" include:" “support" prisoners" hunger" strike”," “free" prisoners”," “Free" free"
Palestine”,"“Palestine"in"our"blood"and"soul”,"and"“1,2,3"Palestine"free”"in"solidarity"
with" prisoners" or" solidarity" with" Gaza" against" aggression" events." The" same" is"
observable" in" Jordan" where" shouts" are" made" in" reference" to" Arab" or" Western"




and" opportunities" presented" to" each" case" (as" will" be" explained" in" chapter" 8)" is" a"










































































within" this" dissertation" are" good" examples" of" Autonomization," and" are" better"




its" unique" settings."On" the" level" of" comprehending" and" formulating" the" conflict," it"
can" be" concluded" that" transportation," in" both" its" shapes;" importation" and"
Autonomization," was" present." Using" the" official" narrative" to" officialise" being" as"
" 292"
Palestinians"from"Palestine"is"one"imported"aspect,"the"symbolisation"of"Palestine"to"
prove" its" existence" and" keep" it," along" with" PalestinianUness," alive" is" another," and"
finally" the" masculinisation" and" familialisation" of" participation" to" satisfy" and"
compensate" cultural" understandings" of" gender" roles" is" the" third," a" topic" worth"
further"research"in"future"projects.""






the" Palestinians" in" the" diaspora," the" outcomes" of" the" conflict" between" Israel" and"
Palestine,"are"unable"to"be"part"of"it,"which"leads"to"conflicting"understandings"of"the"
conflict," its" players," its" past," and" its" future." Thirdly," feminising" diaspora" being" and"
temporality" is" another" aspect" that" the" diaspora" autonomises." In" parallel" to" the"




their" manifestations" of" steadfastness," the" present" for" those" in" the" diaspora" is"
feminised"by"their"manifestations"of"their"helpless"and"powerless"wait.""
"
On" the" level" of" organisation" and" mobilisation," it" has" been" shown" earlier" in" this"
chapter" that" the"main" reasons"diasporas"organise" can"be"affected"by" statelessness"
despite"the"uniqueness"and"Autonomization"of"each"case"and"its"settings."The"same"
can" be" applied" to" the" levels" of" functioning" of" diaspora" organisations" (domestic,"
regional," global," entire" diaspora," diasporaUhomeland)," where" Autonomization" is"
clearly" present," but" statelessness" proved" to" be" stronger" by" yielding" the" same"
organisationalUoutcomes"across"all" three"cases"(Mostly"Solidarity"&"Remembrance)."
Similarly,"and"despite"the"apparent"Autonomization"from"homeland,"the"categories"




for"governments" (Jordan)"and"diplomatic" representations" (Belgium)," and"not"CSOs."
Also" despite" differences" between" the" cases" and" the" homeland," and" between" the"
cases"themselves,"some"variables"became"independent"as"a"result"of"statelessness;"






to" point" otherwise" (refer" to" Table" 7.3" sections" on" Levels" of" Organisation" and"
Characteristics"of"Organisation)."Such"organisations"mobilising"around"a"state"that"in"
practice"does"not"exist"resort"to"simple"and"complex"strategies"on"the" internal"and"
external" levels." Celebrating" and" commemorating" national" holidays" and"
remembrance"days"is"an"approach"widely"utilised"by"Palestinian"organisation"for"the"
amount"of"pride"and"pain," consecutively," it"awards" to"participants."Celebrating" the"
Land"Day" for" instance" is" sufficient" to" generate" and"mobilise" feelings" of" belonging,"
rootedness," and" existing," which" Palestinians" seek" desperately" due" to" their" existoF
cide." On" the" other" hand," commemorating" Al" Nakba" or" Al" Naksa" for" example," is"






through"any"other" source" is" a"hard" to"process" fact," therefore," any"attempts"which"
make"the"existence"of"Palestinians"easier"to"process"is"very"welcomed."Similarly,"the"












mode," in" reaction" to" some" (usually)" extreme"event."Defensive" here" is" not" physical"
though;"it"is"psychological,"mental,"and"emotional,"for"that"physical"defensiveness"is"
not" an" option" for" a" diaspora" detached" from"what" it" calls" its" land." This" bottom"up"
approach"of"mobilisation"is"an"approach"taken"by"powerless"and"poor"groups,"part"of"
which"is"true"of"the"Palestinian"diaspora,"and"part"of"which"is"not,"consecutively."The"
Palestinians" are" examples" of" powerlessness" in" terms" of" defending" the" homeland,"




in" Belgium," Jordan," and" Lebanon," and" the" mobilisation" modes" employed" by" the"
actors"and"political"entrepreneurs"within"the"three"countries."In"summary,"following"
this" Étude" on" Autonomization" and" Statelessness" is" a" Stateless" Fugue" consisting" of"



























Fugue:! ”a! contrapuntal! form! in! which! a! subject! theme! ("part"! or! "voice")! is!
introduced!and! then!extended!and!developed! through! some!number!of! successive!
imitations”.!534!
Analogy! –! a! contrapuntal! form! in! which! the! theme! of! social! movements! is!































diaspora! studies!might! offer! to! them! or! vice! versa.! At! a! first!
glance! one!might! argue! that! there! are! significant! differences!
between!social!movements!and!diaspora!movements.!However!
it! is! also! hard! not! to! see! the! commonalities.! Diaspora!
movements!share!many!characteristics!with!social!movements!
and! digging! deeper! in! the! social!movements! literature!might!






Diasporas" are" elements" of" and" in" a" hostUcountry’s" society," and" their" mobilisation"
depends" largely" on" the" shape" of" the" hostUcountry’s" political," economic," legal," and"
social"systems."Perceiving"Diasporas"as"irrational"longUdistance"nationalists"and"thus"
excluding" them" from" social" movement" literature" and" theories" is" ought" to" be"
reconsidered" 536," for" that" belonging" is" not" felt" nor" understood" in" the" logic" of"
either/or," it" is"not" static,"nor" is" it"measurable."Belonging" is"not"always"exclusive" to"
one" country" or" the" other," and" the" rationality" versus" irrationality" argument" should"
not"apply"when"what"is"being"talked"about"or"researched"are"feelings"and"not"figures"








that"some"of" them"(such"as"some"of" the"stateless"diasporas"present" in"our" today’s"






the" scope" of" this" research." Nonetheless," the" section" below" briefly" goes" through" a"
couple"of"definitions"for"the"sake"of"clarifying"how"closely"related"social"movements"
and" diaspora" movements" are," and" how" diaspora" movements" can" be" easily"
considered" as" a" subsection" of" social" movements." Defined," Social" Movements" are"
“networks" of" informal" interactions" between" a" plurality" of" individuals," groups," or"
associations," engaged" in" a" political" or" cultural" conflict," on" the" basis" of" a" shared"
collective" identity”" 537" as" per" Diani" and" Bison." A" Social"Movement" to"Wilson" is" “a"
conscious,"collective,"organized"attempt"to"bring"about"or"resist"largeUscale"change"in"
the" social" order" by" nonUinstitutionalized" means”.538" What" can" be" observed" in" the"
abovementioned"definitions,"that"do"not"happen"to"differ"a"lot"in"content"from"other"
unlisted"definitions," is" that" they"can"apply" to"Diaspora"Movements."Therefore," it" is"
surprising"that"both"fields"have"not"been"fused"earlier"except"in"few"cases"such"as"in"
Baser" and" Swain539," Adamson540," and" Sökefeld541." Combining"both" fields" can"prove"


























the" stateless" Palestinians" in" the" closed" refugee" camps" of" Lebanon," will" be"
investigating" an" unstudied" aspect" of" statelessness" and" social" movement;" that" of"
statelessness" combined"with" rejection," restriction," and" exclusion" from" basic" rights"
and"needs,"and"will"investigate"if"and"how"the"abovementioned"affect"the"dynamics"











these! factors! [Political! Opportunities,! Mobilizing! Structures,!
and! Framing!Processes],! thus! yielding!a!better! understanding!
of!social!movement!dynamics…!There!exist!many!relationships!














common" practice.544" Shain" and" Barth" concluded" that" the" “basic" nature" of" the"
hostland"regime"determines"the"ability"of"a"diaspora"to"organise"influence;"indeed,"it"







investigate" similarities" in" the" effects" of" statelessness" on" the" organisation" and"
mobilisation"of" the"three"aforementioned"groups." In"order" to"achieve"the"aim," it" is"




So"what" are" Political"Opportunities,"Mobilising" Structures," and" Framing"Processes?"
Sidney" Tarrow" defines" Political" Opportunities" as" “consistent" –" but" not" necessarily"
formal," permanent," or" national" –" signals" to" social" or" political" actors" which" either"
encourage" or" discourage" them" to" use" their" internal" resources" to" form" social"
movements”.546" Stemming" from" Resource" Mobilisation" theory" and" the" Political"
Process"Model"comes" the"second" factor;"Mobilising"Structures,"which"refers" to" the"
“collective"vehicles," informal"as"well"as" formal," through"which"people"mobilize"and"





















importance" in" investigating" the" cases" studied" in" this" dissertation," theory" and"






Is" the" presence" of" Political" Opportunity" always" an" opportunity?" Do" members" of"
stateless"diasporas,"hybrids,"and"the"unrepresented,"perceive"opportunities"as"such?"
Does" opportunity" to" the" abovementioned" change" the" dynamics" and" shapes" of"
mobilisation"from"one"hostUland"to"the"other?"Where"do"theory"and"practice"meet"
and" where" do" they" diverge" in" such" cases?" All" those" questions" and" more" will" be"





In" a" mission" to" conceptualise" Political" Opportunity," scholars" such" as" Kriesi" and"
Tarrow"have"identified"multiple"dimensions"that"impact"the"structuring"of"collective"









A" change" in" any" of" the" signals" of" the" aforementioned" dimensions" can" encourage"
mobilisation"and"can"be"perceived"as"an"opportunity,"“but"the"form"the"mobilization"
takes"is"very"likely"to"be"affected"by"the"kind"of"opportunity"presented”.550""
Various" theorists" and" scholars" have" various" views" on" which" signals" lead" to"





When" studying" Social" Movements" through" Political" Opportunities," scholars" have"
focused"on"few"or"all"of"the"aforementioned"dimensions."Tarrow,"Kriesi,"and"Rucht"
focused"on" the" first" three"dimensions,"while"McAdam"and"Brockett" focused"on" all"
four."Scholars"such"as"Donatella"della"Porta"merged"the"first"and"the"last"dimensions"
explaining" that" “state" repression" is" really" more" an" expression" of" the" general"









open"and"closed" factors”552," therefore," it" is"not" the"relative"openness"or"closure"of"
the"system,"but"the"mix"of"open"and"closed"factors"that"yields"movement.""
"
Lacking" from" all" the" abovementioned" points," especially" to" those" studying"
social" movements" solely" via" political" opportunities," is" a" very" critical" component;"
namely" culture." Gamson" and" Meyer" have" noticed" this" gap" and" noted" that"





of" Political" Opportunity," in" an" attempt" to" connote" more" than" just" the" political"
context"of"a"movement."Context"Structure"according"to"Rucht"denotes"“the"factors"in"
a" movement’s" environment" which" facilitate" or" limit" the" building" of" specific"
movement" structure," resource" collection," and" eventual" carrying" out" of" protest"
activities”.554" Rucht" argues" that" the" Political" Opportunity" Structure" suffers" from"
deficiencies"in"the"following"areas:"1)"lack"of"clear"definition"of"the"word"structure,"2)"
the"concept"best"fits"to"explain"movements"that"focus"on"political"power"although"in"
some"cases," the" focus"should"be"on"cultural"and"social" factors"besides" the"political"

















behaviors" of" individuals" who" may" (or" may" not)" provide" support" such" as" money,"
organizational" help," or" participation" in" protest" events”." The" social" context" is" the"
“embedding"of"social"movements"in"their"social"environment"including"2"aspects;"1)"
social" milieus" and" networks" which" either" facilitate" or" restrict" the" forming" of"
collective" identity" and" the" building" of" movement" structures," 2)" the" overall" social"
stratification" or" class" structure" of" a" society”." Lastly" is" the" political" context," which"


























































































































Manifold" political" aspects" as" well" as" cultural" and" social" ones" affect" Political"
Opportunities." Detaching" politics" from" cultural" and" social" aspects" when" analysing"









Living" in" an" open" political" system," where" diffusion" of" power" between" regions" is"
practiced"and"where"the"stability"of"the"broad"set"of"elite"alignments"is"minimal,"the"
Palestinians" in" Belgium" practice" their" citizen" rights" without" the" presence" of"
repression"or"oppression"by"the"state."Opportunity"to"organise"and"mobilise" is"vast"
given" that" the" capital" of" Belgium" happens" to" be" the" capital" of" Europe" where"
European"Union"institutions"operate"and"decisions"on"world"issues"are"made."Allies"
to"elites"in"Belgium"are"present"(such"as"the"Council"of"the"EU"working"on"the"Middle"
East" Peace" Process," the" Parliament" of" Wallonia" working" on" BDS," the" European"
Parliament" Delegation" for" Relations" with" Palestine" working" to" enforce" a" clear"
position" on" Palestine)," but" indirectly," for" that" linking" between" the" Palestinian"
demands" and" the" Belgian" elites" is" the" diplomatic" representation" of" Palestine" in"
Belgium," Luxembourg," and" the" EU."When"observed," this" diplomatic" representation"
mimics"the"role"of"a"state"in"making"demands,"holding"talks,"and"lobbying,"where"the"










With" regards" to" Rucht’s" Cultural" Context," members" of" the" Palestinian" diaspora" in"
Belgium"prefer"showing"support"in"the"form"of"networking"rather"than"in"a"monetary"
form."Scepticism,"lack"of"trust,"and"fear"from"intensions"of"other"fellow"Palestinians"
seem"to"steer" the" interaction"between"members"of" the"diaspora,"especially"males."
“They"think"that"we"are"after"harming"them,"they"think"we"are"putting"them"under"
surveillance,"they"still"have"the"homeland"mentality"of"being"scared"all"the"time."We"
are" not" ghouls," we" are" here" working" for" them”" said" a" Palestinian" diplomat" in"
Brussels."560"Support"in"the"form"of"organisational"help"is"restricted"and"limited"to"a"
handful" of" members," and" the" same" can" be" applied" to" participation" in"
movements/events," where" the" same" organisers" and" the" same" participants" have"
repetitively" showed"up" to"observed"events."On" the" level"of" the"Social"Context," the"
social" environment" that" the" Palestinians" in" Belgium" live" in" embeds" social"
movements," (Belgium" in" general" and" Brussels" in" particular" witness" protests" and"
demonstrations" regularly" and" are" considered" a" basic" right" for" citizens)," and"
Palestinian" organisers" have" taken" full" advantage" of" this" aspect" while" planning"
activities"and"actions,"adhering"to"Belgian"laws"and"issuing"permits"before"organising"
and" mobilising." There" are" social" milieus" and" networks" that" facilitate" forming" a"
collective" identity," although"not" only" Palestinian," but" includes"Arab" and"Muslim" at"
some"points,"but"these"milieus"and"networks"fail"in"building"movement"structures"for"
that" imported" divisions" prevail." Although" social" stratification" is" observable" in"
Belgium,"and"especially" in" large"cities,"the"Palestinians"are"not"stratified"because"of"
their" PalestinianUness," but" because" of" their" ArabUness" and" on" some" occasions"
MuslimUness.""










When"present" versus" counterUmovements" (competing" factional"movements" in" this"
case),"interaction"takes"the"form"of"verbal"and/or"physical"violent"conflict.562""




absent," the" ability" of" opponents" to" try" to" limit" social" movement" mobilisation"

































Gives" more" power" to" the"
General" Delegation" of"





















Providing" support" is" limited"

















































activities" and" events" " (such"
as" recurrent" and" weekly"
meetings" and"
demonstrations" in" front" of"
Bourse" in" Brussels," or" the"
Rassemblement" pacifique" et"
silencieux" en" soutien" à" la"


































































From"what"has"been"detailed"above," it" is" clear" that"opportunities"do"exist,"despite"
the" absence" of" change" in" any" of" the" dimensions" [Table" 8.1" U" 1" to" 4]." The" Context"
Structures,"and"especially"the"embedding"of"social"movements"in"the"environment"is"
an"opportunity"for"organisation"and"mobilisation"in"Belgium,"and"can"be"considered"
the" reason" why" Palestinians" organise" events" and" activities" despite" their" small"
numbers" (±4000)" and" despite" the" results" that" can" be" defined" as" futile" when"
compared" to" the" large" and" diverse" demands" (such" as" freeing" Palestine," freeing"
prisoners,"ending"the"occupation,"and"the"application"of"UN"resolutions).""
"
During" the" period" between" the" first" quarter" of" 2012" and" early" 2014," 9" observed"
activities"were" organised" by" organisations" claiming" that" they" are" representing" the"
Palestinians"in"Belgium,"such"as"ABP"and"CPBL."Out"of"the"9"activities"and"events,"5"
were" in! solidarity! with! (Rassemblement" special" en" soutien" aux" prisonniers"









legal" …" etc." Organisers" were" cooperating" together" for" the" sponsorship" and"
mobilisation" for" events," which" was" evident" through" eUmail" communications" and"





Indeed" the" Jordanians" of" Palestinian" origins" are" hybrids," and" indeed" they" identify"
themselves" as" both" Jordanians," and" Palestinians." Being" numerous," represented" by"





The" Jordanian" institutionalised" political" system" is" moderately" positioned" between"
openness" and" closure," depending" on" the" issue" at" stake" and" on" surrounding"
circumstances." Issues" like"freedom"of"speech"and"expression,"for"example,"are"new"
yet" limited"occurrences" in"Jordan,"especially"after"the"Arab"uprisings"of"2010/2011."
Prior" to" those" years," such" freedoms" were" restricted," heavily." On" the" other" hand,"
issues"related"to"participation"of"Jordanians"from"all"background"in"politics"has"been"
practiced" for"decades,"making" the" Jordanians"of"Palestinian"origin"active"players" in"
politics"making" in" Jordan." For" example," Jordanians" of" Palestinian"origins" are" active"
members"in"several"political"‘parties’"such"as"the"Islamic"Action"Front,"the"Arab"Baath"
Socialist" Party" (Jordan)," the" Jordanian" Democratic" Popular" Unity" Party," the" Arab"
Progressive"Baath"Party" among"others," as"well" as"members"of" parliamentary"blocs"
such"as"the"Independents,"and"the"Reform"blocs"in"the"current"Jordanian"parliament.""
Elite" alignments" within" Jordan" are" present" although" on" basis" far" from" party"
affiliation." Political" parties" are" an" occurrence" that" can" also" be" considered" recent,"
given"that"their"rise"only"occurred"in"the"1990s,"and"given"that"the"culture"and"idea"
of" parties" is" yet" to" be" deeply" embedded" within" the" society" as" a" whole." Electing"
members" of" parliament" is" usually" based" on" ties," familial" (including" tribal)" or"





allies" are" the" common" form" of" opportunity." Given" the" closeness" of" Palestine" to"
Jordanians"of"both"origins,"elites"routinely"act"as,"and"are"considered"allies."The"field"
of"elite"generation"and"presence"is"mainly"the"Parliament,"where"the"flag"of"Palestine"
has" been" waved" and" the" flag" of" Israel" has" been" burned" on" many" occasions."
Oppression"and"repression"have"been"an"aspect"of"criticism"towards"Jordan,"usually"
by" the"west," and" until" 2010/2011," the" Jordanians" felt" oppressed" and" repressed" in"
practice,"even"if"the"reflected"showed,"and"still"shows,"otherwise."For"example,"the"
largest" (although"not"currently"represented" in"the"government)"opposition"“party”,"
the"Muslim"Brotherhood," have"been" “facing"difficulties" and" fierce"opposition" from"
the"government"in"attempts"to"weaken"the"Brotherhood"movement”"and"a"lot"of"its"
members" have" been" “laid" off" their" jobs" because" of" their" political" orientation”." In"
addition"to"that,"the"movement"has"been"“denied"the"right"to"initiate"NGOs"and"even"
lead" sermons" at" mosques”." 563" It" is" also" worth" noting" that" repression" is" not" only"
practiced" on" Jordanians" of" both" origins," but" also" extends" to" (suspected)" activists"





here"were" these" Jordanians," who"were" supposed" to" be" our" allies" and" supporters,"
squeezing"me" as" hard" as" they" could" for" information" about" Fatah." For" two"months"
they" never" left" me" alone" …" Today" they" won’t" let" me" back" into" Jordan”" 564" says"









happened" to" Bassam" a" few" decades" ago" still" happens" to" others" from" similar" and"
different"backgrounds"and"origins.""
"
On" the" Context" Structure" of" Political" Opportunity," commencing" with" the" Cultural"
Context,"providing"financial"support"to"organisations"working"especially"with"and"on"
Palestine" is" the"most" dominant" form" of" support." Donations," financial" adoption" of"
orphans" from" Palestine," and" aid" during" and" after" eruptions" of" violent" conflict"
between"Palestine"and"Israel"are"the"practiced"form"of"Cultural"Context."For"example"
campaigns" to" adopt" orphans" from" Palestine," or" campaigns" to" support" or" rebuild"
Gaza,"and"so"on."
As" for" the"Social"Context," the"culture"of" social"movements" is"not"embedded" in" the"
society," and" is" a" recent" practice" as" stated" earlier," social"milieus" and" networks" are"
existent" especially" on" the" level" of" forming" a" collective" identity," and" absent" on" the"
level" of" building" movement" structures." The" overall" social" stratification" and" class"
structure"is"a"mélange,"making"otherness"not"easily"and"clearly"felt,"and"othering"not"
easily" and" plainly" practiced." The" Political" Context" is" also" situated" on" a" moderate"
level," where" access" to" party" systems" (or" its" available" equivalent)" and" political"




















Presence"of"Elite"Allies" Present"" Political" elites" such" as"
Members" of" Parliament" act"




(usually" those" in" ‘Palestine’"
not" in" Jordan)" turning"




Moderate Possibility" of" forming" long"
term" alignments" or" long"
term"plans" is" low"due"to" the"
constant" cabinet" shuffles"
and" House" of" Commons"

















































































































































From" what" has" been" detailed" above," the" chances" of" mobilisation" seem" to" be"
favourable" despite" the" obstacles" faced." In" practice," and" although" two" of" the"
dimensions"(Table"8.1"–"from"1,2,3,4)"have"changed,"the"political"opportunity"has"not"
led" to" any" largeUscale" demonstration" of" political" mobilisation," for" that" during" the"
period"of"observing"activities"and"events"to"utilise"in"this"research,"7"activities"related"




All" events"were"marked"with"multiUmessages" and"multiUdemands," and"many"were"




NonUmovements," might" be" the" right" term" to" utilise" in" reference" to" the" social"
movement" of" Palestinians" in" Jordan." Such" a" characteristic" is" not" shocking" when"





“collective" action" of" dispersed" and" unorganized" actors" …"made" and"
realized"mostly" through" direct" actions," rather" than" through" exerting"
pressure" on" to" authorities" to" concede—something" that" the"
conventionallyUorganized" social" movements" (like" labor" or"
environment"movements)"usually"do."In"a"sense,"the"nonUmovements"
emerge" as" an" unUarticulated" strategy" to" reduce" the" cost" of"
mobilization"under" the" repressive"conditions."They"may"also"emerge"
under" nonUrepressive" but" unresponsive" governments" when" the"







nullius’?" Does" the" presence" or" absence" of" such" opportunities" affect" their"
organisation" and" mobilisation" or" change" its" shape?" When" considering" the"
Palestinians" in" Lebanon" as" a" case" study," one" is" forced" to" bear" in" mind" that" the"
Palestinians" are" physically" included" in" Lebanon," but" practically" excluded" from" it."
Holding" no" identification" linking" them" to" their" host" country," the" Palestinians" in"
Lebanon"carry"a"Refugee"ID"that"barely"guarantees"their"basic"needs"and"rights."The"
right"to"participation"in"Lebanese"politics"is"lacking,"and"has"been"lacking"ever"since"








group," is" crucial" for" mapping" the" birth" of" campUderived" alternatives" that"
mechanically"affect"Social"Movements."
"
The" relative" openness" or" closure" of" the" Lebanese" political" system" is"
moderate," consisting" of" a"mix" of" open" and" close" depending" on" the" issue" at" hand,"
leaning"towards"closure"in"issues"related"to"religion,"and"openness"in"issues"relating"
to" freedom"of" speech"and"expression." Its" elite"alignments"are" far" from"stable," and"
swing" in" all" directions" depending" on" current" issues" and" temporalities," intensifying"
around" elections" and" conflict,"where" ‘enemies’" become" allies," and" vice" versa." The"
exclusion"of"the"Palestinians"from"Lebanese"politics"makes"the"presence"of"elite"allies"
impracticable," but" elite" allies" with" the" idea" of" Palestine" and" its" cause" are" present"
considering" that" Israel" is" Lebanon’s" ‘enemy’" mainly" because" of" the" occupation" of"






Social" Context" and" Political" Context," although" with" limitations" relating" mostly" to"
geopolitics."On"the"other"hand,"to"the"Palestinians"inhabiting"camps"in"Lebanon,"and"
within"camp"borders," the"Cultural"Context"exists" in" the" form"of"organisational"help"




and" theoretically" impossible" given" that" the" Palestinians" in" Lebanon" are" neither"
represented"by"Lebanon,"nor"by"Palestine,"and"the"formation"of"alliance"structures"
suffers" from" the" same." The" presence" of" opponents" able" to" limit" mobilisation" is"
irrelevant"given"that"mobilisation"is"generated"and"practiced"behind"the"fences"and"
walls" of" camps," places" that" the" Lebanese" authority" does" not" control." So," how" do"
Palestinian" refugees" adapt" with" their" statelessness" in" a" state?" And" how" do" they"
" 317"



















































































































































































































































































































































































































As" previously" mentioned," theories" state" that" a" change" in" any" of" the" first" four"
dimensions"(Table"8.1"U"1,2,3,4)"can"encourage"mobilisation,"and"also"state"that"the"





Remembrance" and" Commemoration" of" preset" dates" in" Palestinian" history," usually"
agony"(Nakba,"Naksa,"Land"Day,"Martyr"Day"…"etc)."34"out"of"43"observed"organised"
events" and" activities" in" the" camps" of" Lebanon" were" of" remembrance" and"
" 321"
commemoration"of" the" state" they"once"owned"and"will" once" return" and" return" to"
(Refer"to"annex"E"for"further"details)."Being"unrepresented"in"Lebanon"or"Palestine,"
i.e" stateless," has" led" to" a" unique" form"of"movement," one" that" rarely" contains" any"
demands."There" is"no"party" representing" the"Palestinians" in"Lebanon,"and"no"state"
claiming"their"belonging"to"it,"therefore,"there"is"no"body"to"demand"from."Although"
Palestinians" are" aware" of" the" fact" that" they" are" not" represented" by," and" do" not"
represent," neither" their" host" country" nor" their" homeland," they" still" organise" and"
remember" Palestine," for" that" keeping" Palestine" alive" in" any" shape" is" what" keeps"
them"alive"and"gives"them"hope"under"the"dire"circumstances"of"their"everyday"lives."
Demonstrations"of"this"can"be"seen"through"the"Return"Key"painted"all"around"camps"
and" the" lifeUonUhold" aspect" of" PalestinianUness." It" is" worth" noting" that" a" lot" of"





until"death." 568"Central" to"being"stateless" is" this"polarisation"between"hopelessness"
and"attachment"and" the"manifestations"of" interrelation"between" the" two"different"
poles." Such" demonstrations" are" reserved" for" the" Palestinians" in" Lebanon,"who" are"





















This"section"aims"at"unfolding"how"mobilising"structures" for" the"Palestinians" in" the"
three"studied"countries"look"like,"how"such"structures"are"chosen,"and"how"they"are"
affected" by" the" settings" surrounding" them." By" doing" so," this" section" will" be"




informal"to"formal"and"encompassing"structures"present" in"everyday" life" like"family"
and" friends," stretching" to" organisations," unions," committees" and" associations,"






It" is" worth" noting" that" when" studying" the" mobilising" structures" throughout" this"
dissertation,"the"Formal"forms"of"the"structure"are"focused"upon,"for"that"the"scope"
of" the" research" mainly" revolves" around" Civil" Society" Organisations" and" the"
" 323"
Palestinian" Diasporas" as" groups" not" as" individuals." Nonetheless," it" is" also" worth"
mentioning"that"on"the"Informal" level,"the" level"of"the"basic"structures"of"everyday"
life," everything" related" to" Palestine" and" PalestinianUness" is" highly" politicised." This"
politicisation" is" reflected" upon" and" is" observable" on" the" Hybrid" level" as" well,"
especially"in"Prayer"Groups."No"Friday"sermon"or"group"lesson"during"escalations"of"
conflict" in"Palestine"passes"without"politicising" religion" (or" religionising" politics)" for"
instance." Palestinians" and" those" sympathising"with" their" cause" seem" to" survive" on"









include" particular" ‘tactical" repertoires’," particular" ‘social"
movement" organizational’" forms," and" ‘modular" social"
movement" repertoires’…" and" the" range" of" everyday" life"
micromobilization" structural" social" locations" that" are" not"
aimed" primarily" at" movement" mobilization," but" where"
mobilization" may" be" generated:" these" include" family" units,"
friendship" networks," voluntary" associations," work" units," and"
element"of"the"state"structure"itself”.569"
"
An" assortment" of" points" is" of" importance" for" understanding"mobilising" structures."
For"example,"coherence"is"key"with"regards"to"mobilising"structures,"which"includes"





functioning" movement”570." Similarly," the" “range! and! diversity" of" structures"




Mapping" theories" to" empirical" data" resulted" in" both" similarities" and" differences"
between"the"cases"studied."(Table"8.5)""
In" terms" of" coherence" of" mobilising" structural" organisation," on" the" ground," it" is"
divided" into" two," consistency" and" formation! of! a! unified! whole." Consistency" is"
something" that" the" Palestinians" and" whoever" organises" and" mobilises" them" are"
forced" to" be" specialists" in." Demands" have" been" consistent" for" decades," and"
approaches" have" been" images" of" each" other" despite" sometimesUapparent"
differences."Wherever" they" are,"whatever" activity" is" organised"and"participated" in,"
state,"return,"and"liberation,"along"with"the"frequently"echoed"demand"of"Jerusalem"
as" a" capital," are" the" constants." In" practice," and" although" such" constants" are"
unanimously"agreed"upon,"Palestinians"fall"short"of"forming"a"unified"whole"except"






studied" cases" vary" widely" on" this" level." Coordination" appears" to" be" a" natural"
occurrence"in"Belgium"(such"as"coordination"between"CPBL"and"ABP)"where"different"
organisers"plan"and"attend"the"same"events,"some"of"which"are"shared."The"same"is"












coordination" between" different" and" separate" mobilising" structures" is" rare." For"
example," the"Muslim"Brotherhood"reacts"on" its"own," the"professional"unions" react"
on"their"own"(as"one"body)"and"so"on."The"only"occasion"where"coordination"can"be"
observed" is" via" events" organised" by" leftists" (or" leftist" ‘parties’)." There" is" no"
straightforward" and" simple" answer" to" why" this" happens," but" explications" might"
range" from" limited" numbers" of"members/affiliates/loyalists" per" party" to" the" (self)"
perception" that" leftist" parties" in" fact" constitute" the" opposition" and" thus" operate"
jointly." As" for" Lebanon," the" exclusion" and" closed" space" setting" of" Palestinians" and"
Palestinian" led" organisations" means" that" most" organisations" operate" in" various"
Palestinian" camps" across" Lebanon," which" in" turn" leads" to" coordination" between"





Yet" despite" the" aforementioned" heterogeneities" in" the" shapes" and" dynamics" of"
coordination,"mobilising"structures"within"the"three"countries"tend"to" lean"towards"
the"formation"of"narrow!structures"attempting"to"achieve"structural"aspirations"via"
diverse" demands" and" goals." Organisations" working" with/on" Palestinian" issues"
advertise"and"are"structured"on"a"wide!range"of"goals"despite"their"inability"to"satisfy"
most" of" such" goals." Such" occurrences" are" observed" through" the" organisations’"







and" to" the" sharpness! of! social! boundaries" that" comprise" all" those" who" share" a"
" 326"
common"characteristic(s)”,"and"Netness" refers" to" the"“density!of!networks" among"
group"members"that"link"them"to"each"other"by"means"of"interpersonal"bonds”."573""
Applying"Catness"and"Netness"to"the"cases"of"the"Palestinian"diaspora"studied"in"this"
dissertation," it" is" observable" that" Catness" is" significantly" strong" in" terms"of" shared"
identity" in" a" group." PalestinianUness" is" a" very" strong" demonstration" of" being" and"
existing" that" is" portrayed" in" everydayness" as"well" as" during" occasions" and" events."
Few"are"the"Palestinian"houses"that"do"not"contain"either"an"image,"a"flag,"a"picture,"
an"artefact,"or"a"souvenir"directly"related"to"Palestine."Micromobilisation"whether"it"
is" considered" political" or" emotional" is" a" dominant" feature" in" the" case" of" the"
Palestinians," especially" those" in" the" diaspora." In" terms" of" sharpness" of" social"
boundaries" that" includes" all" those" who" share" being" of" Palestinian" origin," the"
sharpness" varies" within" the" studied" cases." In" Belgium," the" sharpness" is" weak," let"
alone" marred" with" scepticism" and" distrust" very" loud" to" an" extent" the" unspoken"
becomes" heard." In" Jordan," this" sharpness" is" moderate," mostly" dependent" on" the"
village," or" the" city,"members" of" the" group" originate" from."A" lot" of" Palestinian" and"
PalestineUrelated" associations" are" formed" based" on" region" or" area" of" origin," each"
village"or"city"has"its"association,"and"in"some"occasions"each"family"(extended"family"
depending" on" last" name)" has" its" own" association." This" can" be" explained" by" the"
presence"of"a"large"number"of"Palestinians"in"Jordan,"and"to"their"hybrid"identity"that"
makes" their" social" boundaries" moderately" sharp." In" Lebanon" on" the" other" hand,"
social"boundaries"are"very"strong,"which"is"not"surprising"given"that"the"Palestinians"




The" density" of" networks" among" Palestinians" that" links" them" together" in" terms" of"
interpersonal" bonds" also" varies" among" the" three" studied" cases;" weak" in" Belgium,"
moderate"in"Jordan,"and"strong"in"Lebanon"as"a"coping"mechanism"to"survive"living"





spot," along" with" neighbours" from" the" same" extended" family" or" same" village" back"
home"for"decades."Without"strong"interpersonal"bonds,"living"would"be"intolerable."
Walking" through" the" alleyways" of" camps," one" can" easily" and" around" the" clock"
observe" families," relatives," neighbours," women," men," and" children" sitting" outside"







points" six" obstacles" movements" face" that" must" be" surmounted." Attracting! new!
members"is"the"first,"which"is"an"obstacle"the"Palestinian"movements"struggle"with."
Almost" seven" decades" after" the" Nakba" and" numerous" failures" and" defeats" in"
achieving" goals" and" demands," attracting" new" members" to" join" any" movement"
related"to"Palestine"has"proven"to"be"a"challenge"especially" in"Belgium"and"Jordan,"
where"the"numbers"of"and"variation"in"Palestinian"participants"is"relatively"low.""
Some" theorists" say" that"any" failure" in" social"movement"mobilisation"can"“alter" the"
shape"and"likelihood"of"future"collective"action”575"and"that"such"failures"demoralise"
organisations"as"well"as"individuals."This"is"true"in"the"case"of"Palestinians,"especially"





Palestinians" in" Belgium" and" Lebanon," but" is" the" case" for" those" in" Jordan."













been" and" is" weak," although" existent." Attracting" bystanders" on" the" global" level,"
especially" in" Belgium," has" been" successful," for" that" Global" Justice" Movements"




events" is"an"advantage" the"Palestinians" in" Jordan"enjoy."Making"up" roughly"half"of"
the"population,"and"living"in"a"country"where"the"Question"of"Palestine"is"central"to"
its" government"and"politics," the"Palestinians" can"easily" access"media"and"generate"
coverage." They"even"own"TV"and" radio" channels" (such" as"Ro’ya" TV)," and" are" chief"
editors" in" newspapers" (such" as" Addustour)" for" example." The" opposite" applies" to"
those" in" Belgium" and" Lebanon," where" in" the" former" the" Palestinians" are" a" very"
minuscule" minority" (even" when" organisers" contact" Arab" media," they" rarely" show"
up)576" who" can" barely" generate" presence" to" organised" activities," and" in" the" latter"
Palestinians" although" constituting" 10%" of" Lebanon’s" ‘population’" are" isolate" of"
Lebanon"and"its"media"outlets"unless"what"is"covered"is"related"to"outlaws"hiding"in"
camps" or" clashes" between" camp" inhabitants" and" the" Lebanese" army." Otherwise,"
camps" are" a" fertile" ground" for" documentaries" and" sporadic" news" reports." To" the"
Palestinians" in" Lebanon,"media" coverage" is" equivalent" to" social"media" coverage"by"












and" disconnected" from" their" homeland," are" also" detached" and" disconnected" from"
what" they" consider" their" ultimate" enemy." Opposing" Israelis" (as" individuals)" is" not"
practiced" in" Belgium" where" Israelis" are" present," and" inapplicable" in" Jordan" and"
Lebanon" where" Israelis" are" not" overtly" present." The" opponent" component" thus,"




where" opposition" only" occurs" on" levels" of" elections" in" the" Professional" Unions"
Complex,"but"do"not"result"in"restraining"options."In"Belgium,"this"opposition"is"clear"
and" although" does" not" result" in" restraining" options," can" be" a" hindrance" especially"
when"opposition"turns" into"violent"verbal"or"physical"clashing."Lebanon"is"the"most"
extreme"of"cases"when"it"comes"to"the"ability"to"restrain"opponent"options,"for"that"
opponents" are" armed," usually" heavily," curfews" are" enforced," and" shootings" and"
killings" are" not" rarities." As" a" result" of" the" aforementioned," it" is" noticed" that" some"
camps" lean" towards" loyalty" to" Fatah," while" others" lean" towards" Hamas" (or" other"






some" circumstances," like" that" in" Belgium" where" Palestinians" do" not" exceed" 4000"
individuals." Although" a" lot" of" protests" are" carried" out" in" front" of" European"
institutions"like"the"Parliament"or"the"Commission,"such"events"are"not"large"in"terms"









to" shape" public" policy" and" state" action" when" it" comes" to" Palestine" and" the"
Palestinians.""








































































Catness" Very"Strong" Strong" Very"Strong!




























































































assign! meaning! to! and! interpret,! relevant! events! and!






Framing" Processes" are" “conscious" strategic" efforts" by" groups" of" people" to" fashion"
shared"understandings"of"the"world"and"of"themselves"that"legitimate"and"motivate"
collective"action”.580"Framing"Processes"are"located"between"Political"Opportunities"
and" Mobilising" Structures," and" the" shape" of" such" processes" affects" the" overall"
collective" (in)action" of" a" certain" group." For" effective" Framing," a" group" must" be"














optimistic" that" collective" action" will" lead" to" redressing" the" problem.581" When"
associated" to" the" cases" studied," it" is" clear" that" Palestinians" are" aggrieved," since"
decades," about" an" aspect(s)" in" their" lives" (occupation," being" refugees," living" in"
camps,"feelings"of"otherness,"statelessness,"injustice""…"among"a"lot"more),"but"what"
Palestinians"in"general"seem"not"to"have"is"optimism"in"the"present."Optimism"about"
the" future," the"distant" future," (by"Palestinians" inside"and"outside" the"homeland"as"
well" as" Arabs" and" (culturally)" Muslims)" is" extremely" strong," demonstrated" in" the"
belief" that" Palestine" will" be" liberated" before" judgment" day" according" to"
interpretations" of" Holy" Scriptures." Despite" what" can" be" called" pessimism" of" the"
present,"the"Palestinians"still"organise"and"mobilise,"even"if"within"certain"limits"and"










cast" behavior" and" events" in" an" evaluative"mode" and" suggest" alternative"modes" of"
action”.582"
On" the" Culture" level," and" despite" the" heterogeneity" of" the" Palestinian" diaspora"
studied," this" level" is" almost" homogenous" in" terms" of" beliefs" and" understandings,"
symbols"and"language.""The"three"studied"cases"share"liberation,"state,"and"return"as"
constants"and"recurrent"beliefs,"present"in"all"organised"and"nonUorganised"activities,"
accompanied" by" the" belief" in" the" holiness" of" the" land," and" the" ‘brutality’" of" the"
‘Zionists’."Understandings"about"what"Palestine"is"and"who"Palestinians"are"are"also"











be" observed" in" all" three" cases," even" chants" and" shouts" are" surprisingly" similar"
despite"the"difference"in"language"in"the"case"of"Belgium,"where"chants"are"mostly"in"
French," and" in" addition" to" chants" leaning" towards"utilizing" the" language"of" human"
rights" such"as" “Children"of"Gaza,"Children"of"Palestine," it" is" humanity" that" is" being"












1967." This" aforementioned" variation" depends" on" the" occasion," speakers," invitees,"
attendees"and"so"on."When" the" speakers"and" the"attendees"are"ordinary" (position"
wise)" Palestinians," the" framing" of" Liberation" leans" towards" 1948" Palestine," and" in"
cases"where"the"speakers"and"attendees"are"a"mix"of"Palestinians"and"people"from"
elsewhere,"the"framing"leans"towards"1967."The"same"can"be"applied"to"the"status"of"
Palestine," state," country," other." In" the" case" of" Palestinians" in" Jordan," the" ideology"
seems" to" be" a"mélange" of" Liberation" with" a" hint" of" armed" struggle," especially" to"
believers"in"martyrdom."Palestinians"in"Lebanon"are"situated"on"the"other"end"of"the"





On"the" level"of"Frames,"where"metaphors," symbolic" representations,"and"cognitive"
signals" are" used" to" create" actions," the" Palestinians" rely" heavily" on" visuals" and"
visualisation" in" addition" to" the" auditory." Images," pictures," and" sound" (songs,"
speeches,"anthem"…"etc)"are"the"number"two"metaphors,"symbolic"representations,"






alternative" action." The" same" can" be" applied" to" an" image" or" video" of" a" house" in"
Palestine"being"demolished"by"an"Israeli"bulldozer,"a"child"shot"dead"in"the"arms"of"






from" and" mobilising" potential" participants" 2)" media" can" link" movements" with"
political" and" social" actors" 3)" media" can" psychologically" support" members" and"
potential" participants.583" In" the" case" of" the" Palestinians," media" is" indeed"




and"by"people" on" the"media" has" been" fed" to" Palestinians" for" years," and"has" been"
utilised" by" the" Palestinians" themselves" for" years" as" well," to" an" extent" where" the"











level" of" personal" communication" and" conversation," and" became" the" rhetoric" of"
framing"and"mobilising." The"utility"of" such" rhetoric"deserves" to"be"questioned"and"
revised,"and"can"be"further"researched"at"later"stages"and"projects."
"
Hirschman’s" rhetoric" of" reaction" revolves" around" three" central" themes;"
jeopardy," futility," and"perverse"effects." Jeopardy"means" jeopardising"achievements"
by"attempting"some"change;"futility"refers"to"the"futility"of"any"action"and"the"waste"
of" time" and" resources" an" action"would" yield;" and"perverse" effects"means" that" the"






As" apparent," the" rhetoric" of" reaction" shows" signs" of" pessimism." To" counter" its"
pessimism," movement" activists" employ" a" type" of" rhetoric" called" the" rhetoric" of"














In" Lebanon," an" example" on" Novel" Possibilities" is" reflected" in" “Today’s" Youth" .."
Tomorrow’s" Hope”," the" slogan" of" the" Palestinian" Institution" for" Youth" and" Sport,"
which"promotes"sports"and"physical"activities"to"facilitate"return"to"the"homeland"via"
the"maintenance"of" good"health" and" fit" bodies." Countering" jeopardy"by" conveying"
urgency"and"emphasising"on"the"risk"of"inaction,"opposing"futility"by"convincing"the"
crowds" to" grasp" the" opportunity" for" it" will" not" last" long," and" contrasting"
perverseness"by"promising"novel"possibilities.587"This"counter"tactic,"particularly"the"
urgency" aspect" of" it," is" also" observable" in" the" case" of" Palestinians" in" the" studied"
cases,"but"such"a"tactic"is"only"applied"as"a"reaction"to"a"very"pressing"current"event"
(war,"conflict"escalation,"massacre"and"so"on)"and"is"not"utilised"only"to"demonstrate"




Movements" is" fundamental" for" understanding" the" dynamics" of"movements" of" the"
Palestinians"in"Belgium,"Jordan,"and"Lebanon."Starting"with"the"Political"Opportunity"
component" in" Belgium," it" is" clear" that" even" when" all" else" is" fixed" or"missing," the"
social" context" is" sufficient" in" yielding"movement."None"of" the"dimensions" (relative"
openness/closure" of" political" system," stability" of" broad" set" of" elite" alignments,"
presence" of" elite" allies," and" state’s" capacity" and" propensity" for" repression)" has"
changed"to"the"Palestinians"living"in"Belgium,"but"the"Social"Context"component"that"
Rucht"proposed"to"fill"the"gap"of"focusing"only"on"political"aspects"of"movements"was"
critical" in" the"movement"of" Palestinians." The"practiced" fact" that" social"movements"
are" embedded" in" the" culture" of" Belgium" has" been" a" mobilising" force" that" led" to"
organising"multiple"events" including"protests"despite"all" the"unchanged"dimensions"
and"missing"links"to"authorities"and"elites."In"Jordan,"although"2"out"of"4"dimensions"








Political" Opportunity," the" Palestinians" demonstrated" that" they" are" totally" keen" on"
organisation"and"movement.""
In" terms" of"Mobilising" Structures," the" three" studied" cases" demonstrated" different"
structures,"various"divergences,"but"nonetheless"the"same"inability"to"create"change"
neither"in"their"host"countries,"nor"in"their"homeland.""
More"complexly"affected"by" the"duration"of" the"Palestinian"experience"and"by" the"
sensed" (including" heard" and" seen)" are" the" Framing" Processes," where" signs" of"
pessimism"and" futility"are" largely"observed."Urgency" in"Palestinian"terms"only"suits"
severe"escalation"at"homeland."The"3"to"4"constants"that"Palestinians"in"the"diaspora"
share"and" include" in"all"events"and"activities"do"not"fall"under"the"urgent"category,"
for" that" the" duration" of" this" nonUurgency" has" extended" to" almost" 7" decades," and"
other"urgencies"have"regularly"occurred"and"recurred"every"few"years."!
!
As" has" been" explained" earlier," this" chapter" sounds" like" a" Fugue," and" if" it" is" to" be"


















































through" the" echoes" of" Palestinian" diasporisation" in" three" different" host" countries"
enjoying"distinctive"settings"and"dynamics."Each"of"the"host"countries"resonated"(and"
resonates)"its"own"unique"sounds"in"the"cacophonous"Palestinian"existence,"and"it"is"
from" that" cacophony" that" this" dissertation" extended" its" sounds" and" echoes" by"
combining" different"moods," tonalities," and" styles" to" turn" the" inharmoniousness" of"
stateless"diasporisation"into"sounds"that"are"hopefully"placidly"audible.""
"
Studying" the" effects" of" statelessness" on" Palestinian" diaspora"mobilisation"was" the"
key" to" this" dissertation." The" aforementioned" was" done" via" utilising" a" variety" of"
methodological"approaches"that"set"the"rhythm"to"the"investigation"in"an"attempt"to"
capture" as" much" sounds" and" voices" as" possible" given" the" time" and" space" limits."
Acknowledged" are" the" limitations" and" acknowledged" are" the" gaps" in" this"
composition.""
"
Despite" the" heterogeneous" and" diverse" sounds" the" Palestinian" diasporisation"
resonates" and" echoes," that" same" Palestinian" diasporisation" still" resonates" a" set" of"
identical"and"homogeneous"sounds."The"homogeneities"investigated"throughout"this"
dissertation"are"many,"and"the"following"section"is"meant"to"intermix"the"sounds"of"
all" the"homogeneities" represented" in" the" chapters"of" this" composition," leaving" the"
demonstration"of"heterogeneities"to"other"sections"of"this"chapter.""
The" Palestinian" diaspora" homogeneities" can" be" divided" into" two" interconnected"
levels:"Homeland"and"Movement."Commencing"with"the"Homeland"level,"the"studied"
diasporas"share"the"inability"to"impact"or" influence"their"homeland"(as"it" is"seen"by"
them;" as" one)" and" its" proxies," being" unrepresented" by" what" they" consider" their"
homeland," despite" willingly" and" unofficially" representing" it," mutes" the" diaspora"
" 340"
voices" to" the" ears" of" the" homeland," and" is" instrumentalised" by" the" homeland’s"




process" and" distorts" the" temporalities" of" the" people" of" the" land," thus" forcing" the"
stateless" Palestinian" diaspora" to" live" in" acentric" realities" despite" their" country" of"
settlement," and" thus," deforming" their" historiographies," geographies" and"
temporalities." Finally," while" diasporas"make" demands" to" and" for" their" homelands,"
the" stateless" Palestinian" diaspora" (and" probably" other" stateless" diasporas," a" topic"
worth"further"research)"is"restricted"to"making"demands"for"a"homeland.""
"
On"the"other" level,"Movement," the"studied"cases"share"their" inability" to"be"part"of"
the"conflict"that"diasporised"them,"they"are"forcibly"excluded"from"the"conflict"that"
plays" the" role"of" a" cornerstone" to" their"being." Thus," turning" the"philanthropic" into"
political"in"times"of"intense"political"unrest"and"escalation"at"the"homeland."What"all"
studied" cases" surprisingly" share" is" their" organisation" around" solidarity" and"
commemoration"contexts,"in"reaction"to"events"or"dates"(Annex"D),"using"the"same"
rhetoric"of"reaction"and"sharing"the"same"levels"of"aggrievement"and"optimism"in"a"
futuristic" (atavistic)"divine" intervention."Paralleling" the"ease"of" forming"a" collective"
Palestinian" identity" in" the"diaspora" is" the"ease"of" forming"a"collective"scepticism" in"





The" former" summary" of" homogeneities" is" only" intended" to" reacquaint" the" reader"








In" parallel" to" the" antiphonal" nature"of" the" introduction" and" conclusion,"where" the"
introduction"poses"questions"and"the"conclusion"answers"back,"the"following"section"
will"thematically"tie"the"notes"of"each"chapter,"mapping"the"findings"and"arguments"
of" each" core" chapter" to" both" the" case" of" Palestinians," and" to" the" wider" field" of"
knowledge.""
"










seen" as"wreckers," builders," both," or" selectively" none" leaving" aside" a" category" that"
does"exist"in"our"world,"the"one"that"is"none"but"forcibly"not"selectively.""
"
Chapter" 5," Echoless! Diasporic! Sonata," the" first" of" the" core" chapters" of" this"
dissertation,"argued"that"the"irreversible"separation"of"a"diaspora"from"its"homeland,"
due" to" the" homeland’s" inability" of" embracing" its" diaspora" (given" its" institutional"
dysfunctionality" in" light" of" its" nonUstate" status)" forces" such" stateless" diasporas" to"
march"to"the"beats"of"their"own"drummers,"without"a"maestro,"without"a"state."On"
the" same" lines," statelessness" paralyses" the" homeland’s" abilities" and" capabilities" of"
mobilising"its"diaspora"as"part"of"it,"in"terms"of"Tapping,"Embracing,"and"Governing."







into" a" political" one" that" feeds" PalestinianUness" and" the" continuation" of" Palestine."
Contributing" in" such" cases" is" not" necessarily" derived" from" and" facilitated" by" the"
centre," the" homeland," but" it" is" derived" from" the" people" even" if" without"
material/political"return."The"emotional"and"psychological"are"fulfilling"in"such"cases"
of"forced"isolation."What!this!reflects!is!that!the!absence!of!a!state!facilitates!and!
increases! pecuniary! giving! steered! by! autoemobilised! (selfeimposed!mobilisation)!
individuals! not! by! a!mobilising! home! state.! It! also! turns! the! diasporic! individual!
into!the!homeland,!functioning!as!a!homeland!and!thus!the!concept!of!diasporas!as!
homelands.! The" whys" and" wherefores" of" this" subUconclusion" are" worth" further"
psychological"and"psychosocial"research."
Similarly,"statelessness,"and" in"particular" the"Palestinian"statelessness" limits,"not" to"
say"paralyses,"what"the"Palestinians"in"the"diaspora"can"do"towards"their"homeland’s"
protracted" conflict(s)." Academically," diasporas" have" been" classified" into" peace"
makers," peace" wreckers," both," or" voluntarily" none." Investigating! the! Palestinian!
diaspora’s!statelessness!dictates!that!some!diasporas!cannot!be!and!cannot!choose!
to! be! either,! isolating! any! attempts! of! organisation! and! mobilisation! in! the!
diaspora! from! the! homeland."Making" such" stateless" diasporas" unheard," echoless,"
fruitless"towards"the"homeland.""
Out"of"the"ordinary"and"worth"further"research"on"similar"cases"is"the"homelandUhost"
country" role" reversal," or" permutation" as" the" chapter" calls" it," where" two! of! the!
studied!host!countries!cover!up!for!the!absence!of!a!home!state!(to!the!diaspora)!
by! institutionalising! the! presence! of! the! Palestinian! diaspora! through!
governmental! departments! and! committees,! further! distancing,! silencing,! and!
isolating!the!diaspora!from!its!homeland!by!“owning”!and!representing!its!cause.""
Not"surprisingly,"the"two"cases"where"permutation"occurs"are"Jordan"and"Lebanon,"
the" two" Arab" countries" hosting" Palestinians" since" their" 1948"Nakba."Whether" this"
occurrence" is"an"outcome"of"“Arab"nationalism"and"patriotism”,"cultural"proximity,"





Why! are! the! realities! of! diasporas! studied! in! an! undiasporised! way,! as! if! the!






especially" the" stateless"of" them."The" same"applies" to"diasporic" geographies,"which"
are"studied"in"terms"of"homeland"and"host"country"when"diasporic"geographies"can"
be" produced," reproduced" and" replicated." Historiographies" are" another" dimension"
that" seems" to" be" studied" in" a" centralised" way" when" investigating" diasporas,"






investigated" the" atonality" of" the" geographies" of" the" absent" home" state" and" the"
present" host" state," as" well" as" investigating" the" atonality" of" the" Palestinian"
temporalities" of" the" past" and" the" present." The" chapter" argued" that"on! its!way! to!
complicate!organisation!and!mobilisation,!statelessness!distorts!temporalities!and!
geographies,! and! discontinues! and! disconnects! the! historiographies! of! the!
stateless!Palestinians.!It"argued"that"the"acentric"realities"of"the"Palestinians"living"in"
the" diaspora" lead" the" Palestinians" to" operate" in" a" present" that" is" as" old" as" their"
Nakba"of"1948"while"living"in"a"triad"of"Place"(Palestine)"–"Space"(Diaspora)"–"and"yet"
another" replicated" Place" (Palestine)," all" accompanied" by" the" absence" of" an"
institutionalised/official" historical" narrative" capable" of" unifying" Palestine" and" the"
Palestinians"around"a"central"symbol.""
The" chapter" concludes" that" Palestinianeness! is! a! keyless! staff;! it! has! no! preset!
duration! or! time! signature,! it! is! open! ended! and! atonal." Its" past" stopped" when"
Palestine"as"a"state"ceased"to"exist"in"1948;"its"present"is"ongoing,"where"Palestinians"




suffering" from"a"Palestinian"version"of" the" “1948" syndrome”." 589" It" is"worth"noting"
that" despite" divergences" that" this" dissertation" does" not" investigate," the"
abovementioned"also" applies" to"Palestinians"within" the"homeland,"where" the"past"
also"stopped"at"“1948”"unifying"those"within"the"homeland"and"those"in"the"diaspora"
around"a" single"matter," or" various"matters"one"of"which" is" the" timing"of" the"past."
Similar" exceptional" phenomena" are" shared" by" diasporas" of" genocides," such" as" the"
Armenian," Rwandan," and" Circassian" diasporas"who" are" unified"with" the" people" of"
their"homelands"on"“1915”,""“1994”,"and"“1864”"consecutively,"thus"challenging"the"
long" distance" nationalism" argument" which" claims" that" the" past" stops" at" time" of"
migration.""
Therefore,"the"chapter"argues"that"studying!the!Palestinians!requires!investigating!
the! symptoms! of! the! “1948! syndrome”,! it! requires! studying! how! the! acentric!
realities! of! the! Palestinians! in! the! diaspora! affect! their! understandings! of! the!
present,! and! what! can! be! done! in! this! present,! including! organisation! and!
mobilisation.""
What"remains"to"be"done" in"this"particular"domain" is" to"thoroughly" investigate"the"
realities"of"Palestinians" in"Palestine"and"map" them"against" those"of"Palestinians" in"
the" diaspora." On" an" even" more" appealing" level," further" research" is" required" on"
comparing" between" the" acentric" realities" of" Palestinians" and" realities" of" others"
stateless" diasporas," keeping" in"mind" the" ultimate" goal" of" diasporas;" reUestablish" a"
state"like"the"Palestinians,"establish"a"state"like"the"Kurds,"or"not"interested"in"a"state"
like" the" Roma." This" opens" room" for" investigating"whether" statelessness" in" itself" is"

























The" chapter" based" its" argument" on" the" chapter" preceding" it," that" in" light" of" its"
acentricity" and" its" inability" to" maintain" a" tonality" in" terms" of" historiographies,"




and"being" in"a"place,"where"the"past" is"masculinised," the"present" is" feminised,"and"
where"being"in"the"homeland"is"masculinised,"being"in"the"diaspora"is"feminised.""
Despite!the!Autonomisation!in!reasons!for!organisation,!and!levels!of!organisation,!









on"top;" intangible" in"goal"achievement"given"that"goals" like"return," liberation,"state"
and" others" on" the" same" lines" are" difficult" (not" to" say" impossible)" to" achieve" on" a"
centreless" diaspora" level;" and" very" symbolically" led" in" attempts" to" revive," and"
counter"the"erosion"of,"the"hope"of"return.""
The!chapter!proved!the!applicability!of!the!concept!of!Autonomization!on!stateless!
diasporas,!but!while!doing!so,!also!proved! that! statelessness! itself! can!affect! the!
outcomes! of! Autonomization,! reehomogenising! some! of! its! outcomes," such" as"
outcomes" on" subjects" of" organisation" and" mobilisation" (in" terms" of" topics," titles,"
headers)," reUhomogenising" the" heterogeneous" diasporas" to" operate" under" the"
banners" of" solidarity" and" commemoration" despite" the" clear" depictions" of"
Autonomization"on"other"levels.""
Remaining" to" be" done" via" further" research" is" investigating" gender" in" a" more"
systematic"way,"not"only"shyly,"as" the"chapter"did."Also" to"be"done" is" studying" the"
role" of" statelessness" on" gender" and" gendered" understandings," for" that" further"
understandings" of" the" aforementioned" could" yield" clearer" results" in" terms" of" how"
and"what" autonomises." Comparing" the" Palestinian" statelessness" to" other" cases" of"
statelessness" is"also"a"gap"worth"filling." It" is" from"filling"this"gap"that"the"effects"of"
statelessness"on"mobilisation"will"be"further"clarified,"especially"when"compared"to"








Researching" social"movements" reveals" that" the" study"of" such"movements"depends"
on"the"study"of"Political"Opportunities"as"a"main"dimension,"followed"by"Mobilising"
Structures"and"Framing"Processes."What"the"literature"does"not"delve"into"is"whether"
an"opportunity" is" always"perceived"as"one" for" the"people" concerned,"and"whether"
Mobilising" Structures" can" yield" the" opposite" results" and" become" demobilising"






diaspora!movements" in" an" attempt" to" “help" analyze" diaspora" activism" in" a"more"
systematic" way”592," and" thus" merged" two" fields" of" knowledge" into" a" surprisingly"
absent" one." It" also" studied! an! understudied! category! of! diasporas,! the! stateless!
Palestinians,! in! the! understudied! lens! of! social! movements.! The" chapter" proved"
that" even" studying! social! movements! is! biased! towards! states! and! citizens! of!
states,"and"overlooks"those"who"are"living"in"but"are"excluded"from"a"state"such"as"
the" statusUless" Palestinians" in" Lebanon," those" who" are" independent" of" Kriesi" and"
Tarrow’s" dimensions," and" also" independent" of" Rucht’s" context" structure" (as"
explicated" in" the" chapter)." Such" a" case" in" this" study" of" Palestinians" led" to" the"
naissance" of" coping" strategies" in" light" of" their" exclusion," proving" that"opportunity!
given! from! the! state! that! excludes! them! is! insignificant," and" that" the"absence!of!
opportunity!can!actually!lead!to!increased!mobilisation!and!organisation"instead!of!
the!reverse."Which"is"clearly"proved"in"the"large"number"of"events"organised"in"the"
Palestinian" refugee" camps" scattered" across" Lebanon." On" the" same" lines" of"
Opportunity," taking" the"example"of"Palestinians" in" Jordan," the"chapter"argued" that"
even! when! opportunity! is! favourable,! and! when! theory! expects! movement,!
practice!does!not!necessarily!demonstrate! so.!Factors!beyond! the!political!are!of!
importance! as! well,! an! example! of! which! is! the! absence! of! the! need! to! prove!
Palestinianeness! through! political! action! despite! political! favourability," an" angle"
that"the"dissertation"touches"upon"but"indeed"deserves"further"research."As"for"the"
case" of" Palestinians" in" Belgium," where" Opportunity" is" relatively" restrained," the"
embeddedUness" of" Rucht’s" Social" Context" seemed" to" be" the" motivator" to"
organisation"and"mobilisation,"despite"the"absence"of"change"in"Kreisi"and"Tarrow’s"








applicability" of" western" theories" (theories" produced" in" the" west" under" a" western"
lens)" to" nonUwestern" cases," and" whether" the" mutations" observed" in" the"








Palestinians,! it! is! the!homeland’s!absence!that!determines! the!ability! to!organise!
influence!and!it!is!not!the!hostland’s!regime!that!always!determines!the!ability!to!
organise!at!all."Even"when"diasporas"organise"and"mobilise" in"the"hostland,"as"was"
demonstrated" in" the" chapter" through" the" examples" of" Palestinians" in" Belgium,"
Jordan,"and"Lebanon,"their"mobilisation"was"paralysed"by"the"absence"of"a"centre,"a"
state," thus" shifting" popular" mobilisation" to" organisational" mobilisation" where" the"





The" Mobilising" Structures" of" the" three" studied" groups" are" a" combination" of"
similarities" and" differences." All! studied! structures! seem! to! be! consistent! and!
revolving! around! an! absence,! yet! all! are! unable! to! form! a! unified! whole! with!
Palestine!and!all!Palestinians,"which"is"a"phenomenon"that"can"be"explained"by"the"
importance" of" the" absent" (state)" for" becoming" one." All" structures" studied" share"
narrowness"accompanied"by"stubbornly"present"diverse"and"large"demands"through"
a"wide" range"of" goals."What"all" structures" share"as"well" is" their" inability" to" attract"
new" members" and" bystanders" where" similar" organisers" are" responsible" for"




might" be" explained" by" the" importance" of" the" nature" of" demands" (possible" versus"
impossible)" and" the"potentially" demobilising" effects" of" the"duration"of" the" conflict"
that" led" to" diasporisation." Shared" between" the" cases" is" their" inability" to" restrain"
options"of"opponents,"because"all" happen" to"be" in" isolation"of"what" they" consider"
their"opponent,"Israel."Instead,"competitors"on"power"become"fierce"opponents"such"
as"the"case"of"CPB"and"CPBL"in"Belgium"and"Fatah"and"Hamas"in"Lebanon.""
Alongside" the" similarities" in" the" Mobilising" Structures" of" the" three" studied" cases"
come" differences" and" divergences" that" make" similarities" even" more" questionable"
and"pressingly"demand"finding"the"common"denominator"between"the"cases."On"the"
levels"of"coordination"between"various"mobilising"structures," the"cases"vary"widely"
and" range" between" strong" to" limited." The" same" applies" to" netness" (networkness"
between"Palestinians" in" the" same"host" country)," the"ability" to"generate" favourable"
media"coverage"and"the"ability"to"shape"public"policy"and"state"action,"all"of"which"
are" factors" that" should" play" pivotal" roles" in"mobilisation" attempts."Which" they" do"
not,"as"demonstrated"in"the"chapter,"where!the!case!theoretically!expected!to!yield!
minimum!mobilisation!attempts!yielded!the!maximum,!namely!Lebanon,!and!the!
case! expected! to! yield! maximum! mobilisation! attempts! yielded! the! minimum,!




U" Framing" Processes" U" the" case" of" the" Palestinians" poses" the" question" to" whether"
consciousness" is" (or" remains)" a" prerequisite" to" framing," or" whether" the" strategic"
aspect"is"a"vital"one"when"the"duration"of"the"framed"spans"for"decades,"suggesting"
that" a" time/duration" aspect" should" be" added" to"what" already" constitutes" Framing"
Processes" (Culture," Ideology," and" Frames)." The" Palestinian" Framing" Processes" are"
indeed"characterised"by"aggrievement"and"optimism,"but"the"Palestinian"optimism"is"
not"in"the"capability"of"collective"action"to"redress"their"problems,"rather"in"another"
sort" of" optimism," one" relying" on" divine" intervention." On" the" cultural" level," the"
Palestinian" framing" processes" in" the" three" studied" cases" are" alike," with" shared"
understandings" and" beliefs" conveyed" via" shared" symbols" and" a" shared" language,"
homogenising" them" in" culturally" framing" the" absent." On" the" Ideological" level," the"
" 350"
Palestinians" share" the"what," the" ideology"of" full" historic" Palestine" and" the" right" to"
return" to" it," yet" they" do" not" share" the" how," the" ideology" of" how" to" achieve" so"





The!role!of!media! framing! in! the!Palestinian!Framing!Processes!has!proved!to!be!
instrumental!in!its!demobilisation,!where!Palestinians!suffer!from!media!saturation!
and!fatigue"to"an"extent"where"they"seem"to"have"grown"immune"to"scenes"of"blood"
and" injured" or" dead" bodies" unless" the" casualties" jump" the" hundreds." The" same"








What" could" be" a" great" addition" to" this" chapter" is" a" comparison" between" how"
different" diaspora" groups" in" the" same" host" country" perceive" Political" Opportunity"
and"act"upon"it."For"instance,"it"would"be"enriching"to"compare"how"the"Syrians"and"






through" studying" the" informal" form" of" the" Palestinian" Mobilising" Structures" and"







the" aforementioned" thematic" summaries" of" findings," the" answer" would" sound" as"
follows:"
"




and"events"across"different"diaspora"settings," resulting" in" the"dominance"of"
commemorative"and"solidarity"themes"regardless"of"location"of"the"diaspora,"
and"the"political"opportunities"open"to"it.""
¥ The" sense" of" statelessness" overshadows" Political" Opportunities," Mobilising"
Structures," and" Framing" Processes" when" intensities" of" mobilisation" and"
organisation"are"concerned."






In" a" conflict" between" perceptions" of" legitimacy" and" authority" via" filiation" or"
affiliation" as" Said" deployed" 594," are" the" Palestinians" in" the" diaspora" as"well" as" the"
Palestinian" organisations"mobilising" and" attempting" to"mobilise" them." At" the" time"
















consciousness" is" not" a" surprising" process," especially" in" light" of" the" unclosable" gap"
between"intense"emotions"and"severe"inability"to"take"action.""
"
The" outcomes" of" this" postlude" can" be" divided" into" three" different" yet"







¥ Acentricity" of" realities" on" historiographic," geographic" and" temporal" levels."
Therefore,"statelessness"is"not"only"de"jure"or"de"facto,"it"can"and"does"take"
other"shapes"and"it"does"touch"upon"comprehensions"of"existence.""
¥ It" also" means" echolessness" and" the" inability" to" impact" or" influence" the"
homeland," where" diaspora" organisation" and" mobilisation" are" not" sourced"










¥ The" statelessness" of" Palestine" leads" to" the" statelessness" of" the" Palestinian"
existence." Therefore," studying" the"Palestinians"as" refugees"or" as" a"diaspora"
without"adding"the"statelessness"element"probably"leads"to"incomprehensive"
understandings." "A" vertebrate"existence,"with"a"backbone," is"different" from"
an"invertebrate"existence.""
¥ Despite" the" heterogeneities" in" diasporas" and" diasporic" experiences,"
statelessness"can"play"a"role"of"a"homogeniser."
¥ Facilitation" of" the" hyperUpoliticisation" of" all" that" is" of" direct" or" indirect"
relation" to" Palestine" for" that" the" Palestinian" diaspora" is" not" perceived" as" a"









as" has" been" explicated" throughout" the" dissertation," do" not" mind" being" a"









¥ Opportunities" present" at" countries" of" settlements" are" not" necessarily" an"
enabler" facilitating" movement," as" the" case" of" Jordan" has" proved," where"
favourability"did"not"lead"to"increased"movement.""
" 354"
¥ Can" be" a" heterogeniser" of" diasporic" experiences" (as" opposed" to" the"
homogenising" statelessness)," as" has" been" illustrated" via" the" comparison" of"




Jordan," and" the" theoretical" favourability" of" producing" movement," the"
diaspora"did"not"show"any"signs"of"increased"mobilisation.""
¥ Can"take"over"the"roles"of"the"homeland" in" its"absence"despite"duration,"as"
the" governmental" bodies" initiated" by" both" Lebanon" and" Jordan" have"
demonstrated"and"for"decades.""
¥ Can" be" insignificant" to" the" movement" of" a" diaspora," as" the" case" of" the"
isolated" Palestinians" living" in" closed" spaces" within" refugee" camps" across"
Lebanon" proved,"which" theoretically"was" expected" to" yield"minimal" results"




Palestinians" are" a" heterogeneous" diaspora" group," living" in" a" homogeneous"
experience" of" statelessness." They" have" been" mutely" (visUàUvis" homeland)" and"
fruitlessly" organising" and" mobilising" in" heterogeneous" settings" some" enabling"
movement," some" insignificant" to" it." Surprisingly," and" despite" the" aforementioned"
heterogeneity,"the"Palestinians"in"the"diaspora"rely"on"homogeneous"strategies"and"











met"a"Palestinian"who" is" tired"enough"of"being"Palestinian" to"give"up"entirely”." 599"
The" question" that" logically" follows" given" that" “PalestinianUness" is" brought" about"






Finally," this"composition"will"pose"a"series"of"questions" in"a"quest" for"a"cadence"to"
conclude"this"postlude"and"introduce"further"preludes.""
Are" the" Palestinians" seeking" a" state," a" status," or" are" they" seeking" a" stateUlinked"
status?"As" is" clear," and" as" has" been" clarified" throughout" this" composition," being" a"
Palestinian" in" the" diaspora" is" neither" contested" nor" challenged," it" is" being" a"
Palestinian"from"Palestine,"and"in"particular"Historic"Palestine,"that"is"both"contested"
and" challenged." It" is" identifying" the" tangible" and" existing" Palestinian" self" with" the"
intangible" and" nonUexisting" Palestine" that" forces" both" sides" to" resonate" on" two"





for" a" state" of" mind" first" and" foremost" followed" by" the" traditional" and" current"
definitions"of"state?"Is" it"about"what"the"Palestinians" in"the"diaspora"can"or"cannot"
do,"or"is"it"about"what"they"can"or"cannot"be?"Or"is"it"both?"Would"an"international"
recognition" of" (one)" Palestine" solve" a" problem" or" create" a" new" one" to" peoples"
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" " " " " " " " " " "
Inaash" " " " " " " " " " " " " "
The"Palestinian"Arab"
Women"League"





" " " " " " " " " "
Association"Najdeh" " " " " " " " " " " " "
Palestine"Red"Crescent"
Society"
" " " " " " "
"
" " " " "
ANERA" " " " " " " " " " " " "
NPAID" " " " " " " " " " " " "
LEAP" " " " " " " " " " " " "
Beit"Atfal"Al"Somoud" " " " " " " " " " " " "
PHRO" " " West" " " " " " " " " "
Thabit" " " Civil""&"
social"
" " " " " " " " "




" " " " " " " " " " "













" " " " " " " " " " "
Union"of"Palestinian"
Scholars"in"Lebanon"











Shahid"(Witness)" " " Refugee"
Oriented"
" " " " " " " " " "
Medical"Aid"for"
Palestinians"MAP"







" " " " "





" " " " "
"




" " " " " " " " " " "
Action"Developmment"
Parrainages"Mondiaux"
Education" " " " " " "
"
" " " " "
Terre"Des"Hommes"
TDH"
" " " " " " Child"
Psychol
ogy."
" " " " "








































































' ' ' ' '
Association"Belgo"–"
Palestinienne"
' ' ' ' ' ' ' '
"
' ' '
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! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
Hope"Espoir"Hoop" ! ! ! ! ! ! For"University"
students"in"
Palestine"
! ! ! !

















































iPal"4"Youth" ! ! ! ! ! ! For"education"
and"training"
In"Palestine"
! ! ! !












































































' ' ' ' '
Welfare"Societies" ' ' Financial"
Assistance"
' ' ' ' '
Centers"for"Quran"
Inculcation""
' ' ' ' Religious" ' ' '
Health"Societies" ' ' ' ' " ' ' '
Clubs" ' ' ' ' " ' ' '
ICRC" ' ' ' ' " ' ' '
Islamic"Relief" ' ' Relief"focused"
on"orphans"
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! " ! ! !
Camp"Services"
Committees"
















































! Belgium( Jordan( Lebanon(
! ! Main!Organisations!working!on!Palestinian!Issues!
Most!Shared!Aspects!of!
Promoted!Goals!between!
Organisations!
(As!per!websites/leaflets)!
¥ Legal!
¥ Lobbying!
¥ Cultural!
¥ Relief!&!
Development!
¥ Education!
¥ Socio!–!Economic!
Least!Shared!Aspects!of!
Promoted!Goals!between!
Organisations!
(As!per!websites/leaflets)!
¥ Solidarity!via!
Promotion!of!Peace!
¥ Promotion!of!
Democracy!
¥ Health!&!Emergency!
Aid!
¥ Gendered!Activities!!
¥ Raising!
Awareness!
¥ Women’s!Rights!
¥ Logistics!
¥ Humanitarian!
¥ Land!Mines!
¥ Prisoners!
¥ Development!
! Organised!Activities!by!Organisations!and!Parties!working!on!Palestinian!Issues!
Observed!Activities!
1
st
!Quarter!of!2012!–!Early!
2014!
9! 7! 43!
Types!of!Activities! In!Solidarity!with!=!5!
In!Remembrance!=!4!
In!reaction!to!then!current!
events!=!4!
In!Remembrance!of!=!3!
In!Solidarity!with!=!5!
In!Remembrance!=!34!
Cultural!=!15!
Educational!=!5!
MultiXMessage/MultiX
Demand!Events!
(in!terms!of!slogans,!
chants,!posters!…!etc)!
3! All!! No!demands!in!general,!no!
one!to!make!demands!to.!
Similar!to!human!versions!
of!Terra!Nullius,!Persona!
Nullius!
Most!Common!Organisers! La!communauté!palestinienne!
de!Belgique!et!de!Luxembourg!
!
Association!BelgoX
Palestinienne!
Leftist!&!Communist!
‘Parties’!
!
Professional!Associations!
Complex!
!
Random!
Shadow!Offices!of!Fatah!
!
Bait!Atfal!Al!Sumoud!
!
Ahlam!Laje’e!
! 384!
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Annex![D]!!
!
List!of!Palestinian!Remembrance!Days!
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!
Date( Day(
7!January! Palestinian!Martyr!Day!
30!March!1976! Palestinian!Land!Day!
17!April! Palestinian!Prisoners!Day!
15!May!1948! Nakba!Day!
05!June!1967! Naksa!Day!
16!September!1982! Sabra!&!Shatila!Massacre!Remembrance!Day!
29!November! International!Day!of!Solidarity!with!the!Palestinian!People!
!
List!of!Palestinian!Remembrance!Days!&!Days!of!Solidarity!
!
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Annex![E]!!
!
Interview!Grid!!
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Semi5Structured(Interviews:(Interview(Grid((
!
Question(Theme( Question(on( Question(Purpose(is(to(
investigate(
Question(could(lead(to(
answering((
Historical/Background( Year!of!
establishment!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
Locations!
!
!
!
!
!
Founder(s)!of!
organisation!
!
!
!
!
Process!of!
establishment!
To!investigate!when!an!
organisation!was!
established!
!
!
!
!
!
!
Whether!organisation!
has!branches!in!
different!locations!
!
!
The!organisation’s!
ideology!if!founder!is!
linked!to!any!certain!
ideology!
!
!
Whether!the!processes!
establishment!and!
initiation!were!smooth!
or!otherwise!
Whether!an!
organisation!was!
established!as!a!result!
of!conflict!escalation!or!
following!certain!years!
or!dates!
!
!
Areas!of!operation!and!
coverage.!!
Size!of!organisation!
!
!
!
Orientation!of!
organisation!
!
!
!
!
Country!specific!socioX
legalXpolitical!
opportunities!or!
barriers!in!terms!of!
establishment!and!
operation!of!
organisations!
Structural(( Goals!and!Vision!
!
!
!
!
!
!
Fields!of!work!
!
!
!
!
!
!
Financial!
!
!
!
!
Collaboration!!
Investigate!whether!
goals!and!visions!
remained!the!same!
since!establishment!
!
!
!
Organisation’s!areas!
and!fields!of!work!!
!
!
!
!
!
Support!comes!from!
external/internal!
parties/bodies!
!
!
What!parties!the!
organisation!works!
with!!
Organisation!was!faced!
with!difficulties!and!
obstacles!in!achieving!
goals!and!maintaining!
vision!
!
!
Whether!organisation!
has!wide!or!narrow!
goals!achieved!by!fields!
of!work!!
!
!
Sources!of!support!
could!mean!affiliation!
to!certain!parties!or!
certain!orientations!
Goals!and!vision!could!
be!linked!to!those!of!
collaborators!!
(e.g!Collaboration!with!
Fatah!or!Hamas)!
!
!
!!
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Organisation(&(
Mobilisation(
Activities!and!
events!(times!of!
organisation!and!
mobilisation)!
!
!
!
Membership!
procedures!!
!
!
!
!
!
Communication!
methods!
!
!
!
!
!
!
Participation!
Investigate!what!basis!
events!and!activities!
are!organised!on!
!
!
!
!
Whether!membership!
to!organisation!is!easy!
or!complicated!
!
!
!
!
How!organisation!
communicates!with!
members!and!potential!
participants!in!its!
activities!and!events!
!
!
!
Investigate!extent!of!
participation!in!
organised!events!
Organised!activities!and!
events!are!reactions!to!
certain!dates!and!
events!or!actions!“to!or!
against”!
!
!
Types!of!membership!
(paid,!voluntary!…etc)!
!
!
!
!
!
Types!and!methods!of!
communication!with!
members!and!potential!
participants!and!thus!
ability!to!broadcast!or!
advertise!event!
!
!
Rough!numbers!of!
participants!can!be!
indicators!of!whether!
participation!is!
embedded!in!the!
culture!of!country!or!
not.!Can!also!be!
indicators!of!
oppression!and!thus!
fear!of!participation!
Open(Questions((to!give!
the!interviewee!an!
opportunity!to!openly!
comment!on!topics!that!
might!be!critical!to!his/her!
work)(
Status!of!the!
Palestinian!cause!!
!
Future!of!Palestine!
!
Right!of!Return!
!
Any!other!
comments!or!
remarks!
! !
!
!
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(
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